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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

I. Background 

Acid rain (and other forms of wet and dry acid deposition. including snow. fine particuiates 
and gases) is suspected of causing serious damage in a variety of areas: aquatic and terrestrial 
ecosystems. construction and cultural materials (such as metals. wood. paint. and masonry). and public 
health. In addition. the gaseous pollutants that promote acid rain have been linked to local ozone 
buildup. suspended particulate matter. and reduced visibility. Of the three pollutants that are 
generally considered to be most heavily involved in the formation of acid rain. S02 and NOx arise 
almost entirely from power plants and motor vehicles. 

After more than a decade of clean air bills and proposals. President Bush signed the Clean 
A.ir Act (CAA) Amendments of 1990 (P.L. 101-549) into law on November 15. 1990. Title IV of the 
Clean Air Act (the acid rain title) set three major goals: (I) a reduction in S02 emissions of I 0 
million tons per year below 1980 levels by the year 2000: (2) a nationwide cap on SO., emissions 
beginning in the year 2000: and (3) a two million ton reduction in NOx emissions. These goals are 
to be met through a two-phased program. In Phase I (beginning in 1995), part of the S02 and NOx 
reductions are to be achieved through emissions reduction requirements at the largest. highest
emitting power plants. During Phase II, the S02 and NOx reduction goals are to be reached through 
more stringent requirements at virtually all fossil fuel power plants and through other parts of the 
CAA amendments. 

An important feature of the Acid Rain Program is a system of allowance allocation and 
trading. The provisions of Title IV that establish this system represent a significant departure from 
the more traditional "command and control" approach to regulation. Command and control 
regulations typically set specific emissions standards that must be met on a source-by-source basis. 
Under the Acid Rain Program. however. units at sources are not assigned rigid emissions limits. 
Instead. each unit is allocated transferable emissions "allowances," each of which permits the holder 
to emit one ton of S02. If the number of tons of S02 emitted by a unit exceeds its allocated 
allowances. it can still comply with the program by obtaining additional allowances from units whose 
emissions are smaller than their allowance allocations. This transferability creates a potential market 
for emissions allowances, in which allowances may be bought, sold. auctioned. and banked from year 
to year by S02 emitting units or by any party outside of the regulated community. The flexibility 
allowed by this system is expected to lower the costs of reducing emissions considerably. since the 
emissions reductions at the units with the lowest costs of control will be able to substitute for the 
more costly emissions reductions by other units that would otherwise have been required. 

The regulations covered by this regulatory impact analysis are 

• permitting: 

• the allowance system (including conservation and renewable resources. auctions. sales. 
and IPP guarantees); and 

• emissions monitoring. 
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These provisions arc essential to making the allowance trading program functional and effective. 
They ensure that emissions are accurately measured. the program ·s provisions can he enforced. and 
that allowances are generally available. even to those entities that do not receive allowance 
allocations. Other provisions enhance the overall goals of the Acid Rain Program by encouraging 
emissions reductions through reductions in electrical generation. the substitution of rcncwahle 
resources for fossil fuels. and the inclusion of additional electricity sources. 

2. Purpose and Scope of this Report 

This regulatory impact analysis (RIA) was developed in response tn Executive Order ( EO) 
12291. which re4uires Federal Agencies to assess the costs. benefits. and impacts of all "major" 
regulations. lJ nder EO 12291. any regulation likely to result in an annual effect on the economy of 
$ 100 million or more is considered a "major" regulation. While the proposed regulations 
implementing the allowance allocation and trading system are expected to reduce costs rather than 
increase them. the net costs of emission reductions imposed by the statute itself are expected to be 
large enough to fit the definition of a major regulation. EPA has therefore decided to treat the 
proposed regulations as a major rule for the purposes of EO 12291. 

In compliance with EO 12291. this RIA assesses costs. benefits and impacts for the important 
provisions of Title IV. Its scope excludes those parts of the program not yet completed: the ;'\;Ox
rdated provisions. and voluntary inclusions of additional sources (opt-in). Also excluded are analyses 
of a set of implementation issues (including the question of serialization of allowances: end-of-year 
"truing up" periods. and other issues related to permits and monitoring). While no dollar values could 
be assigned to these implementation issues. they are discussed in the preamble to the implementation 
regulations. 

EPA divided its analysis of the Acid Rain Program into two parts. First. EPA analyzed the 
effects of the statute in the absence of any implementation regulations. This analysis was performed 
by defining and examining the "absent regulations" case, in which a 10 million ton reduction in S02 
emissions is mandated by statute, but there are no implementation regulations to establish an acid 
rain program that allows for allowance trading. special compliance plans. or application for alternative 
monitoring programs. EPA compared this "absent regulations" case to a "pre-statute" case (in which 
no emissions reductions would be required) to show the incremental costs of the S02 reductions 
without the implementation regulations. 

In the second part of the analysis. EPA examined a "regulatory" case that included both the 
SO? reductions and the implementation regulations. By comparing costs under the regulatory case 
to those under the absent regulations case, EPA was able to isolate the incremental savings provided 
by the regulations. At the same time, by combining the two parts of the analysis. EPA was able to 
show the total costs imposed by the Acid Rain Program (the statute and the regulations) as a whole. 

3. Industries Affected by the Acid Rain Program 

Title IV directly affects utility units providing power to generators that produce electricity 
commercially. Most utility units belong to the electric utility industry and are either investor-owned 
or publicly-owned. such as the Tennessee Valley Authority. The utility industry currently accounts 
for the vast majority of the generation capacity in the U.S. A growing share of generating capacity. 
however. is being owned by independent power producers (IPPs) and other entities ouL<;ide of the 
conventionally-defined utility industry. 
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The characteristics of electric utilities vary widely in terms of institutional and regulatory 
arrangements. size. power plant types. fuel consumption. and power supply cost structure. Utilities 
are currently highly regulated at hoth the state and federal levels. hut the regulatory climate ts 
gradually shifting toward less regulation and more competition. 

The electric utility industry is cumposeJ of ahout 3.000 companies. \fost of these arc 
municipally-owned utilities or rural dectric cuoperatives. which are generally very small in terms of 
electricity generation. ·A relatively small number of utilities (about 200) are investor-owned: these. 
however. account for ahout three-quarters of the total electricity generated in the U.S. Exhibit ES- I 
provides an overview of the electricity generating sector. 

\1ost U.S. electric utilities have monopolies (known as franchises) provided by state or local 
authorities and arc the only supplier of dectric power within their service territories. In exchange 
for the advantages conferred by the franchise. the utility subjects its rates to regulation hy state 
authorities. Rates for investor owned utilities are set to allow them to recover all of their costs (so 
long as these costs were "prudently incurred") and make limited profits as well. 

Phase I of the Acid Rain Program affects units owned by 61 different utilities. with a total 
installed capacity of 88.977 megawatts MW: Phase II affects units owned by 239 different utilities 
representing 471.445 MW of capacity. Exhibit ES-2 shows the breakdown of these utilities by size 
and type of owner. 

Almost 70 percent of the electricity currently generated in the U.S. is produced using coal and 
other fossil fuels. The rest is produced using nuclear power. hydropower. or other energy sources 
that are not regulated by Title IV. Regional differences in fuel types are substantial: oil and gas 
fueled generation serve as the dominant capacity sources in several regions including New England 
and the Pacific. while coal is the most important source in other areas including the Midwest. The 
regional mix in fuel use has important implications for regional S02 emissions. acid rain control costs. 
and electric rate impacts. 

A significant amount of electric generation capacity owned and operated by private 
developers. rather than by the regulated utilities, has come on line over the last decade. The total 
amount of generation from this capacity was about 199.000 MW. or seven percent of total U.S. utility 
generation. Plants burning natural gas. coal. and biomass are the most common types of generators 
outside of the conventionally-defined utility industry. Projects burning waste products also provide 
substantial capacity, as do plants utilizing hydro and wind resources. 

In addition to the industries that are regulated under Title IV. a number of other industries 
could he affected indirectly. The coal industry is the most important example of an indirectly affected 
industry because of the fact that most of the coal industry's output is sold to utilities. Pollution 
control equipment manufactures. the bulk transportation industry, and some industries that use large 
quantities of electricity. could also be affected indirectly. 
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EXHIBIT ES- I 
C.S. Installed Generating Capacity by Industry Type 

(Gigawatts) 

1979 1986 1987 

' 
' I 

Total U.S. Electric lit1liry 
i 

598 710 '"IK 
lndusrry 

I 

Invcsror Owned llr1hues -i64 546 553 

Municipals. ( :onperar1ves. I 
federal. and Puhlic Power 134 164 165 

Total Non-Gcnerarmg 18 25 :;o 
Industry 

1988 

72.i 

; 
I 
I )~K I 

166 
I 

; 

:;.i 

Source: "1988 Capacity and Crenerauon of Non-Utility Sources of Energy," Edison Electric Insuture. April, 
1990. 

Note: l gigawatt equals 1000 megawatts or 1 million kilowatts. 

4. Costs of the Program 

' 

I 
I 
! 

In estimating the effects of the Acid Rain Program. EPA divided costs into two broad 
categories: costs related to S02 emissions reductions. and costs related to regulatory implementation. 
Costs in these categories were estimated for the absent regulations case compared to the pre-statute 
case; for the regulatory case compared to the absent regulations case; and for the regulatory case 
compared to the pre-statute case. In addition. each case was estimated under a high and low scenario 
representing different assumptions about energy demand growth and other factors that could affect 
emissions. The time frame for the analysis of emissions reduction costs is the 18-year period from 
1993 through 2010. To cover this period. EPA analyzed four discrete points in time: 1995 (the 
beginning of Phase I); 2000 (the beginning of Phase II); 2005; and 2010. 

The costs of S02 emissions reductions were estimated with a detailed linear programming 
model that computes the utility industry's lowest cost responses to the emissions control requirements 
under each case. EPA estimated total costs (that is. the present discounted value of costs over the 
18-year period 1993 through 2010) for both the absent regulations case and the regulatory case. The 
total costs of the S02 reductions mandated by the statute were estimated to range from $19.1 to 
$30.9 billion without the regulations. compared to only $9.5 to $17. l billion with the regulations (see 
Exhibit ES-3a). Comparing the total costs with and without the regulations showed that a well
functioning allowance trading system would reduce the costs of the S02 emissions reductions 
mandated by the statute by $9.6 to $13.8 billion. 
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EXHIBIT ES-2 
Characterization of Affected Existing Ctility-Owned Units 

I 
i Phase I 
i 

Phase II 
T~·pe of Ownership ! 

I 

# of # of Capacity # of i #of Capacity 
i : ! I 

Utilities i Units (GW) l'tilities l'nits I 1<;W1 
' ! :: ' 

i 11 
I i ' 

:' ! i Federal and Public Power i I 

I Entities. State and District I 26 9 ii u 116 "') i _)_ 

ii 
Systems I 

! 
! 

! I I 

.i I i 
' I 

!i Cooperative Systems 5 I 15 4 27 I 89 ')" '! I ; __ ) 
ii ·i ! ' ! :i 

:I jj i I •i 

11 

I 

' 
' 

I 
I 

Investor-Owned Systems 52 216 75 132 1.517 392 I 

i I 
.; 

' ; I 
i ' I I '1 

; I 
Municipal Systems " 4 I I 67 183 24 _) 

·1 
11 

: 

i 

j 

I 
: 

TOTALS 61 261 89 239 1,905 471 !I 

: ii 
~ I 
I 

Source: National Allowance Data Base Version LO and ICF Analysis of the Clean Air Act Amendment of 
! 

1990. 
I 

'I 

In addition to the costs of reducing S02 emissions. the implementation regulations would 
impose some additional costs. The auctions, direct sales. and IPP written guarantee provisions. which 
are intended to aid in the development of an allowance market and ensure the availability of 
allowances, would add between two and eight million dollars to the total costs of the regulations 
(where, again, the total costs were measured as the discounted present value of costs over the 18-year 
period from 1993 through 2010). Operating the conseivation and renewable energy program would 
cost a total of between $1 and $2 million. The total costs of the allowance tracking system would also 
be relatively small, at $4 to $6 million, while the total costs to the regulated community of arranging 
allowance transactions could range from $200 to $400 million. The total costs of the continuous 
emissions monitoring program was estimated at approximately $2.4 billion. The monitoring costs, 
however. are actually lower in the regulatory case than in the absent regulations case. Finally, EPA 
estimated the total cost of the permits program to be $68 million. 
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Exhibit ES-3a presents the total t:ost estimates for thi: absent regulations t:ase compared to 
tht: pre-statute case. the regulatory t:ase compared tn the absent regulations case: and the regulatory 
t:a<;e rnmpared to the pre-statute rnse. Overall. the acid r::iin statute (including the implementation 
regulations) imposes total costs (measured as the present value of rnsts from 1993 through 20!0) of 
between S 12.2 and $20.0 billion. while the acid rain regulations provide net sav;ings of between S9A 
and S 13.4 billion. Exhibit ES-3b shows costs and rnst savings on an annualized basis. 

EXHIBIT ES-3a 
INCREMENTAL TOTAL COSTS Al\D COST SAVINGS 

( 1993 to 2010. in 1\ilillions of 1990 dollars)" 

Costs of S02 Costs of SO,, Cost Savings 
Reductions without Reductions with Provided by Impk:-

Implementation Implementation mentation 
Regulationsb Regulationsb Regulationsh 

\I Cost of SO, 
11 - $19,100 to $30,900 $9,500 to $17,100 $9,600 to $13.800 ' Reductions 

'I 
'1 
I Implementation 

A11owance System• 
• Transffrackmg so 5204 to S406 -5204 to -S.+06 
• NSl1PPG so S2 to S8 -S2 to -S8 
• Con;Ren Energy so SI to S2 -SI to -S2 

c:EMS S2.512 52,395 SI 17 

l'ermns so S68 -568 

Subtotal: $2,512 $2,670 to $2,879 -$158 to -$367 

ii Total Costs/Savings 

fl 

$21,612 to $33,412 $12,170 to $19,979 $9,442 to $13,433 .I 

ii 
Total costs are present values of costs incurred in each year (with capital costs annualized at 7 pem:nt per year) 
discounted to 1992 at 3 percent per year. Annualized costs are computed using the tota: costs and a discount 
rate of 3 percent per year. 
Ranges cover EPA Low Scenario and High Scenario. 
Includes: Allowance Transacuons(frackmg. Aucuons;Sales/ IPP nuarantecs. and Conservation;Renewahle 
Fner!o'Y 
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I 

I 
I 
I 

EXHIBIT ES-3b 
INCREMENTAL ANNUALIZED COSTS AND COST SA VIN GS 

(l 993 to 20 l 0, in Millions of 1990 dollars )a 

Cost of S02 
Reductions 

Implementation 

Allow·mce Svstem' ' 
• Trans/fracking 
I A;S/IPPG 
• C :on/Ren Energy 

CEMS 

Permits 

Subtotal: 

Total Costs/Savings 

Costs of SO., 
Reductions without 

Implementation 
Regulationsh 

Sl,400 to $2,300 

so 
so 
so 

S!82.6 

so 

$182.6 

$1,583 to $2,483 

i 
; 

' 

Costs of S01 
Reductions with 
Implementation 

Regulationsb 

$700 to $1,300 

SIH; to S29.5 
SO.! to S0.6 

SO.I 

5174.l 

54.9 

$194.0 to $209.2 

$894 to $1,509 

i 
I 

I 
I 

Cost Savings 
Provided hy Imple

mentation 
Regulationsh 

$700 to Sl,000 

-S 14.8 to -S29.5 
-S0.2 to -S0.6 

-SO.I 

-S8.5 

-S4.9 

-$11.5 to -$26.6 

$689 to $973 

Annualized costs are computed using the total costs and a discount rate of 3 percent per year. Total costs are 
present values of costs incurred in each year (with capital costs annualized at 7 percent per year) discounted to 
1992 at 3 percent per year. 
Ranges cover EPA Low Scenario and High Scenario. 
Includes: Allowance Transactions/fracking, Auctions/Sales/ IPP Guarantees, and Conservation/Renewable 
Energy 
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5. Impacts of the Acid Rain Program 

EPA assessed the effects of the Acic..I Rain Program from four different perspectives: the 
impacts of the costs and cost savings on the regulated community as a whole: on different regions 
of the country: on entities outside the regulated community: and on smaller entities. 

Nationwide Impacts on the Regulated Community 

The annual Acid Rain Program costs. while large in absolute terms, are relatively small 
compared to the rnughly $200 billion annual costs of generating electricity. As shown in Exhibit 
ES-4. the average costs (on a "lcvelized" basis) of generating electricity rise 0.5 to 0. 7 percent 
under the absent regulations case for 1995 under the high and low scenarios, respectively. 
Avl'.rage cost impacts for 2000. 2005, and 2010 are greater as a consequence of Phase IL hut still 
less than two percent of total costs. As with any average. these average cost estimates take into 
account utilities with more significant cost impacts (e.g .. as high as ten percent or more in a few 
cases) along with many others that are largely unaffected or experience cost reductions under the 
absent regulations case. 

The regulations provide cost reductions of less than a third of one percent of total 
generation costs in Phase I and generally less than one percent in Phase II. Savings of this 
magnitude amount to between one-fourth and two-thirds of the costs in the absent regulations 
case. depending on the year and the scenario. 

The aggregate impact of these cost changes on the financial health (in terms of net 
income) of the electric utility industry is likely to be small. Because utility rates are tightly 
regulated. cost increases are generally passed through to electricity consumers as price increases. 
Costs for pollution control costs in particular have almost always been considered a necessary cost 
of power production, and so are especially likely to be passed through. The utilities' margins are 
therefore expected to be insulated to a certain extent from both cost increases and decreases. 

1995 

2000 

2005 

2010 

EXHIBIT ES-4 
AVERAGE NATIONWIDE PERCENTAGE CHANGE IN ELECTRICI1Y COSTS 

(percent) 

i I 
COST SAVINGS OF 

COSTS OF ABSENT COSTS OF REGULATORY 
REGULATIONS CASE REGULATORY CASE CASE 

(incremental to pre- (incremental to pre- (incremental to absent 
statute case) statute case) regulations case) 

! 
Low High Low High Low High ; 

Scenario Scenario Scenario Scenario Scenario Scenario 

0.5 0.7 0.3 0.4 I 0.2 0.3 

: 1.3 1.9 0.5 0.8 0.8 1.1 
I 

1.4 1.7 1.0 l.2 0.4 0.5 

0.9 1.5 0.4 I. I 0.5 0.4 
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In addition. because utilities are structured as regulated monopolies (as discussed in 
Chapter 2). they are protected to a certain extent from losing customers to competitors with lower 
rates. However. increasing deregulation of the industry and competition from independent power 
and industrial cogeneration and self-generation make this protection somewhat limited in certain 
cases. Nonetheless. consumers· responses to levelized av.::rage U.S. price increases or decreases in 
the range of one-half to one percent may be considered insignificant hy the utilities experiencing 
these responses. Even higher rate increases on the order of five to ten percent would probably 
not substantially reduce consum.er demand. 

Cost changes cannot always be passed through entirely. however. because Public Utility 
Commissions may disallow portions of the costs if it is determined that they were not prudently 
incurred. For this reason, the regulations will reduce the utilities' exposure to potential financial 
difficulties by minimizing the increase in their costs. Further. the regulations will tend to reduce 
impacts on utilities that arise from lags in the rate-setting process. Because cost increases arc not 
always quickiy translated into price increases. they can sometimes hurt profitability. By reducing 
cost impacts; the regulations can minimize the effects of the lags in the rate-setting process. 

Regional Impacts 

The impacts discussed above are nationwide averages, and do not represent the impacts 
faced by utilities in any one state or region. Given the significant differences in fuel mixes across 
regions and the differential effects of S02 controls on power plants using different fuels. regional 
impacts can be expected to vary widely. 

Exhibit ES-5 shows the approximate percentage cost changes over the period 1995 
through 2010 under the absent regulations and regulatory cases for the high scenario. The census 
regions are listed in order of cost impacts. from lowest to highest. In general, the regions with 
the highest cost impacts are those with the most affected coal-fired capacity and greatest required 
S07 reductions. While the savings provided by the implementation regulations do not follow 
exa~tly the same pattern. the four regions with the lowest costs do appear to have lower savings. 
Similarly. the four regions with the highest cost impacts under the absent regulations case all have 
relatively large savings under the regulatory case. 
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EXHIBIT ES-5 
Costs of Absent Regulations and Savings with Regulations as a Percentage of Generation CosBa 

(percent) 

I 

LOW COST. 
LOW SAYINGS 

MODERATE COST. 

I REGIONb 
I 

PACIFIC 
- I, , NEW ENGLA~D 

LOWER SOUTH 
i ATLANTIC 

I MIDDLE 
l A TLAi"ITI C 

MOUNTAIN 

COSTS 

0.2 

0.5 

0.9 

I.I 

1.3 

I 
SAVINGS I 

I 
I 

0.2 :1 ., 
---11 

0.2 :1 

lU 

0.3 

i 0.8 ;I 
i 

i 

i HIGH SAVINGS WEST SOUTH 
l.5 I 1.1 

I I I CENTRAL il I 
I 

I EAST SOUTH 0.7 
I 

2.0 
' CENTRAL : 
' I 

! 
I 

WEST NORTH I I 2.1 0.8 
!I HIGH COST. 

: CENTRAL ! 

! HIGH SAVINGS 
EAST NORTH 

I 
~ I 

2.3 0.7 
I 

:l I 

I 

: CENTRAL i 

UPPER SOUTH I 
2.4 0.5 i 

ATLANTIC ; 

l 

Costs and savings were estimated by averaging estimates from 1995. 2000, 2005, and 2010 for the high scenario. 
Regions listed m order of lowest costs to highest costs. 

Secondary Effects 

Title IV's direct effects reach only the nation's electric generation industry. As previously 
discussed, however, the utilities are not likely to absorb much of the impact of the Acid Rain 
Program. Instead, the impacts are likely to be passed on to other sectors of the economy: electricity 
consumers, the coal industry, railroads and other transportation providers, oil and gas producers. and 
emissions control manufacturers. 

The costs of emissions reductions are likely to be passed on through increased electricity rates. 
The increased costs will have very small impacts on the typical consumer: electricity is a minor part 
of household budgets. and the changes in electricity bills will be small even in percentage terms. 
Consumption will drop marginally as prices rise and consumers respond to avoid some of the 
increased costs. Reducing electricity usage will impose real, though small, costs on consumers. as they 
spend more to purchase energy-efficient appliances, and make other electricity-saving choices. 

The increased electricity rates attributable to acid rain compliance could have more significant 
impacts on those industries that are unusually large consumers of electricity. such as steel and 
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aluminum producers. though even in extreme cases total production costs for these industries will not 
rise more than a few percent. Cost savings provided hy allowance trading will tend to mitigate 
somewhat the nt~gative effects on industrial competitiveness and employment that might nn:ur in th\.'. 
ahsent regulations case as a result of electricity rate increases. 

\'either the ahsent regulations case nor the regulatory case is likely to result in a significant 
change in total consumption of coal for electricity generation. Considerable changes in the type of 
coal wnsumed may take place. as consumption shifts from high to low sulfur coals. Because the 
implementation regulations allow many utilities to choose to avoid scrubbing if they switch to lmv 

sulfur coal. coal production losses in high sulfur regions are likdy lo be higher in the n.:gula~my case 
than in the absent regulations case in 2005 and 2010. 

Changes in regional coal production caused by the Acid Rain Program will affect the railroad. 
trucking. and barge transportation industries as well as the coal industry. The total volume of rail and 
barge shipments nf coal is expected tn increase under the absent regulations case. The regulations 
will mitigate some of the increase in ton-miles hauled. Truck transportation of coal. on the ;1ther 
hand. is expected to decline. 

Some utilities that are currently burning oil are expected to switch to gas in order to reduce 
S02 emissions (the S02 emission rate of natural gas is virtually zero). As a result, gas producers are 
likdy to experience increased demand (and may receive higher prices) at the expense of oil 
producers. 

The Acid Rain Program is expected to lead to increased retrofit scrubbing at coal-fired power 
plants. The increase in retrofit scrubbing will. in turn. lead to increased revenues for scrubber 
manufacturers. as well as increased revenues for limc11imestone producers whose products are 
commonly used in scrubbers. Because there will be less scrubbing under the regulatory case than the 
absent regulations case. revenues and employment in the air pollution control industry will not 
increase as much in the regulatory case. 

Impacts on Small Entities 

For purposes of assessing the impacts of the Acid Rain Program on smaller entities. EPA has 
adopted the SBA definition that a "small" electric power utility is one that generates a total of less 
than 4 billion kilowatt-hours per year. Not all small utilities are affected by the acid rain title of 
CAA. Utilities will be unaffected if ( l) all of their units are exempt (e.g .. units using non-fossil 
sources or existing simple gas turbines), or (2) they fall below statutory minimums for electric 
generating capacity (i.e., existing capacity below 25 MW). These unaffected utilities were excluded 
from the analysis of impacts on small entities: an attachment to this document covers impacts on 
utilities with new units under 25 MW capacity. 

After excluding utilities exempt from the provisions of CAA. EPA determined that about 105 
of the 241 Phase II affected utilities (about 44 percent) are small. (No small utilities are affected 
under Phase I). Collectively, affected small utilities accounted for about 5 percent of total 1988 
electricity generation by affected utilities (i.e .. about 119 billion kilowatt-hours of electric power 
generation during 1988). 

Small utilities differ from large utilities in several important respects: ( 1) ownership: ( 2) 

generation mix; and (3) cost of achieving emissions reductions. It is more common for small utilities 
to be operated by municipal governments than is the case for larger utilities: 60 percent ( 63 out of 
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l 05) of the small utilities arc run by municipal governments. while the comparable figure for large 
utilities is only four percent ( 5 out of 132). Smaller utilities are more likely to depend exclusively on 
either oil/gas or coal. rather than a combination of oil/gas and coal at different units: very small 
utilities are more dependent on oil and gas as opposed to coal. In addition. cmissiorno from smalkr 
power plants tend to he relatively costly to control. 

To examine the effects on small entities. EPA constructed six model small utilities of varying 
fuel type and size to represent most of the small utility population. To allow for diffcrenccs across 
fuel types. two of the model utilities burn coal: two burn oil: and two burn natural gas. The two cual
fired utilities are rclativelv "dirtv," the two oil-fired utilities have moderate SO, emissions rates. and 

~· "' -
the two gas-fired utilities have virtually no SO:! emissions. EPA projected the most likely responses 
of these model utilities under the absent regulations case and the regulatory case. and used results 
from the analysis of the industry as a whole to predict the cost impacts of SO, rcductions and the 
implementation regulations on each model small utility. -

EPA concluded that the Acid Rain Program would have very little impact on most small 
entities. since they are either gas-fired (and therefore inherently low in emissions) or small enough 
to qualify to receive relatively large allocations of allowances. Some coal or oil-fired utilities that are 
ineligible to receive additional allowances. however. might face substantial increases in their costs (as 
high as ten to twenty percent in extreme cases) under the absent regulations case. 

The implementation regulations are likely to result in substantial reductions in the costs 
imposed by the statute on small entities. As a percentage of the costs under the absent regulations 
case. the savings provided by the regulations may be in the range of 25 to 60 percent. which is similar 
to the savings for larger utilities. Absolute savings measured in average levelized cents per kwh. on 
the other hand. will typically be greater for small utilities (0.13 to 0.68 cents per kwh) than for larger 
utilities (0.08 cents per kwh). 

Virtually all of the impacts on small businesses are caused by statutory provisions of the Clean 
Air Act. EPA is considering regulations that are intended to mitigate some of the burden on small 
businesses. For new small utilities (i.e., less than or equal to 25 MW), EPA will grant an exemption 
from the requirements of the Acid Rain Program if they can certify that they use very low sulfur fuel 
(i.e .. less than .05 lbs S02/mmBtu) and that they have a utilization of less than 10 percent. EPA will 
do this to minimize the burden on small entities and because the emissions from small entities will 
be negligible. The statutory provisions, however. restrict the amount of relief that can be provided. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 

EPA has prepared this Regulatory Impact Analysis (RIA) to accompany the Agency's 
proposed regulations for the implementation of Title IV of the Clean Air Act as amended ( 42 C.S.C. 
7651 et seq.). which imposes limits on emissions that cause acid rain. The RIA was devdoped in 
accordance with Executive Order (EO) 12291. which requires federal agencies to assess the costs. 
benefits. and impacts of all "major" regulations. Under EO 12291. a "major" regulation is defined as 
one likely to result in any of the following effects: 

• 

• 

• 

• 

An annual effect on the economy of $100 million or more: 

A major increase in prices for consumers: 

A major increase in costs to individual industries. geographic regions . 
or federal. state, or local government entities: or 

Significant adverse effects on competition, employment. productivity . 
innovation, or on the ability of U.S.-based enterprises to compete with 
foreign-based enterprises in domestic or export markets. 

If a rule is determined to be major. the issuing agency must prepare an RIA and consider its 
results (to the extent permitted by authorizing legislation). 

EPA does not anticipate major increases in prices, costs, or other significant adverse effects 
due to the proposed regulations for the implementation of Title lV. lnstead, EPA expects that the 
flexibility provided by proposed regulations would result in a significant reduction in costs to the 
economy, when compared to the costs of compliance with statutory emissions control requirements 
in the absence of these regulations. Thus. EPA expects the proposed Title IV regulations to have 
beneficial rather than harmful effects. Because the expected magnitude of the total costs of the Acid 
Rain Program exceed $100 million per year, the proposed regulations are being treated as a major 
rule for the purposes of EO 12291. 

l.l ACID RAIN REGULATIONS 

l.l.l History of Acid Rain Problem and Response 

The acidification of natural atmospheric precipitation, commonly called "acid rain," is of 
concern because of the potential adverse environmental impacts on natural ecosystems (including 
aquatic life. wildlife, vegetation. forests. and agriculture), materials (such as metals, wood. paint. and 
masonry), and general public health and welfare. In addition, the gaseous pollutants that are 
suspected of promoting acid rain are also thought to be linked to certain other atmospheric problems. 
such as local ozone buildup. suspended particulate matter, and reduced visibility. 

Adverse effects of acid rain were initially observed in the late 1970s. Increasing Congressional 
interest led to the passage of the Acid Precipitation Act of 1980 (Title VII of the Energy Security 
A.ct of 1980. P.L. 96-294). This Act established an Interagency Task Force on Acid Precipitation.8 
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which developed and implemented a comprehensive '.\lational Acid Precipitation Assessment Program 
( N APAP). This national program was designed to develop and progressively refine the scientific 
understanding of the causes and effects of acid rain. 

It is generally helieved that three main precursor pollutants. sulfur dioxide (SO, i. nitrugen 
uxides ( \'O,J and volatile organic compounds ( VOC). are involved in the formation t;f acid rain. 
While only ahout -l-0 percent of YOC emissions arc of anthropogenic origin. the majority uf SO, and 
~Ox emissions are anthropogenic. For example. ahout 25 million tons of S02 are emitted ann-ually 
in the U.S. result from human activity (ahout 70 percent from electricity generating power plants). 
versus less than 500 thousand tons of annual natural S02 emissions. As for NOx. of 22 million tl ins 
emitted annually in the U.S. only ahout 3 million tons per year come from natural sources while 
ahout seven million tons come from power plants. 

Concern over local environmental conditions led several states to pass legislation during the 
l Y80s requiring curtailments or caps on statewide S02 (and. in some cases. NOx) emissions. 
However. Congress and others felt that state laws would only he partially effective in reducing the 
impacts of acid rain. Furthermore. Canada became increasingly concerned with acid rain-related 
effects on its lakes and other ecosystems. which it attrihuted in part to sources in the lJ nited States. 
Because of acid rain's interregional (and international) nature. the debate over acid rain control 
moved towards federal acid rain legislation. As a result, during the 1980s. various bills and proposals 
for reducing so:?. and NOX emissions were put forth in Congress. 

l.l.2 Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990: Summary of Acid Rain Provisions 

After more than a decade of clean air bills and proposals. President Bush signed the Clean 
Air Act (CAA) Amendments of 1990 (P.L. 101-549) into law on November 15. 1990. The 
Amendments include 11 separate titles that cover nonattainment (e.g .. ozone and carbon monoxide 
problems). motor vehicles. air toxics. stratospheric ozone, and acid rain among other air pollution 
issues. Title IV. the acid rain title. sets three major goals adopted from the original Administration 
proposal: ( l) a reduction of S02 emissions of I 0 million tons per year below the 1980 level hy the 
year 2000: (2) approximately a two million ton reduction from the 1980 level of NO" emissions: and 
(3) a national cap on S02 emissions beginning in the year 2000. 

In meeting the goals of a 10 million ton 502 reduction. cap on S02 emissions. and two million 
ton NOx reduction. a two-phased program was developed. During Phase I (beginning in 1995) part 
of the S02 and NOx reductions are to be achieved through emissions reduction requirements at 110 
of the largest. highest-emitting power plants. During Phase II. the S02 and NOx reduction goals are 
to he reached through more stringent requirements at virtually all fossil fuel utility units. 1 The 
rationale for this two-phased program was to achieve some reductions promptly while alerting a broad 
range of polluters to plan for a more significant reduction by 2000. 

Perhaps the most important feature of the acid rain title is the allowance allocation and 
trading provisions. These represent a significant departure from more traditional "command and 
control" regulation which sets emissions standards that must be met by each individual unit. The 
program allocates emission "allowances." which allow utilities to emit tons of S02. hased on a national 
target for S02 reductions. Through the transfer of these allowances from one source to another in 

A "umt" is an individual fossil-fuel burning device (either a turbine or a brnler) that drives an electrical gencratur. 
l::ly cumrast. a power plant consists of one or more units al a smgle site. 
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a free market. the targeted reductions can he achieved in the most cost-effective mann~r. Simply 
stated. the rules in this market are as follows: 

(I) Each existing "affi::ctcd" (defined in T;;hle A of the Act for Phase l) 

unit is allocated aml issw~d SO.., allowances: 

(2) All units. including new units. must have enough allowances each year 
to cove_r actual emissions: and 

(3) Allowances may he hought. sold. and hanked (saved) from vear to 
year. 

The major acid rain provisions are presented in Exhibit 1-1 and briefly summa.-ized hdow. 

• 

• 

• 

Phase I S02 and NOx Requirements - In Phase I (beginning 1/1/1995) 

S02 emission allowances are tradeable among affected sources 
across all states. Sources may also bank emission allowances 
and use them in a later year. 

An additional 200.000 tons of allowances are allocated 
annually during Phase I to units in Illinois. Indiana and Ohio 
(except for the three Department of Energy (DOE) plants: 
Clifty Creek, Kyger Creek, Joppa Steam) based on their pro 
rata share of Phase I allowances. 

Units affected in Phase I are required to install cost-effective 
NOx control technology. 

Phase I Technology Allowances - Eligible Phase I extension units 
using qualifying Phase I technology (i.e., 90 percent removal technolo
gy) receive two-year "extension allowances" during 1995-96, and 
additional allowances during 1997-99. 

Phase II S02 and NO" Requirements - In Phase II (beginning 
1/1/2000). almost all fossil fuel utility units that commenced operation 
or will commence operation prior to the end of 1995 are provided 
emission allowances, generally based on a 1.2 lb 502/mmBtu (or 
lower) emission rate. 

S02 emission allowances are tradeable across the U.S. and 
may be banked. 

New units coming on-line after December 31, 1992 and prior 
to the end of 1995 whose construction did not commence by 
December 31. 1990 are allocated emission allowances. 
Otherwise they must obtain allowances to offset their emis
sions. 
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EXHIBIT 1-1 
Summary of Major Provisions of Acid Rain Title 

Compliance 
Date: 

S02 Require
ments 

NOx Requi.rc
ments 

Phase One 

. 1/1/1995 

Allowances according to Tahle A of 
the Clean Air Act. 

NOx conrrols required at Phase I 
"affected• units. 

Allowance Trad- ! Interstate trading of S02 allowances; 
ing and Banking allowance banking permitted. 

Clean Coal/ 
Repowering 

Financial incentives for clean coal 
demonstration projects. 

Phase Two 

1/ 1/2000 

Most units "affected" except those granted 
emission allowances hased on a 1.2 
lh/mmBtu S02 rate (or lower). !\cw units 
on-line after 1992 and prior to the rnd of 
1995. 

:"JOx controls required at all "affected" 
1 units. 

Interstate trading of S02 allowances: allow
ance banking permitted. 

Four-year deferral of requirements. 

![ P.hase I Exten
i s1on Allowances 

Extension allowances during 1995-
1996, and additional allowances 

None 
i for Technology I 1997-1999. Total credits limited to I I 

3.5 million tons allocated on a first-
: come-first-served basis. i 
i 

All Phase l units must be equipped : All Phase II units must be equipped with i I Monitoring I with continuous emissions monitors, 
! 

continuous emissions monitors, and must 

I and must submit data quarterly. submit data quarterly. 

EPA will issue permits to own- ' 
I er/operators of power plants re-

' States with approved programs will issue 
I permits to owner/operators of new units 

Permits quired to meet Phase I S02 require- ! 
I required to have S02 emission allowances 

ments and the NOx reduction re- ! 
quirements. ! 

and existing units 25 MW or greater. 
' 

EPA will offer limited numbers of 
; 

Auctions, Direct 
allowances through annual auctions 

Sales and IPP 
and direct sales; independent power 

EPA will offer limited numbers of allowanc-
Written Guaran- ! es through annual auctions and direct sales. 
tees 

producers may qualify for guaran-
teed access to reserved allowances. 

Conservation 
Up to 300,000 allowances awarded I Up to 300,000 allowances awarded to utili-
to utilities that reduce emissions ; tics that reduce emissions through energy 

and Renewable 
through energy conservation or the I conservation or the use of renewable energy 

Reserve 
use of renewable energy sources. i 

I sources. 
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:'\f Ox controls are required. 
Units repowering with "clean coal" technologies are granted 
a deferral of up to 4 years of Phase Twn requirements during 
which they receive extra "non-tradeable" allowances. 

ln addition to these provisions. Title IV contains provisions for 

• 
• 

• 

yfonitoi:ing of ernissions: 
Voluntary inclusions ("elections") of unaffected sources (existing utility 
units with less than 25 '.\t1W capacity, industrial boilers. and industrial 
process sources): 
Extra allowances for energy conservation and renewable energy: 
Sales of allowances through auctions, direct sales, and written 
guarantees for new independent power producers (lPPs); and 
Permits and compliance plans . 

l. l.3 Types of Costs, Cost Savings, and Benefits Anticipated 

The acid rain statute will result in increased costs to those entities regulated under the Act 
(i.e .. electric utilities and IPPs ). These costs are in the form of ( 1) higher capital and operating costs 
as pollution control equipment is installed to meet the S02 and NOx emissions reduction 
requirements, and (2) higher fuel costs as sources shift to more expensive. lower sulfur fuels. In 
addition to these direct costs, the statute is likely to result in shifts of production volume, 
employment, and income from high sulfur to lower sulfur coal producers. as well as shitts to natural 
gas producers, pipelines, and pollution control equipment manufacturers. The statute will also yield 
environmental benefits: the mandated reductions in S02 and NOx emissions will result in less acid 
rain and sulfate exposure, and better visibility and local air quality. 

Under a traditional command-and-control approach to environmental management. Congress. 
EPA or a State regulatory agency would assign pollution control obligations that must be met by 
each source. This is generally accomplished by applying uniform emission limits or technology 
requirements to all sources that belong to common industrial source categories (e.g., existing coal-fired 
power plants). While considerable analysis may be carried out to ensure that it is feasible for the 
sources in a given source category to meet the uniform requirements, the application of uniform 
standards often results in substantial cost inefficiencies. Allowance trading regulations, and the other 
implementation regulations (such as monitoring regulations) that make them possible would serve to 
improve efficiency and reduce the costs of compliance while leaving intact the environmental benefits 
intended by the statute. 

The principle behind emissions allowance trading is straightforward. Instead of mandating 
fixed uniform emission reductions from each source, allowance trading permits the aggregate emission 
reductions to be achieved from sources in the most economically efficient manner. Thus, those 
sources that are relatively inexpensive to control can reduce emissions more than would be required 
under uniform standards. The surplus allowances from these extra emission reductions can then be 
traded to other sources that are more costly to control. allowing these latter sources to reduce 
c..:missions less than would be otherwise required, while still achieving the same level of aggregate 
c..:mission reductions would be achieved. 

The implementation regulations are expected to generate additional benefits in the long run 
in the form of improved pollution control technology. rhe ability to sell allowances generated hy 
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emissions control techniques that hring emissions well below targets will create incentives t'or research 
and development of new. more effective emissions control technologies. In a uniform requirements 
approach. utilities that have met their tonnage limits have no incentive to develop the ahility to make 
further emissions reductions. C nder the implementation regulations. even _those meeting their 
lllnnage limits have the incentive to develop cost-effective ways to cut emissit)ns still more so they 
can sell more allowances. In the long run. these incentives may result in technological advances that 
make even tighter emissions standards feasible. 

l.2 SCOPE OF THE REGL'.LATORY IMPACT ANALYSIS 

A-; discussed. the acid rain reduction provisions encompass an array of requirements including 
S02 and :\Ox reductions. and S02 allowance trading and tracking. This RIA is limited to a suhsct 
of these provisions. Specifically. the focus of the RIA is to evaluate the effects of a set of four 
classes of regulations. termed the 'implementation regulations:" 

• S02 allowance system (tracking and trading regulations): 
• SO., monitoring regulations: 
• Permits: and 
• Auctions. direct sales. and IPP written guarantee regulations. 2 

Collectively. this set of implementation regulations establishes and implements the allowance 
trading system. While the first element in the set provides directly for rules regarding how SO., 
emission trades are to be effectuated and recorded by EPA. the other elements are equally important 
in that the trading system could not be operated without them. An accurate and reliable system for 
monitoring emissions is required to determine how many allowances have been generated or used hy 
individual units: a permit system ensures national consistency and accountability and makes the 
enforcement of the allowance system possible: and a system of auctions and sales offers assurances 
that allowance market develops smoothly and equitably. Thus, the implementation regulations must 
he viewed as a whole. and the costs and benefits associated with each separate part should he 
considered to arise jointly from all of them. 

This section describes the factors considered in determining the scope of the regulatory impact 
analysis. 

1.2.1 Consequences of S02 and NOx Reductions are Not Considered 

The central purpose of Title IV of CAA is to achieve significant reductions in S02 and NOx 
of ten million and two million tons per year. respectively. Achieving these reductions will entail 
significant costs to the economy. Because these emissions reductions are required by the statute 
itself. independent of any EPA regulations. less emphasis is placed on the estimation of the costs of 
these emissions reductions under the command-and-control regime than would be necessary in the 
absence of the regulations. In keeping with the central purpose of EPA's proposed regulations -- to 
estahlish tradeahle S02 emissions allowances and facilitate the development of markets for these 

EP A's analysis of the auctions, sales. and IPP guarantee programs are contained ma separate document: Economic 
Analvsis of the Proposed Acid Rain Regulations for Auctions. Direct Sales. and IPP Written <1uarantces. < Jffice 
of Atmospheric and Indoor Air Programs. Acid Ram Division. U.S. Environmental Protection Agency . .-\pnl 26. 
i <)<) l. 
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allowances -- the focus of the RIA is on the economic effects of the allmvance trading system and 
the related regulations necessary to the operation of the system. 

'.\either the costs nor the benefits of reductions in \Ox emissions. which are not included in 
the allowancL: trading system. arc considered in this analysis.· · 

1.2.2 Consideration of the Costs of the Implementation Regulations 

The implementation regulations will bring with them both costs and cost savings. The costs 
will be related directly to emissions monitoring. tracking the ownership of allowances. ensuring that 
an adequate source of allowances is available. and bringing buyers and sellers of allowances together. 
The RIA therefore. includes sections on the incremental costs of monitoring systems required undt!r 
a trading system: the transactions costs (both to EPA and the regulated community) associated with 
actual allowance trades: costs of permits: and the costs to EPA and the regulated community of 
allowance auctions. direct sales, and allowance guarantees. The analysis attempts in L:very case to 
separate the rnsts imposed by the regulations themselves from costs that would have been borne 
under the statute in the absence of regulations. 

l.2.3 Consideration of the Cost Savings of the Implementation Regulations 

This RIA also considers the cost savings that will ensue when emissions sources that have high 
control costs are able to shift some of the burden of emissions reduction to the sources with low 
incremental control costs. The owners of both sources will gain as a result of a trade -- the allowance 
buyer will pay less for additional allowances than it would cost to increase its control effort. and the 
allowance seller will receive more for each allowance sold than the costs it incurs to generate the 
allowance. These cost savings are expected to outweigh the costs associated with implementing the 
regulations. Thus. the costs of complying with the statute through the implementation regulations 
are lower than the costs of complying with the statute in the absence of the implementation 
regulations. 

1.2.4 Benefits 

The regulations examined in the RIA are not expected to provide environmental benefits. 
Rather, they are intended to lower the costs of reaching essentially the same levels of emissions as 
required under the statute. For this reason. the RIA does not focus closely on the benefits of 
reducing emissions of pollutants related to acid rain. The benefits of reducing acid rain are discussed 
qualitatively. however. to provide a point of comparison for the estimates of the total costs of the 
regulations combined with the statutory reductions in emissions. 

l.2.5 Implementation Options 

This analysis assumes that a well-functioning market for allowances will develop. EPA is 
exploring a number of implementation issues, however, that will affect how well this market performs. 
Two issues are related to the administration of the allowance trading and tracking system: serialization 
(i.e .. numbering) nf allowances; and an end-of-the-year "truing-up" period. Four issues relate to 
permits: bonus allowances for Phase I extension: reduced utilization;load shifting in Phase I: 
certification of designated representatives; and permit revisions. Finally, five issues involve 
monitoring: hourly versus daily data for quarterly reporting: incentive approaches for monitoring 
accuracy: incentive approaches for missing data; alternatives to S02. NOx, and flow monitors for gas 
and oil units: and flow monitor requirements. These issues have not been treated in this RIA 
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because of the difficulty of assigning dollar values to them. The advantages and disadvantages of the 
options relating to these issues are. however. discussed at length in the preamble to the implementa
tion regulations. 

1.3 ORGANIZATION OF THE REPORT 

The remainder of the RIA is divided into five chapters: 

Chapter 2 describes the community that would be subject to the regulations. The 
chapter investigates the number of firms in the community, firm size distributions. 
demand conditions. and recent trends affecting the regulated community. 

Chapter 3 outlines the baselines used for the comparisons made in the analysis. In 
addition to a review of the time-frame considered in the RIA this chapter introduces 
both pre-statute and absent regulations baselines. In addition. this chapter discusses 
issues related to the types of costs analyzed in the report. 

Chapter 4 presents and compares the costs under the regulations to costs under the 
baseline cases (pre-statute and absent regulations). The chapter also breaks down the 
cost of regulatory implementation to both the EPA and the regulated community. 

Chapter 5 provides the economic effects of the regulations on utilities and indepen
dent power producers and then discusses the regional impacts of the regulations. The 
chapter emphasizes the potential impacts on small power producers and explores the 
potential for mitigating any negative impacts. 

Chapter 6 present a qualitative description of the expected environmental benefits of 
the statutory reductions in acid-rain-related emissions. 

The appendices to the report provides a detailed description of the methodologies and 
computations used to develop estimates of costs and cost savings. Finally. the attachment describes 
the impacts of continuous emission monitoring system requirements on new small electric power 
generating units (i.e., those with a capacity of less than 25 MW). 
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CHAPTER 2 
CHARACTERIZATION OF THE REGULATED COMMUNITY 

This chapter provides background information on the industries that will be affected hy Title 
IV of the Clean Air Act (CAA.) Amendments of 1990. Title IV, designed to control nationwide 
emissions of sulfur dioxide and o.ther acid rain precursors. applies to "utility units." which are defined 
to include units that serve a generator producing electricity for sale or that did so in 1985. Entities 
uwning "utility units" generally helong citht:r to: 

• 

• 

The electric utility industry (which includes investor-owned utilities and 
publicly-owned utility entities such as municipal systems and federal power 
entities like the Tennessee Valley Authority). The utility industry currently 
accounts for the vast majority of the generation capacity in the U.S. A 
substantial portion of this utility capacity is affected either by Phase I or Phase 
II of the CAA Amendments: or 

The non-utility generation industry (which includes qualifying facilities (Qfs) 
under the Public Utility Regulatory Policies Act (PURPA) and other non
utility power producers called independent power producers (IPPs)). Existing 
non-utility generators are largely unaffected by Title IV because they are 
mostly exempt under provisions of the Amendments. However. as Exhibits 
2-1 and 2-2 indicate, the non-utility sector is building much of the new 
generating capacity now under construction and is likely to continue to do so. 
Most future non-utility capacity commencing commercial operation on or after 
November 15. 1990 is subject to Title IV provisions. 

This chapter is divided into two major sections that focus on the two industries respectively. 
Each section provides an overview (with definitions) of the industry structure. the economic 
regulations that apply to the industry sector. and the impact of Title IV on the industry. In addition. 
each section describes the current and projected demands for the industry's output and. therefore, 
its potential growth. The section on the electric utility industry also describes the variation in power 
costs and potential competition. Background on other affected industries is presented in Appendix 
2A. 

2.1 THE U.S. ELECTRIC UTILITY INDUSTRY 

('qmpanies comprising the U.S. electric utility industry (SIC code 4911) differ significantly in 
terms of institutional and regulatory arrangements. size. power plant types, fuel consumption, and 
power supply cost structure. These companies are currently highly regulated at both the state and 
f~deral levels. which protects them from open competition. However. the regulatory climate is 
gradually changing, with a shift toward less regulation and more competition. 
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EXHIBIT 2-1 
lJ.S. Installed Generating Capacity by Industry Type 

( Gigawatts l 

1979 l986 1987 

! 

Total t:.S. Hectr!c l 'til1ty :'98 110 'lti 
Industry 

Investor Owned l ltilities .u).i 5.+o _:;5~ 

\1unic1pals. Cooperatives. 
Federal. and Public Power 134 16.+ 165 

1988 

72.+ 

.))X 

I(>(> 

'L-
~I 

Total Non-Crenerating 18 25 :m -'-+ 
Industry 

Source: "1988 Capacity and Gencrauon of Non-Uulicy Sources of Energy." Edison Electric Institute. April. 
1990. 

Note: l gigawatt equals 1000 megawatts or l million kilowatts. 
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EXHIBIT 2-2 
Projected Additions to Electric Generation Capacity, 

1988-2000 
(Gigawatts) 

Electric Utility Industry 48 to 98 

I 
Non-Utility Generating Industry I 

-Qualifying Facilities Under PURPA 16 to 30 
-Independent Power Producers 25 to 50 

TOTAL I 89 to 178 

Source: !CF Analysis. ba<;ed upon EPA's High Base Case anc Low 
Base Case Assumptions and Forecasts 
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2.1.1 Overview of Industry Structure 

The electric utility industry is composed of about 3.000 companies. There are four principal 
typcs of utilities: 

• Investor Owned Utilities (IOL's) - The approximately 206 IOlJs 
represent about seven percent of the total number of companies in 
the electric utility industry: however. they account for about three-
4uarters of the total electricity generated in the U.S. These compa
nies own a similar share of total generation capacity. Part of this 
concentration is explained by the large economies of scale in genera
tion and transmission of electricity. 

• Municipally Owned Utilities - The 1,810 municipally owned electric 
utilities are generally very small in terms of generation and sales. and 
often own one or no power plants: however. there are some important 
exceptions. such as the Los Angeles Department of Water and Power. 
the City of San Antonio. and the Jacksonville Electric Authority. 

• Rural Electric Cooperatives - Most of the 933 rural electric coopera
tives. established to help electrify rural areas where transmission and 
distribution costs were high. are small and have no generating 
capacity. A few cooperatives also have generating capacity, but these 
cooperatives are usually owned by smaller distribution-only coopera
tives. Both types of cooperatives are subsidized by the federal 
government. 

• Federal Public Power Districts (Including TVA) - Most of the 77 
federally owned utilities are primarily involved in flood control: 
electricity is a by-product of river flow control. Hence, most of their 
capacity is hydroelectric powerplants although there are some notable 
exceptions, especially the Tennessee Valley Authority (TV A), which 
is the nation's largest consumer of coal. These utilities usually sell 
their power wholesale to municipalities and other companies. 

2.1.2 Utility Regulation 

Most U.S. electric utilities have monopolies (known as franchises) provided by state or local 
authorities and are the only supplier of electric power within their service territories. In exchange 
for the advantages conferred by the franchise. the utility subjects its rates to regulation by state 
authorities and undertakes to serve the public's demand for power. 

Rates for IOUs, which operate for profit. are theoretically set to allow them to recover all 
of their costs so long as these costs were "prudently incurred." The costs that may be recovered 
include non-capital cost items (e.g .. fuel. O&M. and administration). and the costs of capital 
investments including a reasonable profit (or "rate of return") on invested capital. This rate-making 
arrangement is known as "rate of return" or "cost-of-service" regulation. 

Although the "cost-of-service" model of rate regulation is straightforward in concept. its 
implementation in recent years has been complicated by disputes between utilities and their 
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ralepaycrs. For instance. substantial amounts of new nuclear and coal capacity came on-line in the 
late 1970s and early 1980s. even as electricity demand was slowing. Some of these plants were 
completed at costs that substantially exceeded earlier estimates. The "prudence" of incurring these 
LllSts was challenged in many jurisdictions. and regulators in many cases disallowed substantial 
portions of the costs incurred. As another ex;imple. though many jurisdictions have a more nr less 
automatic pass-through of changing fuel costs. some jurisdictions have challenged the prudence of 
utilities that entered into long-term fuel contracts which turned out in hindsight not to hent:fit 
ratepayers. 

Federal authorities also regulate dectric utility companies. Federal regulation is primarily 
conducted by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission ( FERC) under the authority of the Federal 
Power Act ( FPA) and is limited to (I) wholesale transactions. and ( 2) interstate transactions. Along 
v.ith industry groups and local authorities. FERC shares responsibility for the regulation of the 
electricity transmission grid system. which covers practically the entire C.S. and Canada. In addition. 
the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) enforces the Public Ctilities Holding Company Act 
( PLJHC A). enacted in 1933. which segregates and protects utility finances from other corporate 
ventures. 

2.1.3 Regulated Segments of the Industry t:nder the 1990 CAA Amendments 

Title IV of the CAA Amendments affects only fossil-fuel burning "utility units:" hydroelectric 
and nuclear plants are not affected. In addition. the CAA Amendments provide an exemption for 
existing natural gas-fired turbines. As Exhibit 2-3 indicates. units owned by 61 different utilities. with 
a total installed capacity of 88,977 MW. are affected in Phase I. A majority of these plants. over 84 
percent of installed capacity, are investor owned. Phase II affects units owned by 239 different 
utilities representing 471.445 MW of capacity. In Phase II. the 35 largest utilities. all but three of 
which are IOU's. account for over half of this capacity. The Phase II data in Exhibit 2-3 include 
Phase I affected units, all of which are also affected under Phase IL 

2.1.4 Power Costs and Competition 

Restrictions on S02 emissions under Title IV will have a significant impact on fuel-type and 
capital decisions for new powerplants. Decision-makers will have to consider projected fuel costs in 
conjunction with the related capital costs for the chosen fuel type. Presently. gas-fired combined 
cycle capacity requires the lowest capital investment of any baseload generation plant and. since gas 
prices are also relatively low. is the preferred type of new power. However. in the longer run lby the 
year 2000 and after). gas prices are expected to increase significantly and greater numbers of new coal 
plants are expected to be constructed. 

Most electricity currently generated in the U.S. is produced at coal-fired powerplants (see 
Exhibit 2-4). In 1990, the breakdown of the 2.772 billion KWH of U.S. generation by fuel type was 
as follows: 

• 
• 
• 
• 

56% coal-fired generation; 
13% oil/gas-fired generation: 
20% nuclear generation: and 
l l % hydro/other generation . 
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EXHIBIT 2-3 
Characterization of Affected Existing Utility-Owned Units 

Type of Ownership 

.: Federal and Puhlic Power 
i\ Entities. State and District 
I Systems 

ii Cooperative Systems 

ti 

Investor-Owned Systems 

Municipal Sy::.tems 

TOTALS 
., 

:I 
! 

' : 
i 
' 

I 
I 

i 
I 

I 
! 

# of 
Utilities 

5 

52 

3 

61 I 
' 

Phase I 

#of 
Cnits 

26 

15 

216 

4 

261 

1 Capacity 

11 
! 9 ! 

i i 

I 

4 

; 

75 
I 

l 

I 

I 
89 

.1 

# of 
Vtilities 

13 

27 

132 

67 

239 

Phase II 

I #of 
! Units 

116 

I 
89 

1.517 
i 

183 

1,905 

I 

; 

i 

Capacity 
((;W1 

32 

, ... __ ) 

392 

24 

471 

: Source: National Allowance Data Base Version 1.0 and !CF Analysis of the Clean Air Act Amendment of 
1990. 

·[ 

I 

:1 

.\ 

,[ 

:1 

Actual and potential differences in variable generation costs are greatest between regions 
relying on oil and gas and regions relying on coal. For example. coal-fueled electricity production 
costs in Wyoming and North Dakota are as low as one cent per kilowatt-hour. whereas in Florida. 
where oil-fuel generation, at $20 per barrel. constitutes a large share of total capacity. electricity 
production costs are about three cents per kilowatt-hour. Oil and gas fueled generation are also the 
dominant capacity sources in other regions of the country, including New England. Texas. and the 
Pacific. The regional mix in fuel use has important implications for regional S02 emissions. acid rain 
control costs. and rate impacts. 
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While utilities currently provide over 95 percent of the power generated in the L'.S.. tht..:y face 
some competition hecausc o!' alternatives availahle to their customers. including: 

• 

• 

Self-Generation Large rnmp:mies have self-generation or 
cogeneration opt!ons which may he cheaper than purchasing dect.ricity 
from utilities: 

Alternative Fuels - Customers have a choice between gas;oil and 
electric: 

• Relocation - Customers can relocate to areas of lower power cost: and 

• Wholesale Purchases - Large customers. such as municipalities or 
other utilities. may switch power purchases to other nearby utilities. 

2.1.5 Demand for Industry Output 

Electric utility decisions about future capacity additions have been complicated by increasing 
uncertainty regarding electricity demand growth. As Exhibit 2-5 indicates. three major sectors 
dominate energy demand: residential. commercial. and industrial. Prior to the 1973 OPEC oil price 
rise. electricity demand had been steadily growing at very high rates of about 5-7 percent per year 
(see Exhibit 2-6). This rate of growth in demand decreased in the mid-1970s. In recent years. 
however. electricity demand has begun to increase again at about the rate of GNP. or about 2.5-4.5 
percent per year. 

Although utilities are monopolies. their customers are still sensitive to rate increases and may 
cut hack on their demand. With an increase in the competitiveness in electricity generation. large 
customers may also be able to respond to increased electricity rates by purchasing power from a utility 
other than the franchised utility. 
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EXHIBIT 2-4 
U.S. ELECTRIC UTILITY GENERATION BY FUEL TYPE 

HISTORICAL AND PROJECTED 

4000 

3000 

1000 

0 
1970 

m HYDRO 

D NUCLEAR 

EJ OIL AND GAS 

II COAL 

1975 1980 

HISTORIC 

1985 1990 1995 2000 

FORECAST 

SOURCE: EIA/Monthly Energy Review 10/89, ICF CEUM Projections 
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EXHIBIT 2-5 
U.S. Energy Demand by Sect_or - 1989 

Commercial 
27.4% 

. . 

Source: Edison Electric Institute Statistical Yearbook 1989 
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EXHIBIT 2·6 
U.S. ELECTRIC UTILITY ELECTRICITY 

DEMAND GROWTH 

D 

• 
ActuaJ 

Forecast EPA 
Low Base Case 

Forecast EPA 
High Base Case 

1968-1973 197 4-1979 1980-1985 1986-1990 1990-1995 1995-2000 2000-2005 

Source: EPA High and Low Base Case Forecasts. SH Chapter 3 for more detail. 
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2.1.6 Recent Changes Affecting the Industry 

Over the last decade. many utilities experienced serious financial problems associated with the 
inability to fully recover their costs. especially capital costs. Several factors contributed to these 
prnhlcms including inflation. higher financing costs. increased costs and cost nverruns for new 
powt:rplants. unexpectedly sluggish demand growth. and excess generation capacity. These factors 
put a great strain on traditional cost-of-service ratcmaking. as utilities realized that the long-held 
presumption of heing a.hie to recover all prudently incurred costs did not guarantee adequate financial 
rcturns. '.\1any utilities argue that under the present system. cost-of-service regulation m1,;ans that a 
utility earns no more than its regulated rate of return at best. and could earn significantly less under 
auvcrse circumstances. Regulators and other industry observers concede that traditional cost-of
scrvice regulations do not appear to provide utilities with the correct incentives to lower costs and 
hc innovative in providing service. 

A parallel and distinct development affecting the utility industry was the enactment in 1978 
of the Public Utility Regulatory Policies Act (PURPA). PURPA helped open the way for mm-utility 
power producers and cogenerators to supply power to the public by requiring utilities to purchase 
cogencrated and other categories of power. PURPA set prices for the power supplied by the non
utilities at the utilities' "avoided cost." which is the amount of money it would have cost the utility to 
have produced the power themselves. The response to PURP A has been large and by 1988 over 
seven percent of U.S. electricity generation was supplied by non-utility producers. The PURPA 
cxpt:rience has. in turn. set the stage for the establishment of an independent power industry. which 
is discussed in Section 2.2 below. 

Finally. in addition to the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990. other regulatory initiatives are 
likely to affect the industry in the future. For example. heightened concern over global warming may 
lead to restrictions on greenhouse gas emissions. which would affect utility investment decisions. 

2.2 THE NON-UTILITY GENERATION INDUSTRY1 

A significant quantity of electric generation capacity owned and operated by private 
developers. rather than by the regulated utilities. has come on line over the last decade. These "non
utility" generators, which are comprised of two classes of power producers. qualifying facilities (QFs) 
and Independent Power Producers (IPPs). have already established themselves as important .players 
in the power generation industry and are likely to play an increased role through the 1990s. -

The term "non-utility" industry is used to identify electnc generating units that are owned by parties other than 
traditional utilities. As discussed in this section, a substantial number of the electric generating units that are part 
nf the "non-utility" industry could be treated as "utility units" pursuant to the CAA Amendments of 1990 and suhjcct 
to Title IV. 

The industry includes plants that produce electricity entirely for on-site use (so-called "self-generators"). New plants. 
designed for on-site uses. will likely seek to get cerufied as ()Fs under PlJRP A. to the extent they meet the tests 
laid down for ceruficauon. "This is because, as QFs, they will be legally enmled to receive non-discriminatory hack
up service. There are, however, existing industrial gcneratmg plants that do not meet the tests of a QF. 
Furthermore. 11 1s possible that some additional capacity of this type may be butlt by industry. In any event. c<ipacny 
dedicated entirely to on-sue use m not subject to Title IV. 
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2.2.1 Overview of Industry Structure 

The non-utilitv generation industry is a relatively young industry characterized by a large 
numher of companies. including many small companies (in terms of revenues and number of 
employees). The industry grew steadily in the 1980s and most observers ewect this growth to 
continue in the 1990s. This industry actractcd a large number of companies that have experience in 
une m more aspeL:ts l)f the power generation business. The industry now includes e4uipment 
vendors. electric utility_subsidiar-ies. railroad companies. engineering and construction companies. and 
developers. A large number of electric utility subsidiaries are also active in developing a range of 
m:w projects. 

As Exhibits 2-7 and 2-8 indicate. total non-utility capacity was estimated at about 34.000 MW 
in 1989. The total amount of generation from this capacity was about 199 billion KWH. or seven 
percent of total U.S. utility generation. However. electricity sales to the electric utilities account for 
about 89 bilfion KWH or 3.1 percent of total utility generation. The remaining electrical energy 
generated by the non-utility industry was used to meet on-site electrical needs. 

PURP A created a special class of power producers called "Qualifying Facilities" ( Q Fs ). Some 
QFs are qualifying cogenerators (QF-Cogenerators) which produce both electricity and useful thermal 
energy in the same process. The remaining QFs are qualifying small power producers ( QF-SPPs ). 
which are below a certain size and fueled by renewable energy (including solar. hydropower. wind. 
or biomass) or waste fuels such as petroleum coke or used tires.3 QFs sell considerable amounts 
of their power to electric utilities. 

In recent years, FERC, which is responsible for implementing both PURPA and the FPA has 
allowed power producers that do not meet the tests laid down for QFs to be exempt from cost-of
service regulation provided that the price they obtain for power sales is "market-based". Such non-QF 
power producers are commonly referred to as "independent power producers (IPPs)."4 

Cogenerators {QF-Cogenerators): These are facilities which sequentially use energy. usually 
producing electric power and some form of useful thermal output such as steam. Thermal output 
from a cogenerator must be at least 5 percent of total energy output for the plant to receive QF 
status. In addition, oil- or gas-fired cogenerators effectively are required to meet various system 
configuration, heat utilization and efficiency standards. 

Small Power Producers {QF-SPP): These are facilities which produce less than 80 MW of 
electric power primarily through the use of biomass, waste materials, geothermal energy or renewable 
resources such as wind, solar and hydroelectric resources. Although many benefits accruing to QFs 
are available to all QF-SPPs, the benefits of exemption from cost-of-service regulation under the 
FPA as well as the exemption from PUHCA and certain State regulations were not available until 
rect>ntly to QF-SPPs that were larger than 30 MW except in cases where they were fueled by biomass 

Congress enacted legislation in 1990 that will effectively lift the size limnation for QF-SPPs whose construction 
commences during the 1990s. 

Note that currently IPPs represent a class of producers approved by FERC on a case-by-case basis. However, 
legislative proposals currently being considered both within the Administration and Congress would. by law. create 
a class of power producers called "exempt wholesale generators "that would enioy at least some benefits similar to 
those enjoyed by QFs. without having to meet the operating or size constraints applicable to such Qfs_ Note that 
the CAA Amendments do contain a definmon of IPP, but that definition is simply for the purpose of id.:nlll)'mg 
"grandfather.:d" IPPs. 
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nr geothermal. Legislation enacted in I lJ90 may effectively remove the size limitation of QF-SPPs 
for solar. wind. waste. or geothermal units commencing construction during a certain time window 
in the 1990s and make these QF-SPPs eligihk for all benefits open to QF-Cogem:rators. 

Independent Power Producers ( IPPs ): IPPs arc a relatively new class of·nnn-utility generators 
whose purpose is primarily to generate power for sale to utilities (i.e .. at wholesale). In dectrit: 
market parlance. an IPP facility is one which. unlike most PlJRPA-QFs. is subject to rate regulation 
under the FP A but intends to obtain an order from FERC effectively stating that FERC finds the 
IPP\ rates to be just and reasonable under the FP A Generally. FERC. in making this finding. will 
rely on a showing that the rates are "market-based" rather than cost-based. Therefore. the rates for 
IPPs arc generally not determined in accordance with traditional rate-based. cost-of-service regulation. 
C ndcr the CAA Amendments of 1990. IPP units are specifically defined as facilities which arc used 
for the generation of electric energy. 80 percent or more of which is sold at \vholesalc: are non
rccourse project-financed: and do not generate electric energy sold to any affiliate of the facility\ 
owner or operator which could provide it with allowances. Thus. IPPs as understood in ckctric 
market parlance could also be IPPs under the CAA Amendments of 1990. '.\ote. however. that 
certain affiliate entities could be viewed as IPPs in electric market parlance. but not be IPPs under 
the CAA Amendments of 1990. Moreover. there is a possibility that the current Congress will enact 
legislation as part of the National Energy Strategy (NES) that will define IPPs (or an equivalent such 
as exempt wholesale generators (EWG)) more precisely from an electric market perspective. 

Fossil Fuels: Fossil fuels are not explicitly defined in the CAA Amendments. The term 
usually refers to petroleum. natural gas and coal. However. there is some ambiguity as to whether 
certain waste fuels such as bituminous coal wastes. refinerv off-gases. or tires will be treated as fossil 
fuels for the purpose of the CAA Amendments5. • ~ 

The average size of a QF-Cogenerator is about 20 to 30 MW based on electric output. Gas
fircd cogeneration projects. which collectively account for over 50 percent of total QF-Cogeneration 
capacity. average about 15 to 25 MW. while coal-based cogenerators average 50 to 70 MW based on 
dectric output. Some coal and gas-fired QF-Cogenerators. however. are substantially larger than this 
average. with capacities exceeding 150 MW. Qualifying Facilities-Small Power Producers tend to be 
somewhat smaller than cogenerators, averaging about 5 to 20 MW in size. Note. however. that while 
there were 3.517 non-utility projects on line at the end of 1988, the 69 largest projects (over l 00 
:'vlW) accounted for over 40 percent of the non-utility generation capacity (see Exhibit 2-7). 

As Exhibit 2-8 shows. plants burning natural gas, coal. and biomass are the most common 
types of non-utility generators, collectively accounting for almost three-fourths of all non-utility 
capacity. Projects burning waste products also provide substantial capacity. as do plants utilizing 
hydro and wind resources. 

2.2.2 Regulati<m of QFs and lPPs 

Under PURPA. QFs enjoy benefits that enable them either to produce their own power for 
on-site needs or to sell back to the grid (or both). Specifically. 

• If a QF produces power for use on-site (usually by construction of a 
cogeneration plant at an industrial site). it is eligible to receive back
up electric service at non-discriminatory rates. 

'.'Jote that under FERC's 1mplementallon of PCRPA. these fuels are treated as waste materials. 
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• 

• 

If a QF sells electricity to the grid. the utility is obligated to purchase 
such power at its avoided cost or at a mutually acceptable negotiated 
rate. 

Even if QFs sell their power to the grid. they are not treated like 
other utilities. First. unlike traditional utilities: QFs are not subject to 
cost-of-service regulation. Second. most QFs are exempt from 
PCHCA. 

: 
.! 

i 

EXHIBIT 2-7 
Non-Utility Capacity by Project Size, 

by Census Division 

Project Size 
(M~awattsl 

Less than 

LO to 9.9 

1.0 

10.0 to 49.9 

50.0 to 99.9 

100.0 and over 

at December 31, 1988 

! 
I 
I 

I 
' 

I 

i 
I 

Total Number of 
Projects 

2.037 

868 

455 

88 

69 

TOTAL i 1.517 

Total Capacity 

I 
I 339. l 

3,247.2 

10,668.0 

5,988.2 

13.499.4 

33,741.9 

\1 

11 

I 

I 

Source: "! 9X8 Capacity and Cieneration of Non-Utility Sources of Energy," Edison Electric Institute. April 1990. 
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EXHIBIT 2-8 
:'\on-Utility Capacity by Primary Energy Source. by 

Census Division 
at December 31, 1988 .1 

Primary Ene~ Source Total Capacity 

Coal 5.602.2 

Oil 955.l 

Gas 12.486. l 

Biomass 6.642.3 

Waste 3.155.9 

Hydro 1.860.3 
11 

Wind 1.893.0 I 
!1 

Solar 297.5 
I 
I 
I 

Geothermal 624.2 I 
I 

Other 225.2 ! 

I 

TOTAL 33,741.9 'I 
;i 

Source: "1988 Capacity and Generation of Non-Utility Sources of Enerbry," Edison Electric Institute. April 1990. 

2.2.3 Regulated Segments of the Industry Under the 1990 CAA 

Exhibit 2-9 shows the sub-sectors of the IPP and OF market regulated under the CAA 
Amendments. QFs currently in commercial operation are not regulated under the Act. IPPs are not 
regulated if they have already entered into a power sales agreement with a utility. received a letter 
of intent from a utility to enter into a power sales agreement, or won a competitive bid at the time 
of the Act's enactment. 

All future IPPs and QFs that burn fossil fuels are subject to the Act's provisions. However. 
cogenerators with less than 25 MW capacity, or those that sell less than one third of the power they 
generate to the grid, are not affected by the CAA Amendments, regardless of the type of fuel they 
burn. New renewable energy QFs might create allowances for utilities that purchase their power. 

Exhibit 2-10 presents a "representative" estimate of the relative size of different segments that 
would be affected by the CAA Amendments. These estimates depend on the fundamentals driving 
the electricity market such as load growth, fuel prices, and utility behavior with respect to acquiring 
new capacity. The numbers in Exhibit 2-10, therefore, simply place in perspective the relative sizes 
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of the different segments.6 From the perspective of this RIA the main purchasers of allowances 
will he new. coal-fired IPPs and perhaps a subset of waste-tired QF-SPPs if EPA determines they <1re 
affected. 

2.2.4 Demand for Industry Outputs 

The demand for new QF and IPP capacity will depend largely on electriciLy market 
devdopments. As Exhibit 2-1 l shows. in each of the time periods 1988-1995 and 1995-2000. hdween 
.20 and 41 GW of QF:lPP capacity is projected to he brought on-line. 

The ranges for projected QF/IPP additions are heavily dependent on electricity loaJ growth. 
The higher levels of new QF!lPP capacity correspond to higher load growth. whik the lower levels 
are hased on lower load growth. 

The economics of large QF-cogeneration and IPP projects undertaken to sell power to an 
electric utility depend strongly on electric market conditions. As discussed in Section 2.1 un the 
electric utility industry. there is uncertainty over the future demand for electricity. On the supply 
side. there is some hesitation on the part of electric utilities to commit to building large. rate-hased 
plants in the face of uncertain demand and a still-evolving regulatory regime. Thus. the proportion 
uf new electric capacity that will he IPP (as distinct from traditional rate-based) is uncertain. (Exhibit 
2-10 provides a perspective on the need for new capacity over the 1990-2000 time frame and the 
extent to which IPPs and QFs might contribute to meeting that need. Such estimates arc very 
dependent on scenario-specific assumptions). 

Tlle proportion of IPP and rate-based capacity shown in Exhibit 2-10 represents a rough estimate hased on the 
l1mnetl experience with IPPs. 
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EXHIBIT 2-9 
PURPA-QF and IPP Plants Affected by Title lV 

- -

Category Status Subcategories Affected'! 

Existinga >In 

i) Burns non-fossil fuel 
>lo 

QF-Cl)gencrators 
Future 

ii) Sell <25 MW capacity or 
less than 113 of total capacity \:n 
to grid. 

iii) All other Yes 

Existinga ~o 

QF-SPP i) Burns non-fossil fuel '.\lo 
Future 

Burns fossil fuelsb i ii) Yes 

Substantially 
Committed as of 

No 
IPP 

11/15/9(f 

i) Burns non-fossil fuels No 
Future 

ii) Burns fossil fuels Yes 

a Refers to both plants in commercial operation and those for which substantial commit-
ments have been made as of November 15, 1990. 

b It is conceivable that certain QF-SPPs that burn fuels treated as "waste fuels" under 
PURPA could be treated as fossil fuel units under the CAA Amendments of 1990. 
Plants burning coal wastes or petroleum coke are examples. 

c.; IPPs in commercial operation as of November 15, 1990 and making substantial sales to 
the grid are subject to Title IV. As a practical matter. the amount of such capacity is 
small. 
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EXHIBIT 2-10 
Representative Size of the Affected PURPA-QF and IPP Population Relative to the 

Total Changes in Capacity1 
. 

Segment 

RATE-BASED OR IPP UNITS 

Primarily Gas-Fired Simple Cycle 
and Combined Cycle Systems 

Coal-Fired Systems (conventional 
and fluidized bed) I 

i 

TOT AL (Rate-Based and IPP I 

PURPA QF 

Gas-Fired Systems I 

Coal-Fired Systems i 
i 
I 

I 

Oil-Fired Systems I 
I 

I 

Biomass -- Resource Recovery 
I Systems ! 

Biomass -- Wood; Agricultural 

Waste-Fired Systems (e.g., anthra- I 
cite culm. petroleum coke; tires) I 
Renewables (e.g .• hydro. geother-
ma!. wind. and solar) 

Estimated 1988 to 2000 Changes in Capacity 
(GW) 

Traditional Rate
Based U nits2 

44 to 77 

4 to 21 

48 to 98 

NIA 

fpp2 

22 to 38 

3 to 12 

25 to 50 i 

I 
I 

I 

I 
! 

! 

Total 

66 to 115 

7 to :B 

73 to 148 

8.0 to 14 

3.0 to 6 

0.5 to 0.9 

1.3 to 2.4 

.8 to 1.5 

1.6 to 3.0 

1.2 to 2.2 

1 The esumates presented here are properly treated as a "representative" of future circumstances. 

~ 

They are based upon the EP A's High Base Case and Low Base C.ase. 
The ro rtion of re uired new ca acitv that will et butlt as IPP ca acit · somewhat uncertam. p po q p . g p ) 
depends in large part on how regulators behave m the future with respect to cost-recovery, and 
how investors perceive such behavior. 
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Time Period 

1988 to 1995 

1995 to 2000 

2000 to 2005 

i 

i Total 1990 to 2005 I 

I 

EXHIBIT 2-11 
Projected Demand for Non-Utility Capacity 

Utility Sales Growth 

2.1 to 2.8% 

1.7 to 2.3% 

I 

Required Total New 
Electric Capacity 
Additions ( GW) 

39 to 74 

50 to 104 

63 to 114 

152 to 292 

Source: !CF analysis based upon EPA High Base and Low Base cases. 

2.2.5 Future Trends 

Projected QF!IPP 
Capacity Additions 

IGW) 

21 to .-n 

20 to .n 

24 to 47 

65 to 127 

In the 1980s. state and federal regulators implemented policies designed to encourage 
cogeneration. In recent years. however, regulators have shifted their emphasis from "providing 
encouragement" to QFs to the "competitive procurement of electric supplies." It is in this context 
that IPPs have been approved on a case-by-case basis. In general. regulators at the federal and state 
levels have been receptive to the idea of allowing all non-utility suppliers to be essentially free from 
cost-of-service regulation, so long as their power sales rates are market-based (as. for instance. when 
prices are determined through a competitive bidding process). 

These recent trends portend several major developments in the QF/IPP sector: 

• It is reasonable to expect that a considerable proportion of future 
electric capacity will be IPP capacity. free from cost-of-service 
regulation. In addition. Congressional action to remove some of the 
regulatory hurdles faced by IPPs (e.g .. exemption from PUHCA 
jurisdiction) could increase IPP penetration even more.7 In fact, if 
the establishment of affiliate IPPs is made easier by reducing their 
regulatory burdens. it is conceivable that some utilities may elect not 

As noted previously, these IPPs may eventually be called "exempt wholesale generators". 
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to build any new facilities under cost-of-service regulation. C ndcr 
such a scenario. IPPs (as a proportion of total builds) could exceed 
the Table 2-7 estimates substantially. 

PURPA-QFs will likely continue to exist. hut will face increasing 
competition from IPPs. In some jurisdictions. certain classes of QFs 
may he allowed to obtain long-term power sales contracts outside of 
competitive bidding. For example. all QFs below some size range may 
he made eligible for such treatment. 

Measured in terms of market penetration. gas-fired cogeneration 
systems have fared well in the PURPA-QF market because of 
relatively low capital costs and the availability of attractively priced gas 
supplies. There is also a view that the attractiveness of gas-fired 
systems in the 25 to 75 MW range relative to coal systems has made 
them more appropriate for many cogeneration applications. Because 
IPPs face no size or operational constraints. this option will allow 
large coal-fired power projects (which presumably enjoy economies of 
scale) to compete with gas-fired cogeneration projects. 

• The QF;lPP industry thus far has been made up of a very large 
number of firms. Many industry observers expect one or more waves 
of consolidation to occur in the 1990s with the more efficient 
companies acquiring projects and/or companies that ( 1) will enhance 
their efficiency through even greater economies of scale and scope, 
and (2) represent a good "strategic fit." 

From the perspective of this RIA. the key issue is what new electricity producing projects will 
he affected by the CAA Amendments. 

• 

• 

The new. non-affiliate IPPs (which are the only ones included in the 
CAA Amendments definition) and new large QFs are. in general. 
going to be purchasers of allowances for their projects. These non
affiliate IPPs and large QFs would be no different from other 
traditional rate-based utility projects from a CAA standpoint except 
that the traditional rate-based utilities may be able to use allowances 
from their other plants without having to buy them in the market 
place. This seeming advantage, however. would be substantially 
mitigated if the market for allowances were well-developed and 
allowances were freely traded. Furthermore. large QF-Cogenerators 
with steam sales from the cogeneration project may be in a position 
to take advantage of the "opt-in" provisions of the CAA Amendments. 

While many small QFs (under 25 MW) would not be affected by the 
CAA Amendments of 1990 (see Exhibit 2-9), relatively small waste
fired projects (e.g. coal waste projects) determined to be affected units 
would have to purchase allowances (see Exhibit 2-9). The transac
tions costs associated with making suitable compliance arrangements 
for such small projects may be quite high. Thus. this segment may 
bear a high burden under the CAA Amendments. 
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CHAPTER 3 
BASELINE A~D COST METHODOLOGY Isst:ES 

This chapter provides a foundation for the presentation of cost estimates in Chapter -l hy 
covering two issues. The first section of the chapter discus5es assumptions used in creating baselines 
for assessing the costs of the regulations. The second section describes the types of costs covered 
in the analysis. and the degree to which each cost type has been quantified. 

3.1 BASELINE ISSUES 

This first section of the chapter covers a series of baseline issues. The first of the four 
subsections below defines the specific regulatory and nonregulatory cases evaluated and compared 
in assessing the impacts of the regulations. The second subsection discusses the time period over 
which the baseline and regulatory cases were evaluated. The third subsection discusses the energy 
and economic assumptions used in defining two scenarios for emissions growth in the absence of acid 
rain regulation. and the final subsection presents the assumptions used in evaluating the effects of 
the statute in the absence of regulations. 

3.1.1 Cases Examined 

This RIA evaluates impacts under a "regulatory case" (which includes the acid rain 
implementation regulations described in Chapter 1) relative to two baseline cases: the "pre-statute" 
case and the "absent regulations" case. The pre-statute case assumes that no acid rain legislation was 
enacted, and that no further controls on S02 emissions will be imposed. The absent regulations case. 
in contrast. assumes that Title IV is in effect but that EPA promulgates no regulations for its 
implementation. Under the absent regulations case. S02 emissions must be reduced by 10 million 
tons. but there are no regulations to establish S02 allowances or an allowance trading system. By 
comparing costs under the pre-statute case to costs under the regulatory case, EPA is able to identify 
the costs of the statute and the implementation regulations combined. By comparing costs under the 
absent regulations case to costs under the regulatory case which permits allowance trading. EPA is 
able to measure the cost savings provided by the implementation regulations alone. 

Exhibit 3-1 presents a summary description of the pre-statute, absent regulations. and 
regulatory cases evaluated in this report. Each case was evaluated under two scenarios: a high 
scenario and a low scenario. Thus. six situations (three cases under each scenario) were evaluated 
and compared in all. 
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EXHIBIT 3-1 
I Pre-Statute, Absent Regulations, and Regulatory Cases Evaluated 

I 
Energy/Economic Assumptions 

Case _ Description Regulatory High Low 

Pre-statute 
'.'iu Acid Rain; 

\io Acid Rain 
SO, Reduction .\ .\ 
Re4uirements 

Regulations 

Acid Rain Re-

Absent 
SO-, Reductions 4uirements 

in 1995 and without x x 
Regulations 

2000 and After Implementation 
Regulations 

SO") Reduction With 

Regulatory Case 
in- 1995 and Implementation x x 

2000 and After Regulations 

J.1.2 Time Period Examined 

All cases were evaluated over the 1995-2010 period with specific forecasts for the 1995. 2000. 
2005. and 2010 periods. These time periods were chosen because they are the same as thosr..: used 
hy EPA for its earlier legislative analyses and provide for an every-five-year snapshot of the incremen
tal effects of the legislation and regulations. In addition. the specific forecast years correspond closely 
tu important statutory deadlines under the acid rain title of the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990 
(CAA): 

• 
• 
• 

Phase I re4uirements begin in 1995: 
Phase II requirements begin in 2000: and 
Phase II "bonus" allowances expire in 2010 . 

J.1.3 Energy and Economic Assumptions for High and Low Scenarios 

To measure the economic impacts of Title IV of CAA it is necessary to project estimated 
levels of utility air emissions in the absence of Title IV during the time period covered hy the RIA 
The levels of utility air emissions are expected to depend upon factors such as the electricity demand. 
alternative sources of electricity supply. and fuel costs. Because of the extent of uncertainty 
surrounding each of these factors. this analysis relies on high and low electricity growth forecasts to 
obtain a reasunable range of electric utility air emissions over the next two decades. In constructing 
the high and low scenarios. this analysis uses the energy and economic assumptions that were 
developed by EPA during the latter half of 1988 to evaluate the cost and economic impacts of the 
proposed acid rain regulations. 1 The assumptions are documented comprehensively in a May 1989 
report. although a brief summary is also presented in Exhibit 3-2. Appendices 3A and :rn of this 

St!e llJ89 FPA Base Case Forecasts, prepared by !CF Resources Inc. for the U.S. EPA. May l'JK9. 
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EXHIBIT 3-2 
Major Assumptions for EPA High and Low Base Cases 

(Used as the basis for high and _low scenarios). 

EnergyiEconomic . Time Period 1989 EPA Base: Ref ere nee Case 

Assumption or Category High Low 

1995 18.00 25.00 
Crude Oil Prices 2000 22.00 29.00 
( 1988 $;bbl) 2005 25.00 3 1.50 

2010 29.50 34.00 

Electricity Demand 
1988-2000 2.8 2.0 

Growth 
2001-2010 J., 1.4 

(percent per year) 

___ , 

Steam Power Plant Coal/Oil/Gas > 50 MW 65 55 
Lifetimes Coal/Oil/Gas <50 MW 45 45 
(years) Nuclear 35 40 

Cogeneration 
1995 175 195 
2000 208 291 

(billions of kilowatt 
2005 255 382 

hours) 
2010 313 474 

New Non-Fossil 
2005 0 9 

Capacity 
2010 0 20 

(gigawatts) 

Repowered Coal 2000 0 4 
Capacity* 2005 6 20 
(gigawatts) 2010 10 38 

* Includes 50 percent increase in capacity due to repowering, in addition to currently 
planned projects. 

report may be referred to for additional information. 

In general, the assumptions used in the low scenario result in a lower forecast of emissions 
growth than those used in the high scenario. In particular: 

• 

• 

Lower electricity demand results in lower coal power plant utilization 
and the construction of fewer new coal plants; 

Shorter fossil steam power plant lifetimes result in earlier retirements 
of higher-emitting existing coal units. which are generally replaced by 
new lower-emitting gas or scrubbed coal c.apacity; 
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• 

• 

More repowering with clean coal technologies reduces S02 emissions 
rates at repowered plants: and 

Ylore non-fossil capacity and cogeneration (which is usually gas-fired) 
reduces the amount of higher-emitting coal-fired capacity operated 
and built. 

The implications of the differences between the high and low scenarios for the costs of the statute 
and the regulations arc discussed at greater length in Section 3.2.3 below. 

The change in utility;1PP S02 emissions over time is shown in Exhibit 3-3. As shown in that 
exhibit. the SO., emission forecasts for the pre-statute case between the high and low scenarios 
diverge considerably over time with a difference of 3.6 million tons. 17.1 versus 20.7 million tons. in 
2000. The divergence in the forecasts is due to the difference in the aforementiont:d energy and 
economic assumptions. 

3.1.4 Regulatory Assumptions for Cases 

As covered in Section 3.1.1. three cases are compared in this report. For two of these. the 
pre-statute and regulatory cases. the regulatory framework to be analyzed was relatively clear-cut. 
Under the pre-statute case, no federal regulations other than those in the CAA before 1990 were 
assumed. S02 is controlled for existing sources on a source-by-source basis through the existing state 
implementation plans of the Clean Air Act; newer sources must meet existing new source 
performance standards ( NSPS): a continuation of existing state acid rain regulations (as in 
Massachusetts. New York. Wisconsin. and Minnesota, for example) was assumed as well. 

For the absent regulations case, more developed assumptions were required because the 
statute does not completely describe in detail how its provisions would be applied in the absence of 
any regulations. The absent regulations case was developed using basically the same set of ener
gyieconomic and pollution control cost assumptions as in the pre-statute case (See Exhibit 3-4 and 
referenced appendices). The major difference between the absent regulations case and the pre
statute case is that the pre-statute case leaves out the impacts of acid rain legislation. The absent 
regulations case includes the impact of the acid rain requirements as stipulated in Title IV of the 
CAA. The assumptions in the absent regulations case are presented in Exhibit 3-5 with a brief 
discussion of each provided below: 

• 

• 

S02 Reductions - The same S02 reduction goals and requirements 
stipulated under Title IV are assumed under the absent regulations 
case. 

NOx Reductions - No NOx reductions were assumed in the absent 
regulations case or the regulatory case. This RIA focuses only on the 
impact of S02 reduction requirements and attendant regulations. 
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EXHIBIT 3-3 
PRE-STATUTE UTILI1Y S02 EMISSIONS 

High Case 

------------------------------------ -----Low Case 

0 ...., _______________ _,_ ______ ....._ ______ ....._ ______ _,__ ______ ..... 

1980 1985 1990 1995 2000 2005 2010 
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EXHIBIT 3-4 
Energy and Economic Assumptions 

Absent-Regulations Case-

I Iigh Scenario Low Scenario 

Ener1:,.•y and Ewnom·ic EPA High Assumptions (See EPA Low Assumptions ( SeL: 
Assumptions Appendix 3A) Appendix 3Al 

Pollutiun Control Cost Assumptions 

Repowering Same as High (See Appendix Same as Low Plus 
38) Accelerated Repowcring 

(See Appendix -'Bl 

Scruhhing Costs Saml'. as High and Low (See Appendix :; B) 

Regulatory A~sumptions Acid Rain Statute With ~o Trading of Allowances Pr 

• 

• 

Reallocation of Tonnage Limits Between lJ nits 

Emissions Trading and Banking;SO,, Tonnage Limits-Existing Units -
There would be no trading or ban-king of SO., emission allowances 
under the absent regulations case. Rather - each unit would he 
required to meet an annual SO., tonnage limit (as set under Title 

' -IV).-

S02 Tonnage Limits-New ( Post-1995) Units - For new units that do 
not receive any allowances under the Act. a 95 percent removal New 
Source Performance Standards ( NSPS) was assumed in lieu of the 
zero tonnage limit requirement. While a literal reading of the Act 
suggests that. in the absence of any implementation regulations. new 
units would have to meet a zero emissions target. this requirement 
would make it extremely onerous if not impossible for high growth 
states and utilities to meet energy demand within Phase II (2000) S02 
requirements.3 Accordingly. it was assumed by EPA that in the 
absence of implementation regulations. some provisions would have 
been made for economic growth. while limiting S02 emissions growth 
through a more stringent NSPS (e.g .. 95 percent removal in lieu of the 
current 70 to 90 percent removal requirement). 

Annual tonnage ltmtts under the haselme cases or SO: allowances unda the regulacory cases were lkveloped 
hascd on the statutory language of the Act and the '.'iattonal Allowance Data Hase. version LU. 

Note that a zero tonnage limn would el1mmate ~111 ne\\ fcss1I fuel fired unns (even natural gas emns vcf\' lcm 
levels oi SO: em1ss1ons) making 1l extremely difficult to meet new gnmth needs. 
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EXHIBIT 3-5 

Absent Regulations Case - Assumptions on Emissions Requirements 

Phase I - Phase II 
(1995) (2000t 

SO~ Reductions hdow 1980 levels 
from Ctilities and IPPs .) to -1- S ti' S.5 
(in millions of tons) 

'.\iO" Reductionsa None '.\one 

Emission Trading;Banking None :\one 

Phase I and II S02 Tonnage Limits Same as Act: Tonnage 
- Existing Units Limits in Table A plus 

Same as Act 
.200.000 

Additional Tons 

Phase II S02 Tonnage Limits 
- :"Iew (Post- Nov. l5. ---- 95c(; Removal A-;sumed in 

1990) Units Lieu of Zero Allowances 

Phase I Technology Allowances None ----

ConservatiornRenewables Reserve None None 

Allowance Auctions: Fixed Price None None 
Sales or Guarantees 

Clean Coal Repowering Phase II ---- Included 
Extension 

Phase I Minimum Fuel Constraints Includedb ----
a NOx reduction requirements are not included in the absent regulations or the 

h 

regulatory cases developed for this RIA 

Minimum Fuel Constraints included as part of the permits and compliance plans under 
the Act. 

• Phase I Technology Allowances - None of the 3.5 million ton Phase 
I Extension Reserve w?.s assumed to be allocated. This reserve would 
provide for 3.5 million tons of additional allowances to units installing 
eligible control technology (90 percent 502 removal or greater) m 
Phase I. 
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• ConservationiRenewable Reserve: Auctions and Fixed Price Sales -
Similar to the Phase I Reserve. no conservation and renewables 
reserve or auctions and fixed price sales were assumed in the absent 
regulations case. Consistent with this treatment. there was no as
sumed withholding from basic Phase I and II allowances (or tonnage 
limits) for either of these reserves or special sales. Similar to the 
Phase I extension reserve. emission allowances from either the 
auctions of fixed price sales or special reserves would not be allocated 
in the absent regulations case because they could not be traded or 
hanked. 

• 

• 

Clean Coal Repowering Phase II Extension - As stipulated in Title 
IV. units that repower with clean coal technologies (e.g .. fluidized bed 
combustion. integrated gasifier combined cycle. etc.) receive a four 
year extension until December 31. 2003. during which time they 
receive additional emission allowances. Since these extra allowances 
apply only to the specific units that repower (and are non-tradeable ). 
they were assumed to apply in the absent regulations case and were 
modeled as increases in the unit level tonnage limits. 

Phase I Minimum Fuel Constraints- Under Title IV, Phase I affected 
sources are restricted from reducing their utilization below "baseline" 
levels (e.g., 1985-87 average fuel consumption) unless it occurs 
through conservation or energy efficiency. or the compensating source 
nf generation becomes an "affected" unit. These minimum fuel 
constraints were included in the baseline cases. 

3.2 COST ISSUES 

This second section of the chapter discusses the cost categories examined in the analysis. the 
cost measures used, and the role of the high and low scenarios in dealing with uncertainty. 

3.2.1 Types of Costs 

Several broad classes of costs are considered to varying degrees in this regulatory analysis: real 
resource costs of administration to government: real resource costs of compliance to the regulated 
community: transfers between the regulated community and other sectors of society; and lost social 
welfare due to reduced output ("dead-weight" losses). 

Real resource costs to the government are represented by the cost of additional staff to 
process applications or monitor compliance. Real resource costs to the regulated community are 
exemplified by the hardware-related costs of scrubbers and continuous emissions monitor systems 
( CEMS) added to power plants, costs of reporting and record keeping of emission levels, and the 
incremental costs of producing and transporting low-sulfur coal compared to high-sulfur coal. 

Transfers occur where a loss to one segment of the economy represents a pure gain to 
another. and thus do not represent a net loss to the economy. In the context of the Acid Rain 
Program. transfers can occur when increased demand for low sulfur coal drives its price up more than 
the increase in the average cost of extracting and transporting the coal plus the value of the coal in 
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other uses. In the short run. for example. there may he a limit to the rate at which coal can he mined 
and shipped. The increased demand for low sulfur coal brought about by the Acid Rain Program 
could allow a mine that was already operating at full capacity in the pre-regulation case to charge a 
higher price for the same coal even though its average production costs have not changed. In this 
case. nothing would change except that the utilities would pay more and the- mine operator would 
receive more: there would he no change in rL:al resource costs. Even in the long run (the time-frame 
considen.:d in this analysis) the price of low sulfur coal could be driven up by increased demand if low 
sulfur coal resources were limited. Where resource owners receive high returns for the same coal
hearing land that would have been sold in the pre-statute case at low prices. there is a transfer rather 
than a resource cost. Higher coal prices that are a cost to electric utilities would represent a gain 
to the owners of coal resources: thus. net costs to society as a whole would not change. 

Transfer costs. which are not true costs to society as a whole. have not been considered in 
detail in the analysis. A qualitative assessment of the direction and magnitude of transfers is included 
in Chapter 4. 

The last category of costs is the dead-weight loss. which is an intangible loss in the value of 
the economy·s production that results from reductions in outputs. The dead-weight loss resulting 
from a drop in output is measured as the difference between the true value to consumers of the lost 
output and the production cost savings realized when output is reduced. In cases in which changes 
in prices are significant. measuring dead-weight losses provides an important measure of the true costs 
of forcing consumers to turn to less valuable substitutes. This analysis does not consider dead-weight 
losses quantitatively because qualitative analysis shows them to be much smaller than the costs and 
cost savings resulting from the statute and the regulations. 

In summary. this analysis explicitly provides measurement of the following costs: 

• 

• 

• 

Costs of S02 reductions and emissions monitoring systems imposed by 
Title IV of CAA in the absence of implementation regulations by 
EPA: 

Cost savings due to the implementation regulations because they 
provide flexibility in achieving S02 reduction targets; and 

Costs of the implementation regulations to the federal government 
(administrative costs) and the cost to the regulated community of 
compliance (net of monitoring costs imposed by the statute). 

3.2.2 Cost Measures Presented 

Three cost measures are presented in this analysis. !ncluding annualized costs. levelized 
percent changes in electricity rates. and present values of total costs. 

Annualized costs include the annual increases or changes in costs forecast for 1995. 2000. 
2005. and 2010. They include fuel, operating, transaction, administrative, and capital costs. For 
comparison purposes, incremental capital investments are levelized over the book lifetime of the 
equipment (generally. 30 years) and are presented as annualized capital costs. 

Levelized percent changes in electricity rates indicate the national and regional percent 
change in rates associated with the change in annualized pollution control costs. 
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EXHIBIT .i-7 
\1onitoring Equipment and Operation and Maintenance Cost Estimatesa 

(Thousands nf 1990 Dollars) 

Capital Equipmcn1 

Base Equipment·and Installation 

Nn,. Monitor (CEMS) 

0 2/C0 2 Monitor (CEMS) 

S0 2 Monitor (CE!'v!S) 

Flow Monitor 

Opacity \fonitor (COM) 

Data Acquisition System (DAS) 

Customized DAS Software 

Operation and Maintenance 

Relative AccuraL)' Test Audits 

Lahar 

Calihration Gasesb 

Other Equipment O&M 

Fixed Cost 
(per uni!) 

SXl.4 

20.6 

10.8 

22.5 

19.7 

35.7 

41.5 

70.0 

Annual Cost 

15.0 

30.0 

9.3 

These estimates include !he costs of installation. start-up and trammg. and 
certification m addition to the capital cost of the equipment. 
Calibration gases are not necessary for units using alternative methods of monitonng SO~ 
emissions. These units. therefore, will only incur incremental calibration gas costs tor other 
CEMS equipment lSIS.000). 

The costs to EPA under the regulatory options include the cost to conduct periodic plant 
inspections. and to process, review, and evaluate emissions data reports submitted by the utilities. 
EPA expects to conduct inspections at 11 plants (roughly IO percent of the regulated community) 
in 1995. six plants (roughly five percent of the regulated community) from 1996 through 1999. and 
37 plants (roughly five percent of the regulated community) each year starting in the year 2000. EPA 
assumes that a plant inspection w:Il require an average of 60 hours at a cost of $34 per hour.25 In 
addition. EPA assumes that an average of 30 minutes will be required to process. review. and evaluate 
the quarterly data reports from each of the affected plants.26 

EPA esumate. 

EPA estimate. 
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The present value of costs indicates the total costs over the entire 1995 to 2010 period. with 
costs in later years discounted to allow for the time value of money. For annual pollution control 
costs. a real discount rate of 5.4 percent per year is assumed to reflect the value of capital diverted 
from productive investments . .i For costs to EPA and for costs to industry that do not displace 
productive investments. a lower social discour.t rate of three percent per year is assumed. 

These measures provide a snapshot of costs over several forecast years. as well as the total 
cost impacts over the next twenty years. 

3.2.3 Uncertainties and Sensitivity Analyses 

Some of the major sources of uncertainties in the analysis and their df1.:ct \1n dectric 
generating costs include the costs and availability of pollution control equipment: net growth in 
demand for dectricity from fossil fuels plants: and prices of lower sulfur fuels. These sources of 
unccrtaintv are summarized below. 

• 

• 

• 

Pollution Control Equipment Costs and Availabilitv - The costs of 
conventional S02 removal equipment (e.g., scrubbers) as well as the 
availability and costs of newer low-cost clean coal technologies (CCT) 
are uncertain and will have an important effect on the costs of the 
Acid Rain Program. 

Electricity Demand Growth/Nuclear Renewables - The growth in the 
demand for electricity generation over the next I 0 to 20 years is also 
uncertain and will depend on economic and demographic factors. as 
well as improvements in energy efficiency and conservation. Electrici
ty generation growth (along with the penetration of renewable or non
fossil fuel technologies and potential improvements to nuclear power 
plant reliability) will in large measure determine the utilization of 
existing coal and oil-fired units. It will also affect the rate of construc
tion of new coal power plants in the future and hence. the amount of 
SO,, emissions growth which will have to be offset under the acid rain 
req°i:iirements. Costs will be affected significantly as a result. 

Lower Sulfur Fuel Costs - The forecasted prices and price premiums 
between higher and lower sulfur fuels (e.g .. high and low sulfur coals. 
residual oil. and gas) will directly affect the costs of switching to lower 
sulfur fuels under the acid rain regulations. 

The range of uncertainties in cost impacts due to the factors described above is captured 
through the use of the high and low emissions growth scenarios discussed earlier. The high and low 
scenarios also provide a range for the cost savings achieved due to the implementation regulations. 

EP A's two-stage discounung procedure suggests the use of a seven percent rate for annualizing capital expenses 
to convert them into consumption terms, and then a three percent rate for fir.ding the present value of reduced 
consumption (a combinauon of the annualized capual expenses plus O&M expenses). The use of a discount 
rate of 5.4 percent, EP A's estimate of the utility industry's weighted average cost of capital produces present 
value estimates that are very similar to the explicit use of the two-stage approach because it is midway hetween 
the three percent rate appropriate for O&M expenses and the seven percent rate for capital. 
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Two areas of uncertainty or sensitivity are not. however. captured by the EPA high and low 
scenario assumptions. The first involves the uncertain ability to and cost of switching Eastern 
bituminous-only coal··fired boilers to switch to Western low-sulfur sub-bituminous coals. The second 
involves the potential penetration of low-cost smbent injection and other retrofit clean coal 
technologics. In both cases. EPA has assumed conservatively f<..H purposes of this-RIA that these SO., 
control options would not be available. To the extent these options are available and economically 
kasiblc. the costs of the acid rain regulations would be lower and the cost savings associated with the 
implementation regulations would be higher than presented herein. 
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CHAPTER 4 
COSTS 

This chapter presents analyses of the costs of the emissions reductions with and without the 
use of transferable allowances and the costs of a variety of regulatory provisions associated with the 
implc.:mentation of the <illowance system. The first section of the chapter discusses the types of costs 
incurred by the regulated community and the changes in the costs attributable to the statute and the 
regulations. The following sections address the costs of implementing the statute and the trading 
regulations. The first category of implementation costs presented are those related to conducting 
allowance trading. The chapter then presents estimates of the costs of allowance auctions. direct 
sales. and IPP written guarantees. followed by estimates of the costs of emissions monitoring. permits. 
and energy conservation/renewable energy. Where possible. implementation costs in each category 
are divided into costs to EPA and costs to the regulated community. and are presented in terms of 
annual costs and present value costs discounted to the time of promulgation of the regulations. 

This chapter also provides a summary of the total costs of the statute and the regulations. 
induding both the costs related to emissions reductions and the associated implementation costs. 

-'· 1 COSTS OF S02 REDUCTIONS WITH AND WITHOUT TRADING 

EPA estimated the cost changes associated with the statute and the regulations using ICF's 
Coal and Electric Utilities Model (CEUM). 1 CEUM is a detailed linear programming, engineering
economic model (see Exhibit 4-1 ), that contains coal supply, transportation, electric utility demand. 
transmission, and non-utility energy demand segments. It is linked with databases and other 
supporting models, including a Coal and Utilities Information System (CUIS). which contains data 
on all electric utility units. 

The model estimates acid rain compliance costs and cost savings by considering the choices 
likely to be made at each power plant and across all power plants affected by the regulations. For 
every plant. the model calculates the costs of each strategy that could be used to meet a given set of 
emissions requirements while meeting the demand for electricity and other utility system operating 
constraints. The model determines which of the strategies costs the least, across all the power plant 
units within a utility system, and assumes that the operator of a power plant will choose the lowest 
cost combination of strategies. The selection of compliance strategies within the model automatically 
and simultaneously affects the prices of various types of coal and other fuels and vice versa. The 
model then reports total costs by adding up the costs of the strategies that are assumed to be chosen. 

CElJM was originally developed in 1975 as the National Coal Model and has been extensively refined and updated 
since then. !CF has used the model as a primary analytic tool in analyses for EPA, other federal agencies. and 
private companies for proposed acid rain policy initiatives and .bills. The model has also been used in fuel price and 
energy market forecasting and planning studies. electric utility integrated capacity planning studies. and environmen
tal compliance and pollution control technology assessment studies. 
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EXHIBIT 4-1 

BASIC CEUM STRUCTURE 
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In addition to increases or decreases in fuel costs as a consequence of fuel switching. there 
are also capital costs associated with shifts to lower sulfur coals. For example. additional investment 
in particulate control equipment may he required to accommodate lower sulfur coals at certain power 
plants hecause of the inherent characteristics of the ash in lower sulfur coals. Also. some coal-fired 
power plants receive all of their coal shipments hy truck from local mines. Receiving shipml..'.nts from 
more distant coal mines (e.K·· Western low-sulfur mines) may require changes in coal handling 
facilities to receive coal bv rail. 

Switching to Lower Sulfur Oil or Natural Gas 

Power plants burning higher sulfur residual oil may shift to lower sulfur residual oil. Jistillate. 
nr natural gas in order to reduce S02 emissions. Lower sulfur oil is more expensive than higher 
sulfur oil hecause of the substantial capital and operating costs incurred hy refineries in removing 
sulfur from their products. Gas can also be more expensive than oil. depending on market rnnJitions. 

In contrast to shifts from high to low sulfur coal. it is unlikely that shifts in oil or gas use hy 
utilities will have significant effects on relative fuel prices. While the electricity generating sector 
consumes more than three quarters of total U.S. coal production, it accounts for less than one-quarter 
of natural gas demand in the U.S. and only a very small portion of worldwide oil demand. Thus. the 
oil and natural gas markets are unlikely to be affected by the moderate shifts in electric utility de
mand forecast under acid rain legislation. Some natural gas price increases. however. are likely to 
occur as electric utility natural gas demand increases. 

Shijis in Power Plant Utilization 

More intensive utilization of already low-emitting power plants matched by reduced utilization 
of higher-emitting power plants can be a cost-effective S02 reduction strategy in many instances. 
This strategy tends to increase the use (i.e .. the capacity factor) of power plants that already have 
scrubbers (often using medium or higher sulfur coals) or power plants using lower sulfur coals without 
scrubbers. 

4.1.2 Cost Impacts 

This section presents estimates of the costs associated with changes in S02 emissions under 
the statute and the implementation regulations. Three cost comparisons are presented: 

• Costs under the absent regulations case as compared to the pre
statute case: 

• Costs under the regulatory case, again compared to the pre-statute 
case; and 

• Costs under the regulatory case compared to the absent regulations 
case. 

The last cost comparison shows the incremental cost savings attributable to compliance with 
the implementation regulations relative to compliance with the statute by itself. 

As discussed in Chapter 3, each cost comparison was made twice, once under the assumptions 
of the low scenario and once under the assumptions of the high scenario. The change in annualized 
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cost impacts in three years ( 1995. 2000. and 2010) are presented and compared for both of these 
scenarios. In addition. the present values of costs are presented and discussed. The section also 
presents the S02 emission reduction impacts under the various cases and scenarios. Mme detailed 
emission and cost forecasts for these years and 2005 are presented in Appendix 48. 

Annual 502 Emission Reduc1ion and Cost Impacts 

Exhibit 4-2 presents the·changes in annual costs and SO., emissions during Phase I ( l 995) and 
Phase II (2000 and 2010). 2 The first four columns of figures i'il the table show costs and emissions 
under the absent regulation case and the regulatory case relative to the pre-statute case. The last 
two columns show emissions and costs under the regulatory case relative to the absent regulation 
case. 

During Phase I ( 1995), the S02 reductions forecast for the regulatory case are dose to those 
forecast for the pre-statute case under both the high and low scenarios. Costs. however. are 
significantly lower in the regulatory trading case than under the absent regulations case. The cost 
savings provided by the regulations amount to $0.4-0.6 billion. or about a 40 percent reduction in the 
costs of the statute. These savings arise when units that have high emissions control costs are allowed 
to meet their regulatory obligations by reducing emissions less, or not at all, by purchasing allowances 
from units with lower control costs. These compliance cost savings for the difficult-to-control units 
more than outweigh the added control costs for additional emissions reductions by units with lower 
incremental control costs. 

In Phase II (2000), the implementation regulations cut the annual costs of the statute even 
more substantially. Costs in the regulatory case are lower than in the absent regulations case by $2.1-
2.8 billion, which is a savings of 60 to 65 percent. This reflects the even greater value of emissions 
trading as the reduction requirements become more stringent. Under the absent regulations case. 
virtually all power plants must consume very low sulfur coals or scrub to meet the Phase II unit-by
unit requirements. Emissions trading permits some power plants to overcontrol emissions and sell 
the allowances: the allowance purchasers. which have higher incremental control costs. are then able 
to reduce their compliance costs substantially. Cost savings from trading in this way represent 
improved efficiency in obtaining the same level of emissions reductions. In addition, some of the cost 
savings arise because S02 allowances are "banked" from Phase I in the regulatory case and are used 
to offset more costly reductions at the beginning of Phase II in 2000. 

By 2010, the cost savings provided by the regulations compared to the absent regulations case 
are somewhat lower ($1.3-1.4 billion. which is a reduction in costs of 30 to 60 percent). This 
reduction occurs because banked SQ,, allowances are forecast to be used up by 2005 and thus annual 
S02 reduction requirements are abl)ut 0.1-0.5 million tons lower under the regulatory cases with 
trading th:in under the absent regulations case (instead of about 2.1-2.2 million tons lower as in 2000). 

Present Value of Costs and Cumulative S02 Reductions 

Exhibit 4-3 presents the total cumulative S02 reductions in the electric generating sector as 
well as the change in present value of costs. As shown in the figure, the present value of the costs 
resulting from the S02 reductions over the 1991 to 2010 period (in 1990 dollars) is estimated to be 

Existing units of 25 MW or less of capacity are not covered by the regulations, but new units less than 25 MW are 
covered. New units under 25 MW were not. however. considered in this analysis. D1scuss1on of this small numher 
of unas is included in the attachment to this documt:m. 
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EXHIBIT 4-2 
FORECASTED S02 EMISSION REDUCTIONS AND ANNUAL COST hf PACTS 0~ 

THE ELECTRIC GENERATING SECTOR 

so~ Em1ss1on Reduclions (in m1lhons 
of tons helow l 9XO lcvl!ls) 

Ekctnc l it1l1tv1IPP 
< lther Non-Utillty° 

T<ffAL 

Changes in Annualized Costs (in 
hillions of 1990 S) 

SO! Emission Reductions (in millions 
of tons below 1980 levels) 

Electric Utility;IPP 
Other Non-Utility" 

TOTAL 

Changes in Annualized Costs (in 
billions of 1990 S) 

SO~ Emission Reductions (in millions 
of tons below 1980 levels) 

Electric Utility;IPP 
Other Non-Utility" 

TOTAL 

Changes in Annualized Costs (in 
billions of 1990 S) 

I 

' 

Absent Regulations 
(No Trading) 

I 
Low : High 

... u -2.5 
- l.5 - l.5 
-5.7 -.+.O 

l.O l.5 

Absent R~ulations 
(No Tradini,i) 

Low I High 

i 

-8.6 -8.1 

:.Ll. - l.5 
-1.0.1 -9.6 

3.2 .+.9 

Absent R~ulations 
(No Trading) 

Low ! High 

-9. l -8.5 
-l.5 -l.5 

-10.6 -10.0 

2.3 5.1 

I 
I 
i 

I 

i 
I 

PHASE I 11995) 

R~ulatory Case 
With Trading 

Low High 

--U -2.8 
-l.5 - l.5 
-5.7 I --+.3 

0.6 0.9 

Phase II (2000) 

R~ulatory Case 
With Trading 

Low High 

-5.7 -5.7 
-1.5 -l.5 
-7.2 -7.2 

I.I 2.1 

Phase ll (2010) 

R~ulatory Case 
With Trading 

Low High 

-S.5 -8 . .+ 
-l.5 -l.5 

-10.0 -9.9 

l.O 3.7 

' i 
I 

i 

I 

I 
i 

i 

I 

Net Change (Trad
ing-No Trading) 

Low High 

+0.0 .. ru 
.. .. - -

+0.0 -U.3 
; 

-0..+ I .. ().(> 

I 

Net change !Trad-
ing-No Trading) 

I 
Low i High 

+2.9 +2..+ 
.. .. - -

+2.9 +2..+ 

-2.l -2.8 

:'\let Change (Trad-
ing-No Trading) 

Low High 

+0.6 +0.l 
- .. - -

+0.6 +0.1 

-l.3 

I 
-IA 

EPA estimates assume a I.I million ton industrial reduction that has already occurred will be mamtamed 
plus an additional 0.4 million ton reduction expected from desul[urization of diesel fuel. 
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only half as great under the regulatory case as under the absent regulations case. In other words. the 
implementation regulations allow a 50 percent reduction in the costs of the statute. These savings 
reflect the Phase I and Phase II cost savings discussed in the previous section. 

Cumulative SO., reductions are about 10 to 16 million tons or about 10.to 15 percent km·er 
in the regulatory cases than in the absent regulations case. This reflects several factors shown helow 
in Exhibit 4-4. 

EXHIBIT 4-4 
COMPARISON OF CUMULATIVE S02 REDUCTIONS 

! 

I Cumulative S02 Reductions (million tons) ! 
i (below 1980 levels) ! 

Total Regulatory Case 92-105 

No Phase I Extension Allowances +3.5 

No Cap on New Plant Emissions -3 to -5 

No Retirement Credits/Overcontrol +9 to + 18 

Total Absent Regulations Case 102-121 

First, there is no 3.5 million ton allowance reserve assumed in the absent regulations case 
(which is forecasted to be fully allocated to Phase I units with scrubbers in the regulatory case). 
Eliminating this reserve increases cumulative S02 reductions. Second, there are no credits for plant 
shutdowns or retirements since no trading is permitted and only unit-by-unit limits apply. Thus, when 
a unit retires. its emissions tonnage limit cannot be transferred to other power plants as permitted 
in the regulatory case. Third, some units are overcontrolled for economic reasons (e.g., gas is used 
at units with higher emission limits because it is less costly). These factors are all partially offset by 
the fact that no "cap" on new plant emissions is assumed in the absent regulations case. 

In sum, however, the present value of costs are reduced by about 50 percent because of 
emissions trading, while cumulative S02 reductions are 10-15 percent lower. Further. it should be 
stressed that the regulatory case with trading still achieves the 10 million ton S02 reduction goal of 
the legislation during Phase II. The "additional" reductions achieved in the absent regulations case 
are above and beyond the goal stipulated in the Act. 

IMPLEMENTATION COSTS 

The next four sections, 4.2, 4.3, 4.4, and 4.5, address the costs of the implementation 
regulations. Section 4.2 discusses costs related to conducting allowance trading. Section 4.3 provides 
the costs of allowance auctions, direct sales, and IPP written guarantees. Section 4.4 presents the 
costs of continuous emissions monitoring and Section 4.5 presents costs of permits. Finally. Section 
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4.6 provides a summary of the total costs of the statute and the regulations including both the costs 
related to emissions reduction and the associated implementation. 

-U COSTS OF ALLOWANCE TRACKING A~D TRAN.SFERS 

Costs associated with the use of allowance markets can be separated into administrative n~sts 
and rnsts to participants. In reviewing the costs. it should be noted (as &;cussed in Section -t I) that 
the administrative activities responsibile for these cots provide substantial savings as well in that they 
make the cost reducitons of the allownace system possible . 

.i.2.1 Administrative Costs to EPA 

Administrative costs to EPA will include costs for developing and maintaining an allowance 
tracking system. and costs for executing allowance transfers among allowance accounts. 

Allowance Tracking System 

Section 403 of the Act requires EPA to establish a system for tracking allowances. This 
section estimates the cost to EPA of developing and maintaining an allowance tracking system. The 
allowance system regulations set the context for the allowance tracking system. which is currently 
being developed by EPA Because the tracking system development is in a very preliminary stage. 
the associated costs contained in this section are presented as preliminary range estimates. 

In order to track allowances. the allowance tracking system will need to include information 
on: I) allowance allocations for each affected unit. 2) allowance transfers and deductions for 
emissions. 3) allowance holders. and 4) reported emissions from the unit. Also. tu allow for the 
transfer of future year allowances. the allowance tracking system will contain allowance information 
for thirty years into the future. EPA plans to make the information compiled in the allowance 
tracking system available to the public by some means of electronic access. 

Based on preliminary development. the estimated total cost for developing an operational 
allowance tracking system is between $800.000 and $1.500.000.3 The annualized cost of develop
ment. if the system's costs are spread over the 18 years from 1993 through 2010. is between $60.000 
and $110.000. Once in place, EPA will incur annual operation and maintenance (O&M) costs for 
running an electronic transmission network. system enhancement, general maintenance. and employee 
salaries. These O&M costs are estimated to range from $100,000 to $200,000 annually. for a present 
value of between $1.335,000 and $2,670.000. ~ The total cost for the allowance tracking system. then. 
including development and O&M costs, is estimated to range between $2, 135,000 and $4.170.000. 
with an annualized range of between $160.000 and $310.000. 

Allowance Transfer System 

The Act requires EPA to receive and record allowance transfers. EPA will perform the 
following activities when an allowance transfer notification is submitted: l) review the transfer 
information for completeness and to ensure all requirements are met, 2) record the transfer by 

EPA estimate. 

EPA esumate. 
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deducting allowances from the transferror and adding them lo the transferee. 3) notify huth the 
lransferror and transferee that either the transfer was recorded or whv it was not recorded. The 
average estimated burden and co_st for EPA to perform these activities for each transfer suhmission 
is one hour and $34 rcspcctively-1. 

For the purposes of this analysis. EPA is assuming that about 3.000 allowance transactions 
will be made per year starting in 1993 and that each one will require one hour for processing flff a 
total of 3.000 hours of processing per year.6 At a cost of $34 per hour. 3.000 hours per year will 
cost about $102.000 annually. 7 The present value of $102.000 per year for the 18 years. from l 993 
through 2010. discounted at three percent per year to 1992. is approximately S l.400.000. 

Total Administrative Costs 

Adding the costs of allowance transfers to the costs for establishing and maintaining the 
tracking system yields total costs of between $3.5 million and $5.5 million. These estimates equal 
between $250.000 and $400.000 on an annual basis. 

4.2.2 Participant Costs 

Costs associated with participating in an allowance trading market can be divided into two 
components: market evaluation costs and transactions costs. First, potential participants must spend 
time and/or money to analyze their compliance strategies, evaluate the potential advantages of using 
the allowance market, and determine the number of allowances they would wish to buy or sell at 
various prices. Second, allowance purchasers will generally incur costs in finding allowance holders 
willing to sell the quantity of allowances they need. These costs may take the form of time spent 
contacting allowance holders and negotiating deals. These costs are more likely, however. to take 
the form of commissions paid to allowance brokers, who will specialize in collecting and analyzing 
information on supply and demand for allowances. 

Costs to participants are difficult.to project. Market evaluation costs are uncertain. depending 
in part on the complexity of compliance choices available to various affected entities and on the 
amount of effort spent evaluating the available choices. It is impossible to predict whether the 
addition of the option of trading allowances would increase or decrease the total costs of evaluating 
compliance options. because some. utilities may find that the possibility of complying with emissions 

EPA eslimate. 

Number of affecled sources is based on Economic Analysis of Proposed Regulations for Auctions. Direct Sales. and 
IPP Written Guarantees, p.5, note 3. The assumption of three transactions per entity is based on EPA judgment 
that sources will need to adjust their allowance holding throughout the year as emissions and economic factors 
change. Entities are assumed to participate in allowance trading even before they are directly affected in order to 
prepare themselves for compliance when they are affected. The eslimate of 3,000 transactions per year is hased 
on an estimate that there will be about 340 entities (240 utilities and 100 IPPs) affected in Phase II. and that each 
will make an average of three allowance sales per year (with some making more than three and others fcwt:r than 
three), for a total of about 1,000 sales by affected units. In addition to these sales by affected units. EPA 1s 

assuming there will be an additional 2,000 sales by non-affected enttties including brokers and otht:r market 
pamcipants ). 

The average total compensation rate of 534 per hour consists of 1991 direct compensation at the Grade 11. Step 
~ level plus overhead costs [EPA, "Draft Information Collection Request for Proposed Title V Operating Permits 
Regulations," February 12, 1991 ]. 
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standards hy purchasing allowances diminates the need to evaluate more complex technology-based 
compliance strategies. 

While transactions costs are more predictable than evaluation costs. transactions costs are still 
subJt.:Ct to uncertainty. depending both on tht.: \Olume of transactions and on the .cost per transaction. 
Volumes can be predicted using the ICF Coal and Electric Ctilities Model ( CEC\1) Lkscribt.:d in 
St.:ction .+. l. Costs per transaction will depend heavily on the characteristics of the allowance marki...:t. 
Ir the market develops the characteristics of financial or commodities exchanges (i.e .. fre4uent 
transactions. publicly available information on prices and trading volumes) and if deals art.: not 
complicated hy public utility commission involvement. then transactions costs should be rnmparable 
to the small commissions charged by stock brokers (as low as 0.25 percent).8 At the other extreme. 
if trades are infrequent, advance approval of trades by public utility commissions is re4uired. deals 
are complex. and summary price and volume information is kept secret. transactions costs may he 
much higher. An analogy might he drawn to the coal market. a market with differentiated products 
and private price information in which commissions have been in the range of one to seven percent 
of the value of each deal. 

For any given trade. the transactions costs will also depend on the total value of the 
allowances exchanged. Because of the economies of scale for larger transactions. brokers generally 
charge less per unit for larger transactions. For example, one stock broker charges a commission of 
5.2 percent to the buyer in a trade totalling $2.500: 0.8 percent for a trade worth $50.000: and only 
0.33 percent for a $250,000 trade.9 For this reason. the smallest participants in the market are likely 
to experience considerably higher transactions costs as a percentage of their trades. 

Finally. transactions costs will be affected by the amount of market analysis and advice 
provided by allowance brokers along with the service of buying or selling allowances. Full-service 
stock brokers typically charge higher commissions than discount brokers who handle only transactions. 

~.2.3 Assumptions Used to Project Participant Costs 

For this analysis, EPA is assuming that a smoothly functioning and efficient market for 
allowances will develop (though for the purposes of sensitivity analysis a less efficient market will be 
assumed). EPA is. therefore. assuming that the average transactions costs as a percentage of the 
value of allowances traded will be comparable to the commissions in existing, efficient financial 
markets. On the assumption that a certain amount of brokering will involve market analysis and 
advice. EPA is assuming that transactions costs will average 1.5 percent of the value of trades. This 
average will be composed of lower costs (as low as 0.1 percent) for the largest trades accompanied 
by the least advice. and higher costs (up to five percent or more) for the smallest trades. Average 
costs of completed transactions are assumed to include all of the costs of negotiating allowance 
transactions, including preliminary negotiations that may not result in trades immediately. 

"At Your Service: a Directory of Information for Clients of Vanguard Discount Brokerage Services." The Vanguard 
Crroup. 1989. 

Figures quoted are the total for the buyer and the seller. w1,th no market analysts or advice provided. hased on 
commissions quoted in "At Your Service: a Directory of Informauon for Clients of Vanguard Discount Brokerage 
Services." The Vanguard Group, 1989. 
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Transactions costs are assumed to he shared equally between huyers and sellers of allowances. :o 

For a sensitivity analysis. EPA also examines a case in which the market is much less dlicienl. 
with transactions costs averaging six percent across all trades. with even higher rnsts for small 
traders. l l 

The total value of trades among allowance users is assumed for this analvsis to range hdwcen 
~I billion and $2 billion annually. 12 There may he additional trades among -brokers. s~pcrnlators. 
and other individuals who are outside of the regulated rnmmunity. The costs of these trades have 
not heen included in the analysis for three reasons. First. any estimate of the number of transactions 
of this type would he highly uncertain. Second. the transactions costs per trade for brokers and other 
professional securities traders are likely to be low. given their access to the market and fre4uent 
contacts with potential traders. Finally. brokers and speculators are not part of the regulated 
community. and their participation in trades among themselves is voluntary. 

~.2.4 Estimated Total Costs 

Based on EPA's assumptions of transactions of between $1 billion and $2 billion in annual 
allowance trades and transactions costs of 1.5 percent. the annual transactions costs to participants 
will range between $15 and $30 million: annual costs to EPA of between $0.25 and $0.4 million raise 
the nationwide cost to between $15.25 and $30.4 million annually. 13 The present value of 
transactions costs to participants is equal to between $200 million and $400 million: administrative 
costs to EPA increase these totals to between $204 and $406 million. 14 

EPA estimates that transactions costs could be four times as great if the market for allowances 
is relatively inefficient and commissions average 6.0 percent rather than 1.5 percent. Annual costs 
under these assumptions would range betwec:;n $60 million and $120 million. amounting to present 
values of between $800 and $1.6 billion. I:i The wide difference between the low and high 

II 

: .~ 

II 

In theor)', the d1stribut1on of commissions between buyers and sellers depends on their relative pnce sens1tivtty. For 
example. 1f buyers and sellers are equally sensitive to price changes. then they will each absorb half of the 
comm1ss1on. On the surface, it may appear that the seller is paying all of the commission. but market forces will 
tend to force the pnce up by one-half of the magnitude of the commission. This price change will shift half of the 
transacuons cost to the buyers. EPA has not attempted to estimate the relative price sensitivity of huyers and 
sellers. Rather. their sensitivities have been assumed to be equal: thus, EPA is assuming that transactions costs are 
shared equally between buyers and sellers. 

!CF estimate of transaction costs under market conditions similar to those in the coal market, where transacuons 
costs have ranged between one and ten percent over time, depending on the size and complexity of the trade and 
the degree of risk. 

Based on model results for interstate trades. scaled up to account for intrastate trades. 

This figure is assumed to include S23,500 in EPA adm1mstrauve costs. which are well within the rounding error of 
1 he esumated pamcipant costs. 

Present value was calculated as of 1992 using a discount rate of three percent per year. and 18 years of costs 
starting in 1993. 

Transactions volumes are likely to be closer to the lower end of the range in an inefficient market. because some 
trades that would be worth making given a commission rate of 0.25 percent would he unprofitable if commissions 
were three percent or I 0 percent. 
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transactions cost cases suggests the importance of encouraging the development of an efficient 
market. 

~.J COSTS OF AUCTIONS, SALES. AND l:"IDEPENDE_l\T POWER PRODL'CER 
<a;ARANTEES 

This section summarizes· the costs of three programs under the proposed regulations which 
are intended to aid in the development of an allowance market and improve access to allowances for 
new entrants to the regulated community. These regulations are covered in a separate rulemaking. 
hut are summarized here for completeness. These programs and their costs arc covered in detail in 
a separate document. Economic Analvsis of the Proposed Acid Rain Regulations for Auctions. Direct 
Sales. and IPP Written Guarantees. As with the administrative costs. the costs associated with these 
rrngrams should be reviewed in light of their contribution to the integrity and success of the 
allowance system. with the substantial cost reductons it makes possible. 

Section 416 of Title IV authorizes the Administrator to reserve allowances to sdl through 
auctions. direct sale. and Independent Power Producer ( IPP) written guarantees. The auctions. direct 
sale. and IPP guarantee provisions of Title IV are intended to provide some certainty that units will 
have a public source of allowances beyond those allocated initially for existing units. In addition. the 
auctions are expected to help signal price information to the allowance market early in the program. 

4.3.1 Spot and Advance Auctions 

Spot (for emission allowances to be used in the current year) and advance (for emission 
allowances to be used in future years) auctions will be held early in each calendar year to allow new 
and existing units time to plan for end-of-the-year compliance. In addition to the reserve allowances 
withheld specifically for the auction, 16 unsold allowances from the direct sales of the previous year 
will also be sold in the EPA auction. Other allowance holders will also be permitted to sell 
allowances through the EPA auctions: their allowances will be sold after the sale of the allowances 
EPA must withhold. 

The proceeds from the sale of other allowances will be transferred at the time of the auction 
from the purchaser to the seller via EPA EPA will also handle the transfer of proceeds to the 
original holders of the auctioned allowances withheld by EPA Any unsold allowances will be 
returned to the original holders of those allowances. 

EPA is required to report publicly on the results of each auction. To provide sufficient 
information for market participants to gauge the demand and the price range for allowances, EPA 
proposes to report the names of all bidders and their bids (successful and unsuccessful). 

4.3.2 Direct Sales 

The Clean Air Act as amended establishes a Direct Sales Subaccount of 50.000 allowances 
to be sold annually for $1.500 each (adjusted for inflation using the 1990 Consumer Price Index). 
EPA is required to offer 25.000 allowances every year in advance sales beginning in 1993. and 25.000 

lo The reserves will contain 50,000 allowances for the spot auction and 100.000 allowances for the advance auction 
for years 1993 to 1995. 150,000 and 100.000 respectively for years 1996 to 1999, and 100,000 each for years 2000 
and beyond. 
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per year in spot sales beginning in 2000. However. the actual quantity of allowances available for 
direct sale will depend on the demand for allowances by the IPP guarantee program participants. 
Allowances for the IPP guarantee program will be taken from those set aside for advance sales before 
any are taken from the spot sales category: for this reason. the IPP guarantee program is expected 
to preempt the direct sale program at least until the year 20<~0. 

Applicanis for allowances through the direct sales program will have up to six munths from 
the time of their application to submit a non-refundable deposit of 50 percent of the total purchase 
price after their request to purchase allowances is approved. The remainder of the price will be paid 
on or before the last day of the sale period. Because of the high price of allowances in the direct 
sales program. EPA does not expect either strong demand for allowances through the llirect sale 
program. or the submission of non-refundable deposits: rather. purchasers arc likely to wait until the 
end of the year before submitting applications. 

Section 416 of the Act directs EPA to end the direct sale program if during any two 
consecutive years. fewer than 20 percent of the allowances (advance or spot) arc sold. EPA currently 
expects the direct sale program to end two years after it is initiated . 

..i.3.3 IPP Written Guarantee 

Under the IPP written guarantee program. EPA will offer "written guarantees" to certain IPPs 
planning to construct new facilities. The IPP written guarantees will provide the IPPs the right to 
purchase allowances every year for the useful life of the unit from the Direct Sale Subaccount before 
others are allowed to purchase. The IPP written guarantee is intended to provide new IPPs with a 
means of demonstrating to their lenders that they will have access to a sufficient number of 
allowances to fully operate planned facilities. 

To qualify for a guarantee, an IPP must meet the definition of an owner or operator of a new 
independent power production facility and satisfy several additional requirements. The IPP must 
submit written offers to each utility affected under Phase I to purchase the required allowances at 
$750 each: record the responses to the offers: and certify on the application that none of the offers 
was unconditionally accepted within 180 days. Once a guarantee is awarded. the IPP must submit 
periodic statements certifying that the guarantee is still needed. 

The aggregate annual cap for allowances reserved through IPP written guarantees will be set 
at 50.000. Allowances for the written guarantees will come from the advanced allowance category 
of the direct sale schedule first, and then from the spot allowance category. 

Exhibit 4-5 summarizes the total costs of the three programs discussed in this report to EPA 
and to the participants. Details on these programs and the annual costs used to estimate the present 
value costs presented below are contained in Economic Analysis of the Proposed Acid Rain Regula
tions for Auctions, Direct Sales, and IPP Written Guarantees and The Information Collection 
Request for the Acid Rain Program Under the Clean Air Act Amendments Title IV. 

4.4 COSTS OF CONTINUOUS EMISSIONS MONITORING SYSTEMS 

CAA section 412 requires the use of continuous emissions monitoring systems (CEMS) at 
each affected unit's source of emissions. This part of the chapter presents estimates of the costs to 
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EXHIBIT -'-5 
Estimated Present Value Costs of the Auction, Direct Sales, and 

IPP Written c;uarantee Programsa 
(Thon sands of l 99 l dllllars) 

!PP Written 
Auction Direct Sales Guarantees 

Government Costs S297 to 967 S21 S92 

Participant Costs Sl,036 to 6.217 Sl2 Sl64 

Total Costs Sl,.336 to 7.184 S33 S256 

('"'t' are di,counted for IX ye~r.:; ( 1993-2010) to the beginning nl 1992 at a 1.fornunt rate nf 3 percent. 

TOTAL 

S.+ Io to 1.rnm 

Sl.212 to 6.W~ :: 
.i 

S 1.625 to 7A73 :i 

the regulated community and the federal government of the CEMS regulations under an absent 
regulations case and five regulatory cases. 

-'.4.1 Background 

To ensure compliance with the emission reductions requirements established by Title IV, 
section 412 requires that owners and operators of sources subject to Title IV install and operate 
CEMS on each affected unit at the source, and quality assure the data for S02• NOx. opacity. and 
volumetric flow at each such unit. 

EPA is authorized under section 412 to promulgate regulations establishing requirements for 
CEMS. for any monitoring methods other than CEMS demonstrated to provide information with the 
same precision, reliability, accessibility. and timeliness as that provided by CEMS. and for record 
keeping and reporting of information from such systems. 

In reviewing the costs of the CEMS requirements. it must be noted that the integrity of the 
Acid Rain program hinges on the availability of the most accurate and reliable emissions data. 
Without quality assured data and reliable methods to achieve this quality assurance. it will be virtually 
impossible to ascertain the actual emissions of a utility. This causes greater uncertainty to the system 
as a whole. The uncertainty faced by utilities. EPA (in its role of enforcing the CAA). and consumers 
represents real economic costs. 

As stated in Section 4.1. the cost/savings afforded by the allowance system are contingent 
upon the availability of accurate emissions data. Since the allowance system could represent potential 
revenues/assets for some utilities. it is critical to these utilities that emissions data from other utilities 
is quality assured and as accurate as possible. If a plant's CEMS is reporting emissions that are lower 
than actual emissions, a cost is incurred by both the utilities that have decreased their emissions below 
their limit and society as a whole. The utilities that have decreased their emissions below their 
required levels will suffer the cost of holding undervalued allowances and the loss of revenues that 
is represented by the difference. Society as a whole must bear the burden of emissions beyond the 
statutory requirements. 
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..i • ..i.2 CEMS Regulator)' Options 

EPA has analyzed the costs of monitoring in the ahsence of regulation and under five CEYtS 
regulatory options. These six ca~es differ from each other in (I) CEMS and flow monitoring 
hardware requirements. ( 2) acceptahk monitoring methods other than CEYtS. and ( 3) data reporting 
and record-keeping requirements. 

The ahsent regulations case assumes that no further CE:V1S regulations are promulgated hy 
EPA heyond the statutory requirements included in CAA section 412. Under the statutory 
requirements. all affected units (Phases I and II) must install a S02 CEMS. a NOx CEMS. a 
continuous opacity monitor (COM). and a volumetric tlow monitor. No other monitoring methods 
are allowed. no performance standards are set. and no data reporting is required by law. 

In contrast to the absent regulations case. the five regulatory options include operation and 
maintenance requirements and additional performance testing requirements. The Relative Accuracy 
Test Audit (RAT A) is one of the main performance audits that takes place. Option I presents the 
most stringent regulatory case: Option 2 permits the use of other monitoring methods as an exception 
to CEMS: Option 3 exempts retiring plants from all monitoring requirements; Option 4 requires the 
use of standardized data reporting and record keeping procedures: and Option 5 combines all of the 
regulatory options: 17 

• Option 1 assumes no pre-approved monitoring methods other than 
CEMS. All affected sources are subject to operation and maintenance 
requirements and additional performance testing requirements. 

• Option 2 is similar to Option I except for pre-approved excepted 
monitoring methods and COM exemption for gas-fired units and wet
scrubbed coal-fired units. Option 2 allows units burning oil and units 
burning 90 percent or more gas to use methods of monitoring SO., 
emissions and volumetric flow other than CEMS. 18 These gas- and 
oil-fired units are likely to get accurate measures of S02 emissions 
using an alternative method of monitoring because fluid fuels are 
easily measured using a fuel flow meter and are generally homogenous 
in terms of sulfur content. The gas units would also be exempt from 
the COM requirement because natural gas is a clean fuel with low 
opacity levels. Coal-fired units, if wet-scrubbed. are also exempt from 
the COM requirement because wet-scrubbed units emit large amounts 
of water vapor. which prevents meaningful measurements of opacity. 
All S02 emitters are subject to operation and maintenance require
ments and additional performance testing requirements. 

• Option 3 is similar to Option l except that units that retire before 
compliance deadline are exempted from all monitoring requirements. 

For all options. the regulations provide for case-by-case demonstrations for approval of alternatives. but no pre
approved excepted monitoring methods unless specified. 

Units burning 90 percent or more gas may also be allowed to .use monitoring methods other than CEMS for NO, 
equivalent to CEMS; however, because NO, generation is site specific. depending upon botler configuration. any 
determinauon ot equ1valency for the use of an alternauve must be made on a case-by-case basis. 
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Option ~ exempts all affected units retiring hefore January 1995 from 
all monitoring requirements because they will not he emitting SO, 
during the period of compliance. A.II affected sources are subject tl) 
operation and maintenance requirements and additional performance 
testing requirements. 

• Option 4 is similar to Option I except that it requires the use of EPA 
approved. standardized electronic reporting format for the Data 
Acquisition Systems (DAS) for reporting and record keeping. A 
standardized electronic reporting format is expected to reduce the 
costs to industry of reprogramming customized or off-the-shelf 
software by about 50 percent. ln addition. standardized reporting 
could reduce EPA's administrative hurden in processing quarterly 
emissions reports hy ahout 50 percent. 

• Option 5 combines Options I. 2. 3 and 4 including the operation and 
maintenance requirements, additional performance testing require
ments, the use of methods of monitoring S02 and volumetric flow by 
gas- and oil-fired units as an exception to CEMS, the exemption of 
gas-fired units and wet-scrubbed coal-fired units from the COM 
requirement, the exemption of all affected units retiring before 
January 1995, and the required use of EPA approved, standardized 
~lectronic reporting format for the Data Acquisition Systems. This 
option also assumes that new units below 25 MW would be exempted 
from the CEMS requirements and that gas- and oil-fired units with a 
capacity factor less than or equal to 10 percent would be allowed to 
use alternative methods of monitoring NOx emissions. Option 5 
represents the proposed CEMS rule. 

Options l. 2. and 3 also require data reporting and record-keeping but without the 
standardized electronic reporting format requirement. EPA will require that all affected units 
required to install CEMS update or install a DAS to record hourly CEMS and flow monitor data. 
Affected units without CEMS must record daily fuel sampling analysis data and install a DAS to 
record hourly fuel flow values. All affected units will be required to submit quarterly reports of their 
emissions data to EPA. EPA will also require certification and inspection of all data handling 
systems. 

4.4.3 Assumptions about the Absent Regulations Case and the Regulatory Options 

Under the absent regulations case, EPA assumes that all affected generating units would be 
required to purchase. install, and maintain CEMS (for S02 and NOx), COM. and flow monitoring 
systems if they do not already have one in place. 19 The number of affected units and the additional 

\'I According to the National Allowance Database (October 1990), there are 2.165 Phase II affected units ( 1.311 coal
fired units. 393 oil-fired units, and -U>l gas-fired units). EPA assumes that 142 new diesel-fired umts would come 
online between 1990 and 2000 for a total of 2.307 Phase II affected umts. Gas-fired units are defined as units that 
burn gas at least 90 percent of the time. Although a single C:EM may monitor multiple umts, if several affected 
units contribute to a single source (i.e .. stack), it is assumed for this analysis that a CEM 1s msralled for each 
affected umt. This could be an overestimation of the number of monitors needed because some units share a 
common stack and a common CEMS. 
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monitoring equipment required for each were determined hy using the National Allowance Datahase 
(October 1990) and Aernmetric Information and Retrieval Svstem (AIRS). 

Exhihit 4-6 presents the numher of affected units and the types of CPv1S equipment needt.:d 
under tht.: statutory requirements. Ahout 46 percent ( 1070_out or 2307) of-«~ll the affected units 
would he required to install all monitors whik 90 percent (-+14 out of 461) of the gas-tired units and 
,...:,7 percent ( 467 out of 535) of the oil-fired units will he required to install all monitors. In contrast. 
only about 14 percent.( 189 out· of 1311) or the coal-fired units require all monitors. 

Exhibit 4-7 presents the industry average CEMS cost estimates used fur this analysis.20 

Purchase. installation. operation and maintenance cost estimates were provided hy CE'.'vtS 
manufacturers. 21 Under the ahsent regulations case. absent CEYIS performance standards. EPA 
assumes that most of the affected units will choose to purchase and install lower cost CEl\tS. If 
affected units arc required to install all monitors. it is expected to cost about $302.200 in capital 
expenses and ahout $78. 700 in annual operation and maintenance expenses per unit. 

Because section 412 does not specify regular reporting. the ahsent regulations case assumes 
that no additional effort would he required for record keeping beyond what the DAS records. 22 

For the purposes of this analysis. EPA assumes that the preparation of quarterly reports and 
data quality assurance/quality control requirements will require about 160 hours each year ( 40 hours 
each quarter) for each plant. 23 

lJ nder Option 2. EPA assumes that 461 gas-fired units and 535 oil-fired units would he 
allowed to use fuel sampling and analysis and a fuel flow meter instead of an S02 CEMS and L1ow 
monitor. The gas-fired units would also be exempt from the COM requirement. EPA also assumes 
that 10 existing coal-fired units with new wet-scrubbers would benefit from the COM exemption. 
lJ nder Option 3. EPA assumes that 118 units will he retired prior to January 1995. 2-l-

Engineering costs as.sociated with CEM retrofit are not included in the analysis due to the difficulty m obtainmg cost 
estimates. These retrofit engineering costs. however, are expected to be similar under the absent regulations case 
and the regulatory cases. 

These cost estimates are based on data provided by Thermo Environmental Instruments. Inc.: Rosemount 
Analytical, Inc.; and KVB Inc. Fuel flow meter cost estimates are based on data provided hy Jacksonville Electnc 
Authority. Flow monitor cost estimates are based on mformatlon provided hy KVB. Inc. and Environmental 
Measurement Research Corporation. DAS software and operation/maintenance costs are EPA estimates. 

In the base case, EPA may submit a data request to the affected unit operators to obtain data as needed or mspcct 
the data during a plant inspection. However, EPA assumes that no additional adm1mstrative time would be 
required to keep track of the emissions data. 

EPA estimate. There are 110 plants in Phase I, and approximately 730 plants in Phase II. 

All estimates of numbers of affected units are from the National Allowance Database. October 1990 (version LO). 
!CF estimates that. of the retired units. 37 units are coal-fired. 66 oil-fired. and 15 gas-fired. For the purposes of 
1h1s analysis, EPA assumes that the distribution of any exempt group is the same as the regulated community as 
a whole m terms of the quant1t1es and types Oi momtormg equipment that are currently in place. 1.-or c:xample. 
under Option 3. it 1s assumed that the dismbuuon of retired coal-fired umts is the same as the d1stnhuuon of •ill 
coal-fired umts as presented in Exhibit -l--6. 
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EXHIBIT 4-6 
Number of Affected linits und Monitorin~ Equipment Needed• 

Coal-Fired ll nits 

.-\fkct..:d lJn1ts \fonitors Re4uired 

Phase I Phase II Base Equip. '.;(), (),,('(), so, Flow 

0 IIN x x x x x 
l7S (166 x x x x x 
70 :;.+(; x x 

-' 103 x 
2 7 x 

·~ () 
' ' ' 

I ~ _·< : 
Di! I _:i' ! 

x x x x 
Suhtotal Coal 

Oil-Fired Units 

Affected lJ nus Monitors Required 
•· 

I I 

I 11 
Phase I Phase II Base Equip. I NO, 0:/CO~ SO, Flow 

i! 
i 

467 i x x I I 
(I i x A I A 

!J 

i 
I ; 

! ! 5 55 x i x x A A 
i 

0 \ 2 . I x ! . . x 
I 

I ' 
() I • . i . • x 

0 6 .. • .. A A 

0 4 i .. . • I A A 

I 5 535 Subtotal Oil 
I 

' . Gas Fired Units 

' 
! Affected Units ' Monitors Required 

i I 
~ i ! Phase I Phase II Base Equip. NO, I O:iC:O! so, Flow 

I l I 
() 414 x x x A A 

I 

I I I 0 16 x x x A A 
I 

0 l .. • I • I • x 

0 1 • x • A A 

0 29 • * • A A i 
I 

I 0 461 Subtotal Gas 
I 

261 2307 [ Total All t'uels 

Moniiors already present. No additional monitoring equipment required. 
X Monnoring equipment required. 
A Monitoring methods 01her than CEMS are available under Options 2 and 5. 
E Exemptions from these monitoring requirements are given under Options 2 and 5. 

EPA c:stimates based on the National Allowance Database :ind AIRS. These are conseivative 
estimates given that some sources with monitors installed do not report to the federal EPA. 
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4.4A Costs lncurred by the Regulated Community 

The costs to the regulated community under the absent regulations case and the five 
regulatory t~ptions include costs associated with CEMS. t1ow monitoring. and data handling harJware. 
installation. maintenance. and costs associated with Jata reco~ding and reporting. 

I 

;I 

i 

I 

I 

i 
,, 

' ' ' 
I 
! 

i 
' 

I 
l 
!, 
'I 

CE.\-15. Flow :'vfonitoring, and Data Handling Hardware Costs 

EXHIBIT 4-8 
Estimated Annualized Costs to the Rtgulated Community 

(Millions of l990 Dollars) 

Absent 
Reizulations 
(per year) 

Option I 
(per yeari 

Option 2 
(per year) 

Option 3 
lper year) 

Option 4 
1per year) 

\fonitoring Equipment 

< :oal-fired Units 
i \ 

199'.\ 20.8 23.5 23.5 I 23.5 23.5 

1994-2010 110.8 125.lJ 125.9 124.9 125.2 

Cl ii-fired ( J nns 

1<)93 i 
0.4 I 0.5 0.4 

i 
0.5 0.5 I 

1994-20!0 45.l 58.7 :19.7 55.7 56.9 

< i'.is-Fired Units 

ol 1993 0 0 0 0 

1994-2010 39.0 50.5 41.0 49.8 48.9 
j 

Subtotal 

24.0 \ 

I 

1993 21.2 23.9 24.0 24.0 

1994-20!0 194.9 235.l i 206.6 230.5 23 l.O 

I I 
Data Reporting I I 

1993 

I 
0 6.6 6.6 6.6 6.6 

1994 I 0 58.1 58.I 58.1 58.l 

1995-2010 0 3.9 3.9 3.9 3.9 

TOTAL I 
: 

1993 21.2 30.6 30.5 30.6 30.6 

l'J94 194.9 293.2 264.7 288.6 289.l 

1995-20!0 i 194.9 I 239.0 210.5 234.4 234.9 

; 

I 

I 

i 
I 
! 

i 
! 
: 

: 

I 
! 

Option 5 
(per yeari 

~, -__ ,,) 

124.1 

OA 

28.8 

0 

26.7 

: 

I 
I 

23.9 i 

179.6 ! 
i 
: 

6.6 

58.l ' 
3.9 I 

30.5 

237.7 

183.5 

The annual costs under each scenario for gas. oil, and coal units and for the regulated 
community as a whole are presented in Exhibit.4-8. The"present value of the total hardware costs 
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EXHIBIT .i-9 
Estimated Present Value Costs to the Regulated Community for the Time Period 1993-20 I oa 

('.\lillions of 1990 Dollars) 

Absent 

i Re~ulation Option l Option 2 i Option J Option .t Option 5 
- ! case ! 

\I ' I 
i i \fonitoring Eguipment 

I 
.! 
I 

Coal-fired Units IA36 1,632 i 1.632 l.6i9 1.623 t.6 w :I 
I 

Oil-fired Units 577 751 698 712 7:?.8 i 368 :) 
•! 

Gas-Fired Uniis -N9 646 524 637 626 q1 I 
.; 

\I Su htotal 2.512 _\029 2.854 2,%8 2,977 2.319 :I 

() 105 105 105 105 I i, 
Data Reportin2 

I 
- I 7'i ;I 

I 

:1 TOTAL I ' 
2,9591 -, 194 J 2.512 1 3,134 3,073 3,082 i I -·- I 

1 ('t,~!s are discoun!ed for llS years tl993-2010) to the t>eginning of 1992 at a discoun! ra!e nt !hree percenc. 

to the regulated community are presented in Exhibit 4-9. The average costs per unit are presented 
in Exhibit 4-10. 

Under the absent regulations case, the present value of the cost of installing a SO-, CEMS. 
a NOx CEMS. and a flow monitor at all units not presently equipped with these devices will be about 
$2.512 million for the period 1993-2010. 27 The annualized costs are $21.2 million for 1993 and 
$194. 9 million each year for 1995-2010. The average cost per unit will be about $81.300 for 1993 and 
$90.000 each year for 1995-2010. 

Under Option 1. the increase in the costs, attributable to relative accuracy testing audit and 
other necessary quality assurance and maintenance procedure expenses. raises the monitoring costs 
to the regulated community over the absent regulations case costs. The present value of the costs 
to the regulated community will be about $3,134 million for the 1993-2010 period. The annualized 
costs are $30.6 million for 1993, $293.2 million for 1994. and $239 million each year for 1995-20 l 0. 
The average cost per unit will be about $95.800 for 1993. $130.300 for 1994. and $110.400 each year 
for 1995-2010. Option l is the most stringent and the most expensive regulatory option examined 
for this analysis. 

Under Option 2, the costs to the regulated community are reduced from Option I through 
the use of excepted monitoring methods and COM exemption of gas-fired units and wet-scrubbed 
coal-fired units. These cost savings are outweighed, however, by the cost of quality assurance 
procedures vital to ensuring accurate, trustworthy emissions data. The present value of the costs to 
the regulated community under this option will be about $2,959 million for the 1993-2010 period. 
The annualized costs arc $30-5 million for 1993. $264.7 million for 1994. and $210.5 million each year 

All present value costs are discounted back to the beginning of 1992 at a discount rate of three pcrcenc. 
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EXHIBIT -1-10 
Average Annual Costs per lnit to the Regulated Community 

(Thousands of 1990 Dollars Per Unit) 

Absent 
Re2ulations 

. _ I per year> 

Option I 
1per ~·ean 

Option 2 
I per yearJ 

I I -
I Option J 

lper ~·earl 
Option 4 
lper yearJ 

Monitoring Equipment 

Coal-fired lJ nits I 
I 

1993 Kl.3 ') 19 i 91.9 I 91.6 l) I. 'J 

1994-2010 K.+.5 96.0 %.0 [ 95.3 <J5.) 

Oil-fired Units 

1993 K0.7 ')5.7 97.4 95.7 '!5.7 

I 

I 

I 

Option 5 
(per yean 

')I .(l 

ILJ94 20l0 I l .+ 9 138 9 
1\ 

- l l .. 141.6 144.8 : !~.2 
:I 

< jas-Fired Units I I 
:i 

·\ 
i! I 

i 

I 1993 

I 
0 0 0 0 0 o I 

I 84.6 ; 
I 

; 1994-2010 !09.6 88.9 108.l 106.2 58.0 
! 
; All Units 
I 
! 

1993 81.3 I 92.0 92.0 91.7 92.0 9IA 
I I 

I 

I 1994-2010 90.0 108.6 102.3 l06.4 106.7 I S3.0 I 
i Data Reportin2 i 

!! ! 

I 1993 o, 3.8 3.8 3.8 3.8 ! ~.8 

ii 
I 

1LJ94 0 21.7 21.7 21.7 21.7 21.7 

1995-2010 0 1.8 i 1.8 1.8 l.8 1.8 

TOTAL 
I 

[993 81.3 95.8 95.8 95.5 95.8 I 95.2 

1994 90.0 130.3 l l24.0 l28.l 128.4 10-+.7 

1995-2010 90.0 110.4 i 104.l 108.2 108.5 K.+.8 

for 1995-2010. The average cost per unit will be about $95,800 for 1993, $124.000 for 1994, and 
$ 104, 100 each year for 1995-2010. 

Under Option 3, the costs to the regulated community are reduced from Option l through 
the exemption of retiring plants from the CEMS/COM and flow monitor requirements. Again these 
cost savings are outweighed by the quality assurance procedure expenses. Overall, the present value 
of the costs to the regulated community under this option will be about $3,073 million for the l 993-
20 I 0 period. The annualized costs are about $30.6 million for 1993, $288.6 million for 1994. and 
$234.4 million annually for 1995-2010. The average cost per unit will be about $95,500 for 1993. 
$128.100 for 1994, and $108.200 each year for 1995-2010. 
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Under Option -l. the lower cost of the DAS with the EPA approved. standardized dectronic 
reporting format reduces the costs to the regulated community. Overall. the present value of the 
costs to the regulated community under this option v.ill be about $2.977 mi!!ion for the l Y93-:2010 
period. The annualized wsts are S30.6 million for 1993. $289.1 miliion for 1994. and S3.082 million 
each year for 1995-20 I 0. The average cost per unit will he ahout $95.SOO for l 993. $128.-+00 for 
I YlJ4. and $ l 08.500 each vear for 1995-20 IO. 

L' nder Option 5. the proposed CEMS rule rnmbining all of the elements of Optior,s 1--l. the 
present value of the costs to the ·regulated community will be about S2.394 million for the 1993-20 IO 
period. The annualized costs arc about $30.5 million for 1993. $237.7 million for 1994. and $183 . .5 
million annually for 1995-2010. The average cost per unit will he about $95.200 fnr l 9Y3. S \ ll4.7DO 
for I Y94. and $84.imO each year for 1995-20 IO. Option 5 is the least expensive regulatory option 
examined for this analysis . 

. 'vfoniwr Ce11ijication. Data Recording and Reponing Costs 

Under the absent regulations case. the affected utilities are not required to report emissions 
data to EPA. Thus, there are no costs for monitor certification. data recording or reporting 
associated with the absent regulations case. 28 The present value of the cost of monitor certifica
tion. data recording and reporting to the regulated community under each of the regulatory options 
is about $105 million for the \993-2010 period.29 The annual costs are expected to be about $6.6 
million for 1993. $58.1 million for \ 994. and about $3.9 million each year for 1995-20 IO. The average 
cost per unit will be about $25.200 for the period of 1993-1994, and about $1,800 each year for 1995-
20 I 0. Annual cost estimates are presented in Exhibit 4-8 and the total present value cost estimates 
are presented in Exhibit 4-9. The average costs per unit are presented in Exhibit 4-10. 

Tow! Costs to the ReKttlated Community 

The present value of the total costs to the regulated community under the absent regulations 
case is about $2,512 million for the period 1993-2010. The present value of the total costs to the 
regulated community under each of the regulatory options is about $3,134 million for Option l. 
$3.()40 million for Option 2. $3,073 million for Option 3. $3,082 million for Option 4, and $2.626 for 
Option 5. 

4.4.5 Costs Incurred by EPA 

The costs to EPA include the cost of conducting periodic plant inspections and processing 
and reviewing emissions data. EPA incurs no inspection and data evaluation costs under the absent 
regulations case. Under all regulatory options, the present value of the total cost to EPA of 
performing these activities is about $1.0 million for the 1993-2010 period.30 The annual costs are 
expected to be about $5.400 for 1994, $58,200 for 1995. $46, 900 each year for 1996-1999. and 
$110,200 each year for 2000-2010. The annual costs to EPA are presented in Exhibit 4-11. and the 
total present value costs are presented in Exhibit 4-12. 

Electronic data collection and tracking costs are included m the CEM and DAS costs. 

Costs for monitor ceruficat1on are hased on EPA's esumates that monitor cemficauon will cosc S25.000 per unit. 
and a total or 2,307 units. 

Based on EP A's estimate that a plant inspection will require an average of 60 hours ac a cost or S3.i per hour. 
Options 4 and 5 include the cost savings of standardized emissions data reporting. 
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EXHIBIT 4-11 
Estimated Annual Costs to EPA 

(Thousands of l 990 Dollars) 

""f-

Absent 
Regulation Option l <>ption 2 <>ption J Option 4 

L'ase 

l'lunt Jm;~ections 

lY95 () 22.4 22..i I 21.X 22.4' 

1996-1999 u 11.2 11.2 i 10.9 11.2 
i 

2000-20 I 0 () 74.4 ! 74.4 I 74.4 74.4' 

Data Review and 
Evuluation 

1994 () : 5.4 5.4 ! 5.4 5A 
I I 

() : I 

1995-20 !O 35.7 35.7 35.7 ! .'lo5.7 ; 
I 

; 

·TOTAL 
ii 

11 

:1 

I 
1994 0 5.4 : 5.4 5.4 i 5.4 

58.2 i I 
1995 0 58.2 57.6 I 58.2 

oj 46.91 1996-1999 46.9 46.7 46.9 I 

I 
2000-2010 0 110.2 110.2 110.2 110.2 i 

EXHIBIT 4-12 
Estimated Present Value Costs to EPA for the Time Period 1993-201 oa 

(Thousands of 1990 Dollars) 

Absent : 

Option 5 

21.X 
' " m 9 :I 

74.4 I 
I 

I 
.1 

5A ii 

35.7 

i 
5.4 '1 

57.6 

46.7 

110.2 ! 

Regulation I 
Case 

Option l 
I I i 
i Option 2 , 

I 
Option 3 I 

I 
I 

Option 4 j Option 5 

a 

I Plant Inspections 

I
. Data Review and 

Evaluation \ 

11 TOTAL 

0 

0 

oi 

619 

416 

1,035 t 

619 

-U6 

' 

1.035 I 

617 

416 

1,0331 

. 
619 i 

4161 

I 

1,035 ! 

Costs are discounted for 18 years (1993-2010) IO the beginning of 1992 at a discount rate of three percent. 
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-'A.6 Total Costs ot' the CEMS Regulations 

Exhibit 4- U summarizes the total costs associated with the absent regulations case and each 
of the three regulatory options examined. Option 5. the proposed rule. offers a savings of ahout '.5710 
million from the most stringent regulatory case (Option I). _Furthermore. the_ rnst ul Option 5 is 
about '.S 117 lower than the absent regulations case due to the more rational approach Lo monitoring 
sources that likely will have very low emissions. such as retired coal units and gas units with very low 
utilization. 

EXHIBIT -4-13 
Total Present Value CEMS Costs for the Time Period 1993-2010" 

(Millions of 1990 Dollars) 

Absent ·i 
R~ulation Option I Option 2 Option 3 Option 4 Option 5 i 

Case ti ,, 
Regulated Community 2,512 3,104 2,959 3.043 3,052 , 194 I 

Costs 
-·- I 

EPA Costs () 

ii TOT AL COSTS 2.s12 I 3.105 2,960 3,044 3,053 2,395 

Cn~l~ are J!»enunted rnr IX vears ( l '193-2.0 lO\ ln the beginning of l 992 at :1 discount rate of three p.:rcent. 

-4.5 COSTS OF PERMITS 

This section presents estimates of the labor requirements and costs to (I) federal and state 
governments to implement acid rain permit requirements. and (2~ owners and operators of sources 
that must obtain permits under Title IV of CAA as amended.· 1 As with other implementation 
activities. the costs of permits should be reviewed in light of the costs savings that a credible permit 
program makes possible. 

4.5. l Background 

To ensure compliance with Title IV requirements. section 408 requires owners and operators 
of affected sources to obtain operating permits from EPA during Phase I and from states in the 
continental United States with approved Title V permit programs or from EPA during Phase IL 
Permits issued to implement this title will have terms of five years. 

As provided in section 408, the permit program is to be implemented in two phases. Under 
the first phase. EPA will issue operating permits to owners and operators of power plants that. are 
required to meet Phase I S02 and NOx reduction requirements. First phase permits will be effective 
January I. 1995 through December 3 l, l 999. Under the second phase. states with approved Title V 

Because permn fees to be collected from source owners and operators under state permit programs are required 
specifically by Title V. and because these fees were addresseq in the Title V Regulatol)' Impact Analysis and no 
additional fees are required by or would result due to Title IV. examination of permit fees has been excluded from 
this analysis. 
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permit programs will issue permits that im:lude acid rain provisions to owners and operators ur ( I) 
sources with new utility units. and (2) sources with existing electric utility units serving generators with 
a capacity of greater than 25 MW (i.e .. Phase II affected sources). Second phase permits will he 
dlective for terms of five years. beginning January I. 2000. If a state fails to adopt and impkment 
;1 permit program approvahle under Title V. EPA must issue [)ermits to affected_ sources in Phase IL 

To obtain permits. owners and operators must submit to the permitting authority a permit 
application for each aff~cted source (i.e .. plant). The contents of the acid rain permit application will 
include the following for each affected unit al the source: ( I) general information required for ill.! 
units. and ( 2) a compliance plan with specific informacion. as appropriate. to support the use uf any 
compliance options for S02 (e.g .. substitutions. Phase I extensions. repowering extensions) or for \iOx 
(i.e .. alternative emission limitations. emissions averaging. or extensions). The general information 
will include the identity of the designated representative. source and unit identification. operating 
information. emissions monitoring information. and an indication of the compliance strategy or 
strategics proposed for units.32 In addition. a certificate of representation for the designated 
representative for the source must precede or accompany the application. The certificate of 
representation must state. among other things. that allowances and proceeds of transactions involving 
allowances will he held or distributed to the owners of units at the source. either in proportion to 
each owner's legal. equitable. or leasehold interest. or by some other contractual entitlement. and that 
the designated representative is authorized to fully hind the owners and operators with regard to Acid 
Rain Program matters. 

The designated representative of the owners and operators of subject power plants must 
submit Phase I acid rain permit applications and proposed compliance plans to EPA no later than 
Fehruary 15. 1993. (Proposals to revise the permit application. proposed compliance plan. and final 
permit may he submitted at any time.) EPA must act on the compliance plan within six months of 
receipt. Designated representatives of Phase II sources must submit initial acid rain permit 
applications and proposed compliance plans to the state permitting authority, with copies to EPA. 
hy January 1. 1996. States with approved permit programs must issue the permits to soun:es satisfying 
the permit requirements by December 31. 1997. In states without permit programs approved under 
Title V by July l, 1996. EPA is required ~y Section 408 to act on the applications and issue permits 
by January I. 1998. The designated representatives of sources that include new electric utility steam 
generating units must submit permit applications and proposed compliance plans to the appropriate 
permitting authority at least two years before the latter of ( l) January l. 2000, or (2) the date on 
which the unit commences operation, unless the new unit shares a common stack with a Phase I 
affected unit. is designated as a compensating unit. or was modified on or after enactment to serve 
a generator greater than 25 MW. In any of these cases. the designated representative must submit 
a permit application for the unit at an earlier date. 

4.5.2 Assumptions 

The estimates of labor requirements and costs to implement permit programs and obtain 
permits under Title IV depend on assumptions regarding participation. source burden. and timing. 

If the owners, operators, and designated representative of a unit plan to comply in timely fashion with the applicatile 
soc emission limitacions by holding the requisite number of allowances and plan to comply in a timely fashion with 
the applicable NO, emissions limitations. a ceruficat1on to that effect is all that is required. If the owners. operators. 
and designated representauve of a unit elect to use one or more of the compliance options authorized by the .-\ct. 
the following specific information to support use of a proposed option is required: identification of unns govt:rned 
by the option. and of the designated representatives: noufication and reporting requirements: and proposed 
em1ss1ons lim11at1on and allowance allocation information. 
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Panicipation 

Of the 110 sources expected tn require permits under the first phase of the acid rain ~~rmit 
program. 83 sources are expected to require permits covering both SO.., and NOx emissions.'' and 
27 are expected to require permits covering only SO:! emissi~ms.-'~ Cnder tht: second phase. 727 
Phase II sources (which include sources under the first phase) arc expected to require permits. Four 
hundred and thirty ( 430) of these sources are expected to require permits for hoth SO.., and \:Ox 
emissions. :is and 297 s~1urces are expected to require permits for so:! only.-'6 Sources- \Vi th new 
units and some new IPPs will also require permits under the second phase. For the purposes of 
projecting permit ens ts. EPA is estimating that roughly l 00 of these projects will require permits. 
Thes~ pn?jects all are assumed to obtain the needed allowances to start operating in the year 
2000.-' 7 18 For sources that are subject to both S02 and NOx emission limitations. this analysis 
assumes that one permit will govern all pollutants regulated by the program emilted hy a singk 
source. This analysis assumes that all sources required to obtain acid rain permits under this title are 
large sources.39 

Source Burden Esiimales 

Administrative burden costs are expected to be incurred by ( 1) owners. operators. and 
representatives of sources who apply for operating permits: ( 2) EPA. which must implement a federal 
permit program to issue first phase permits to sources, and which will provide oversight of state 
permit program implementation. permit issuance. data management. permit compliance. and 
enforcement for second phase permits: and (3) state authorities who assist EPA during Phase I 
implementation and review applications for and issue second phase permits. 

Estimating the burden associated with permits is difficult because the burden to individual 
permit applicants of developing an application may vary widely depending upon the method of 
compliance chosen. Although all applicants for permits will be required to submit a general acid rain 
permit application form for each affected source that covers all affected units at the source, additional 
forms would be necessary if one or more compliance options are chosen by the source to meet the 
S02 or NOx emissions limitations for any unit. Rather than trying to predict the number of 
applicants that will elect to use various combinations of compliance options for units. this analysis 
assumes average overall burden estimates for permits applicants, EPA and states. 

Excludes Phase I plants with all wet bottom/cyclone Phase I umts and excludes solely ml and gas plants. 

Estimates of the number of sources that will be affected by the acid rain permits program were obtained from the 
National Allowance Data Base (version 1.0). 

Assumes the January 1, 1997, regulations for nitrogen oxide emissions apply for all other coa1 boiler-type units. hut 
excludes solely oil and gas plants. 

Estimates of the number of sources were obtained from the National Allowance Data Base (version 1.0). 

EPA estim<lles that these projects will require ahout 127.000 allowances per year to emit sulfur dioxide (or aboul 
l.270 annually per project). 

Additional sources may elect to be included under the "opt-m" program. and will be required to obtain permns. 
These sources have not been included in this analysis because the costs they incur are optional and because they 
will be covered under separate regulations. 

large sources are defined as those emitting more than JOO tons per year of any pollutant. 
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The labor burden estimates (per occurrence of a task where appropriate) used in this analysis 
for federal and state governments and permit applicants are the same as those used for large sourc~s 
in the Rcgubtory Impact Analysis and Regulatory Flexibility Act Screening Analysis for ProposcJ 
Title V Operating Permits Re!!ulations_.icr This analysis assumes that any incremental hurJen 
1ncum:J hy ( I) permit applicants filing applicaiions that incluue une or mt1Je ul the aciJ rain 
cumpliance uptions. and (2) permiuing authorities reviewing these applications and issuing permits. 
is includeJ in thc~e labor hurden estimates. Burden estimates per task occurrence are assumed not 
tu change uver the timl.! period of this analysis. In addition. the activities that will he performi..:J anJ 
the buruen on sources associated with obtaining a single permit are assumed to he the same under 
huth the first and second phases of the permit program (although the actual burden on all affcctcJ 
sources in Phase II may be less since the program. including options, is greatly simplified by Phase 
II and because Phase I sources will he applying for a second time and will have a better understand
ing ul the program and the application procedures).41 

Timing of Costs 

This analysis covers the period from January I. 1992, through December 31. 2010. inclusive. 
Submission of a designated representative certificate of representation form and a permit application 
(along with the proposed compliance plan). application review. and permit issuance are generally 
required prior to the effective date of a permit. Although deadlines for submitting permit 
applications and issuing initial permits under both Phase I and Phase II exist (see section 4.5. I above). 
the actual timing when ( 1) applications will he prepared, submitted. and reviewed. and (2) permits 
will be issued -- both for initial permit applications and future renewals of Phase II permits -- is 
uncertain. Because of this uncertainty and to simplify the analysis. it is assumed that all initial costs 
associated directly with obtaining and issuing each permit. which arc non-recurring over the life of 
a permit. will be incurred at the end of the year the permit becomes effective. beginning in the year 
!995 (i.e .. 1995. 2000, 2005. and 2010). Recurring costs will be incurred annually at the end of each 
year. (For more precise estimates of the timing of burden and costs to participants and EPA under 
the first three years of the acid rain permit program. see the Information Collection Request for 
Allowance Transfers, Energy Conservation and Renewable Energy Allowances, Acid Rain Permits. 
and Emissions Reporting Under the Clean Air Act Amendments Title IV.) 

Because the first phase of the permit program is federally operated, this analysis assumes that 
no state burden will be incurred until the year 2000 (although in actuality states will develop 
personnel and procedures for program implementation during the 1992 to 1995 time period. and will 
he reviewing Phase II permits beginning in 1996 ). 

-t5.J Costs Associated with Permit Program Administration 

Administrative burden costs to operate the Title IV acid rain permits program are incurred 
by EPA alone under the first phase of the permit program and by both EPA and state authorities 
that have delegated authority for the permit program under the second phase (beginning January I. 
2000). Administrative costs in this analysis account only for direct costs incurred once permitting 

Burden estimates for the Title V Regulatory Impact Analysis were provided by EPA. 

These decreases m hurden will be offset hy mcreases m burden for units which were not affected for NO, dunng 
Phase I and which may need to submit their applications fnr Phase II NC\ compliance at a later date than their 
general permit applications as specified m secunn .J.07(f). For sources with such units. the permit will he modified 
to mclude the NOx requirements. 
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authorities begin accepting applications and issuing permits: Indirect costs related to program 
development. program monitoring. enforcement. and overhead have not been included because 
1:stimates of the burden and costs associated with these activities arc still uncertain. 

First Phase 

The primary non-recurring tasks performed by EPA under the first phase of the permit 
program will be reviewing permit applications. notifying the public and affected states. and issuing 
proposed and final permits. The primary recurring activity performed by EPA under this phase will 
he reviewing quarterly and annual compliance certifications. Quarterly compliance certifi..:ations. 
lltht:r than the monitoring reports discussed in that section. will be submitted only for some units 
using a few of the specific compliance options. This burden is. therefore. speculative and is 
considered to be very small. Reviewing an initial permit application and issuing a permit is estimated 
tll take an average of 60 hours. Reviewing certificates of representation is estimated to requirL: one 
hour per occurrence. Reviewing quarterly and annual compliance certifications is estimated to take 
four hours per occurrence.-+2 Therefore. the burden to EPA to administer the first phase of the 
permit program is estimated to be 65 hours per source the first year and 4 hours annually for 
subsequent years for each source. If I IO sources submit certificates of representation. permit 
applications and annual compliance certifications. EPA's permitting effort will be about X.470 hours 
over five years (6.7l0 hours will be incurred the first year and 440 hours annually in the subsequent 
four years). EPA is also expected to incur costs in training state staff and for state program oversight. 
Some of these costs, though related to the second phase of the permit program. will be incurred 
during the first phase and are therefore included in the costs of the first phase. EPA estimates that 
training will require approximately two ITEs for two to three years; for simplicity. these costs are 
shown in Exhibit 4-14 as though they all occur during the first year. Program oversight is estimated 
to require roughly 10 ITEs (one in each of the ten EPA regions) for the entire period of the first 
and second phase. At 2,080 hours per ITE per year. training and oversight will require a total of 
114.400 hours during the first phase. Assuming EPA's hourly rate is about $34 per hour. the total 
cost to EPA to administer the first phase of the permit program will be about $4.193.000. EP A's 
level of effort and costs under this phase of the permit program are presented in Exhibit 4-14. 

Second Phase 

Under the second phase of the permit program, states will have primary responsibility for 
reviewing initial permit applications and proposed compliance plans. notifying states that are within 
50 miles of a source. issuing permits, transmitting copies of proposed permits and final permits to 
EPA, and processing permit revisions. These activities will be non-recurring over the 5-year life of 
the permits. Reviewing an initial permit application and proposed compliance plan and issuing a 
permit is estimated to take on average 60 hours. Notifying EPA and notifying applicable states are 
estimated to require two hours per occurrence for a total of four hours per source:B The primary 
recurri:ig activity performed by states under this phase will be reviewing quarterly and annual 
compliance certifications. Reviewing quarterly and annual compliance certifications is estimated to 

l' The burden to EPA for processing permit revisions is uncertain and will depend upon the number and nature of 
the revisions. Because of the flexible compliance planning options available to sources at the time of permit 
application, and hecause of the flexible revision procedures proposed. EPA estimates the burden to EPA for permu 
revisions will be minimized. Permit revisions are optional and the quantity unknown. Therefore. an estimate of 
the burden <L%ociated with permit revisions had not been included. 

The burden to states for processing permit revisions wlll he less significant on a per source basis than for EPA 
during Phase I because the program 1s greatly simplified. (See the previous footnote.) 
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I. Review ccrt1ticatcs of 
representation and issue 
completeness not1ces. 

2. R.:vt.:w permit 
.tpp1Icat1on: no!J~· th.: 
public and affected states. 
<1nd issue proposed and 
final permit. 

1
\ 3. Review annual 

:I compliance cer11ticat1on 

1 ~. Trammg State Staff 

'I 

5. C >vcrsight of State 
Programs 

ii TOTAL 

i 

EXHIBIT 4-14 
Administrative Burden and Costs to EPA 

L' oder the First Phase of the Permit Program 

Hours Per ( Jccum;nce 

Initial Recurring 

Toca~ Hours .. 

First Year 

110 

h.bOO 

~o 

10,.WO 

20.800 

~81350 

I 

Annually 
Subsequent 

Years 

~o 

20.800 

21.240 

A~umes 110 sources are required to ohtain permits. 
1990 dollars. (Costs have heen rounded to the nearest thousand dollars.) 

Trnal 
Burden 

< Jv..:r Fi\e 
Years 

I IU 

(>.600 

2.200 

10,.ioo 

104,000 

123,310 

T()t<il 
( 'osts 

( l\'er F1,·c 
Yc~irs'· 

s.i.ooo 

S22-UHI() 

S75.000 

S35.i.ooo 

53536.000 

S~. 1 •..n.000 

take four hours per occurrence. Therefore. the burden to states as primary administrators of the 
second phase of the permit program is estimated to be 68 hours the first year and 4 hours annually 
for subsequent years for each source. If 727 Phase II sources and 100 new power plants submit 
permit applications and proposed compliance plans to state permit authorities, the total state effort 
will be about 66.987 hours over one 5-year permitting cycle (53,755 hours will be incurred the first 
year and 3.308 hours annually in subsequent years). Assuming that state administrative costs are 
equivalent to EPA costs (about $34 per hour). the total cost to states over one five-year permitting 
cycle are estimated to be about $2.277.000. 

In its oversight role under the second phase of the permit program, assuming that all states 
will have approved permit programs, EPA will perform the non-recurring task of reviewing proposed 
permits issued by states. Reviewing a proposed permit is estimated to take 40 hours. If a total of 
827 Phase II sources and new power plants submit permit applications and proposed compliance 
plans. EPA's total effort for permit review will be about 33.080 hours. 

EPA's oversight of state programs will continue in the second phase. with one FfE in each 
of ten regions throughout the phase for a total of I 04.000 hours for each five year permit cycle.~ 
At $34 per hour. the cost of oversight for each five year permit cycle will total $3.536.000. At $34 

Preliminary EPA estimate. 
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per hour. EPA's total costs over one five-year permitting cycle are expected to he ahout S-l.M1 l.!HlO. 
In making these estimates. EPA assumes that no states will default. 

The hurden and costs to states and EPA for one five-year permitting cyck: under the second 
phase of the permit program are pn.:sented in Exhibit -l-15. Based lm the assumptions regarding the 
time frame of this analysis and a five-year permit life. hurden and costs will he incurred for two full 
permitting cycles plus those for the first year of a third cycle (in the year 2010\ during the period of 
this analysis. Therefore. the total lahor hurden to states and EPA under this phase is sn.212 hours 
l 1vcr 11 years: the total costs over 11 years are estimated to he ahout S 17. 7S9.000. 

;1 

EXHIBIT -'-15 
Administrative Burden and Costs to States and EPA 

For a 5-Year Period Under the Second Phase of the Permit Program·1 

Tasks 

Stares: 

l. Review cernficatcs of 
represcntauon and issue 
completeness nollces 

2. Review permn 
applicallon. nollfy EPA. 
the puhlic. and affected 
states and issue proposed 
and final pcrmn 

:'\. lleview annual 
~omplianc.: cerntication 

STATE TC >T AL 

EPA: 

l. Review proposed pcrmn 
2. State program oversight 

EPA TOTAL 

c >VE RALL TOT AL 

Hours Per < )ccurrencc 

lrnual Recurring 

60 

I 
I I 

I 
I 

I 
40 I 

Tntal Hoursb 

First Y.:ar 

827 

49.620 

3.308 

53.755 

33.080 
20.800 

53.880 

107.635 

I 

I 
i 
; 

: 

i 
i 
; 

Annually 
Suhs.:qucnt 

Years 

:l.308 

20.800 

20.800 

24.108 

Assumes all 48 conuguous states have delegated permit programs. 

I 
I 

' 

\ 

Total 
Burden 

Over Five 
Years 

49.h20 

16.540 

66.987 

33.080 
104.000 

137.080 

204.067 

! 

I 

l"uial 
c ·osis 

( lv.:r F1w 

Years· 

'S28.UUO 

s \ .h~7 .000 

S5<l2.0ll!l 

52.277.UOO 

s l.l 25. 000 
S:l.536.000 

S4.66l.OOO 

56.938.UOU 

' ' 

:f 

Assumes 827 sources (727 Phase II sources and 100 new power plants) arc required to obtain p.:rmits. 
1990 dollars. (Costs have heen rounded to the nearest thousand dollars.) 

Summary of Administrative Burden to States and EPA 

The total administrative burden (first and second phases) of the acid rain permit program to 
states and EPA over the period of this analysis is summarized in Exhibit 4-16. The costs of the 
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program to states and EPA over the period of this analysis are summarized in Exhibit -+-17. The 
aggregate burden to states and EPA is estimated to he 585.32-+ hours. As shown in Exhibit -+-18. the 
total costs to states and EPA arc estimated to he about $21.73 I.000: the present value of these costs 
from 1995 through 2010 will he about $15.654.000 at a discount rate of three pem.~nt.45 The 
average annualized costs per source to states ar.d EPA are ~stimated to ht.: ahout.S7.600 umkr Phase 
I and $1.700 under Phasl! IL 

.\uthontv 

EPA 

States 

EXHIBIT -'-16 
Summary of the Administrative Burden to States and EPA 

For tht! Acid Rain Permit Program 

January \. ! 995 through December 31. 20 lO 
(Hours) 

First Phase' Secono Ph<L~c 0 

( First 5 Y cars) 
Second Phase" 

(Second 5 Years) 

Total 
First Year 

18 ViO ·- - I 

I 

Tmal 
Subsequent 
Four Years 

84960 

Total Total 
First Year Subsequent 

Four Years 

'i> 8XO . . . 83 200 .. 

53,755 \ 13.232 

Total 
First Year 

'i>880 . - . 

53.755 

Total 
Subsequent 
Fnur Years 

81200 .. 

13.232 

Tut al· 

.+'i l >SO . .. 

i 133.97.+ 
i 
i 

TOTAL i ! 

II 
i I 

HOURS JX.350 i 84,960 
I 

107.615 96..+32 107,635 96,·B2 585.32-+ i I 

Assumes 1 10 sources are required to obtain pi::rmns. 
Assumi::s 827 sources ( 727 Phase II sources and 100 ni::w power plants) are required to nhtam permits. 
Includes first year burden hours that will he incurred in the year 2010 during the third 5-year cycle under 
the second phase of the permit program. 

-t5.4 Costs Associated·with Progrc1m Participation 

The primary non-recurring tasks performed by program participants to obtain permits under 
either phase of the permit program will be rule interpretation and compliance planning. information 
collection and analysis. designation of a representative of the owners and operators of each unit at 
a source. and permit application and proposed compliance plan development. Interpreting the rule 
and compliance planning is estimated to require 60 hours.-+6 Collecting and analyzing relevant 
information is also expected to require on average 60 hours.47 Designating a re£{esentative of the 
owners and operators of each unit at a source is estimated to take 50 hours. Assembling the 
permit application and developing a proposed compliance plan is estimated to take on average 200 
hours.49 The principal recurring activity performed by program participants will he submitting 

EPA assumption. Costs arc discounted !Jack to Janual)' I. 1992. 

,, 
EPA estimate. 

EPA esumate. 

"' EPA esumate. 

'" EPA estimate. 
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:1 EPA 

Stares 

T<>TAL 
i ('(JST 

I 

i 

EXHIBIT 4-17 
Summary of the Costs to States and EPA 

For the Acid Rain Permit Program 

January L 1995 through Decembt:r 3 l. 20 to 
(Thousands of 1990 Dollars) 

First Phase' Sernnd Phw;e" St!cond Phase'' 
(First 5 Years) (Second 5 Years) 

TL'tal Total Total Total Total Tutal 
First Year Subsequent First Year Subsequent First Year Subsequent 

Four Years Four Years Four Years 

1.30.+ 2.889 1.832 2.829 1.832 
I 

2.829 

1.828 .+50 1.828 .+50 
~ 

1.30.+ 2.~9 3.660 ·'·279 3.660 3.279 

Assumes 110 sources are required to obtam permits. 

Total' 

! 

15.3.+7 

(J.38.+ 

21.731 

Assumes 827 sources (727 Phase II sources and 100 new power planes) are requtred to obtain permns. 
Includes first year costs that will be incurred in the year 20 lO during the thrrd 5-year L.·ycle under the 
second phase of the permtt program. 

annual compliance certifications. (Some participants may incur an additional burden for quarterly 
reporting associated with the use of certain compliance options; however. this burden is optional. 
speculative. and expected to be very small.) Compliance certification is estimated to take 16 hours 
annually. 50 

If 110 sources participate in the permit program during the first phase. the total administrative 
burden will be about 66.370 hours over five years. Given the breakdown for each task between 
managerial. technical and secretarial hours as presented in the ICR. the cumulative total 
administrative cost to all 110 participants over the first phase of the permit program will be about 
$2.843.000. 

If 827 Phase II sources (including new power plants) participate in the second phase of the 
permit program. the total burden to participants will be about 431.720 hours over a five-year 
permitting cycle. Given the breakdown for each task between managerial. technical and secretarial 
hours as presented in the ICR. the five-year total administrative costs to participants under the 
second phase of the permit program will be about $18.183.000. Assuming that two second phase 
permitting cycles and the first year of a third cycle will be completed within the time frame covered 
by this analysis. total administrative costs to permit pwgram participants under this phase will he 
about $43.556,000. 

The level of effort and costs to permit program participants are presented in Exhibit 4-18. 
The total administrative costs to participants for the 16-year period of this analysis will be about 
$46.399,000. In present value costs, the total administrative cost to participants will be about 

EPA estimate. 
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Tasks 

L Select a designatell 
representative 

2. Prepare permit applica-
tion 

3. Apply for a rellucell 
utilization plan 

4. Apply for a substitution 

plan 

5. Apply for a Phase I 
extension 

6. Annual compliance 
certification 

7. Excess Emissions 

8. Permit Revisions 
·---

EXllllUT 4-18 
Administrative Burden and Costs to Participants 

U oder the Acid Rain Permit Progrnm 

January I. 1995 through December 11, 20 I 0 

- .. ·- -· ----·- __ ....:..:_ ___ - __ :;-=.=:: ·-------·--·----- -- . ···----~-.:.· 

I lours Per Occurrence I lours Per Source Total I lours 
Per Permit Cycle 

--- ·- --··--- ----· -· ·- - ·-----------·· 

Initial Recurring First Year Annually Phase I" Phase I lh 
Subsequent (<>ne c:ycle) 

Years 
-·--·-· 

35 35 I !,'JOO 28,'J.t) 

96 96 IOjhO 7'J .. \'J2 

26 2h 780 .'i.850 

8 8 lhO 1,200 

56 56 8'J6 (I 

66 66 66 36,300 272,910 

20 0 () () () 

21 21 21 5,77.'i 43.418 
--· 

.. -· ·---- ----·==-==· 

·11Hal 
llurJen' 

-----

'Jl',7.15 S4,7 I .1,8<15 

I 
248.7\(l 

h.hlO 

1,71>11 17 I ,:)'iO 

8'J(i .1'>.7'>2 

(i::\(i,702 21>,201,242 

0 

_ _j IO 1,2'>.'i 

0 

TOTAL NA NA NA NA 66,171 -Bl.71.'i IJ1%,7.'i4 l 
. _4J17.-t.'i'J 

$-Hi,3'J'J ,1~·~ __ ] 
. - - --·. . . - -· -· -- -- ·--- - --·::=...:====·:..:.:.--=...=.=~-

Assumes 140 entities (including 230 affected unda l'hasc II but not under Phase I) designate a representative. 110 Phase I u111b apply tor a per11111. 10 s!lurces 
apply for a rclluccd utilization plan, 20 sources apply for a suhstitution plan, and 16 sources apply lor a l'h;1sc I ex1ens1011. 110 sources suhmll an annu;il rnmphance 
ccr1ifJcat1on. no sources huve excess emissions hecausc lhc irn:cnt1vcs for compliance arc so great. and .'i.'i sources sul111111 per11111 rev1sHms. 
A\sumes 827 sourccs (727 l'hase II sources and 100 new ll'l's) sclcct a dcsignated rcprcsenta1ive and apply Im per111J1s. 22'i sourres apply Im :1 rL·Litll"L'Li u111i1:11111n 
plan. J.'iO sources apply for a substitution plan, 827 sources suhmll an annual compliance certilkalion. no sources have exress em1ssH111s llec:iuse the 1m-.:n11,·es Im 
compliance arc so great, anll 41~ sources suhmit pcrmn revisions. 
h1uals to the sum of hours for (I) Phase I. (2) 1wo lull cyclcs under Phase II. and (3) the llrsl yc;1r ol the 1l11rd cycle ol l'h;ise 11 (lhe year 2010). 

I '>'JO llollars. 



$31.877.000 at a discount rate of three perccnt.51 The average annualized rnsts per suurce to 
participants are estimated to be about $4.500 under Phase I and S3.200 under Phase II. 

The total annualized administrative rnsts tn n:spondcnts as well as EPA and states is 
summarized in Exhibit 4-19. 

FPA 

:1 

.; T<>TAL 

.-\uthornv 

EXHIBIT -4-19 
TOT AL ANNUALIZED ADMINISTR\TIVE COSTS 

FOR THE ACID RAIN PERMIT PROGRA\'1 

January l, 1995 through December 31, 2010 
(Thousands of 1990 Dollars )a 

First Phase" 
( 1995- ! 999) 

S854 

so 

S590 

s 1.44.+ 

Costs rounded to the nearest thousand dollars. 
Assumes 110 sources arc required to ohtain permits. 
Assumes X27 sources are required to ohtam permits. 

-4.6 ENERGY CONSERVATION AND RENEW ABLE ENERGY 

~econc.l Phase~ 

(2000-2010) 

s 1.025 

S792 

S4.040 

S5.X57 

This section presents estimates of the level of effort and costs to utilities and EPA associated 
with obtaining and distributing allowances from the Conservation and Renewable Energy Reserve. 

-4.6.1 Background 

Although the principal purpose of Title IV of the Clean Air Act is to reduce acid rain by 
requiring reductions in emissions of S02 and NOx, it is also the purpose of this title to encourage 
energy conservation and pollution prevention as a long-range strategy for reducing air pollution and 
other adverse effects of energy production and use. As an incentive for ele~tric utilities to (I) 
implement energy conservation measures and (2) use renewable energy, section 404(t) of Title IV 
establishes provisions for qualifying electric utilities to receive allowances for 502 emissions avoided 
through either of these two options. That is, for each ton of 502 emissions avoided by an electric 
utility through the use of qualified energy conservation measures or qualified renewable energy. the 

EPA assumption. Costs are discounted back to January I. l 992. 
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utility shall he allocated a single allowance.~ 2 Allowances will he allocated on a first-come-first
served hasis for energy saved by qualified conservation measures m generated by ~ualified renewahk 
energy during the period between January I. 1992 and December :11. 2000:)_ up to a total of 
100.()00 allowances for all utilities will he allocated from the Conservation and Renewahle Enerb'Y 
Reser\'c. ~o allowances will he allocated for energy conservation measures m t\.:newahle enerh'Y that 
were operational hefore January l. 1992. 

To qualify to receive allowances for emissions avoided. an electric utility will have to meet the 
fullmving requirements: 

• Costs for the qualified cncq,'Y conservation measures or qualified 
renewable energy are being paid directly hy the dectric utility or 
through purchase from another entity: 

• Emissions of 507 avoided through the use of qualified energy 
conservation meas-ures or qualified renewable energy are quantified 
according to EPA guidelines: and 

• A least cost energy conservation and electric p~)wer plan 1s heing 
implemented to the maximum extent practicable.).+ 

In order to receive allowances for emissions avoided. each electric utility must submit to EPA 
(or the appropriate state regulatory authority) __ an application to receive allowances from the 
Conservation and Renewable Energy Reserve.:i:i The application must include the following 
information: 

• Designation of the qualified energy conservation measures implement
ed and the qualified renewable energy sources used for purposes of 
avoiding emissions during the previous calendar year: 

• Verification of ( !) installation of energy conservation measures and 
the energy savings attained.56 and (2) plant operation using renew-

tinder Title IV, a qualified energy conservation measure is defined as "a cost effective measure that increases the 
efficiency of the use of electricity provided by an electric utility to its customers;'' qualified renewable enerb'Y is 
defined as "energy derived from biomass. solar, geothermal, or wmd." Neither is to result in a net increase m SO: 
emissions. Illustrative lists of qualified energy conservation measures and renewable electric energy resources will 
be provided in EP A's Energy Conservation and Renewable Energy Reserve regulations. 

Because allowances will be awarded retrospecuvely. the earliest dace on which applications for allowances will he 
accepted is January l. 1993. 

A least-cosc energy conservation and electric power plan must (I) contain a long-term resource plan which mcegratcs 
demand-side and supply-side resources, (2) allow for public participation in the planning process. and (3) he 
approved by the appropriate state regulatory or rate-makmg authority. 

< lnly state-regulated electric utilities will submit applications for allowances co the state regulatory authonty ror 
review and approval. Electric utilities whose retail rates are not subject to the 1unsdict1on of a state regulatory 
au thorny will submit their applications directly to EPA for approval. 

:\ certification of energy savings methods and calculations will be included as part of the verification. 
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The model analyzes the effects of allowance trading and hanking by including the possibility 
of allowance transactions as part of each power plant's strategy. For instance, in addition to various 
strategies discussed in the next section that could reduce a power plant's S02 emissions. the plant's 
operators could choose to purchase allowances instead. Alternatively. the plant could he equipped 
with scrubbers that would more than meet its •..:missions reduc_tion targets: the e_xtra allowances that 
would he generated as a result could either he sold at the market price or banked for future use. 
Each of these new strategies has a cost that will depend on the market price for allowances. Again. 
the model assumes th~t the lowest-cost strategies will be chosen across the utility svstem and 
calculates total costs by adding up the costs for each plant. 

While the model shows clearly that the use of the allowance system can lower the costs of 
control substantially on a nationwide basis. it should he noted that both the allowance system and the 
cost savings it provides depends on the existence of credible mechanisms to ensure that emissions 
reductions and allowances are tracked and recorded fairly and accurately. Without these mechanisms. 
whose costs are described in sections 4.2. 4.3. 4.4. and 4.5. none of the cost savings shown in the 
section would be possible. For this reason. the cost savings described here can be attributed in large 
part to the elements of the Acid Rain Program concerning the administration of the allowance 
system. the auctions. direct sales and IPP guarantees, permits. and emissions monitoring. 

A more detailed discussion of the Coal and Electric Utilities Model is presented in Appendix 
-lA. 

-1.1.l Sulfur Dioxide Reduction Strategies and Their Costs 

The increase in costs due to the acid rain title and the cost savings associated with the 
implementation regulations depend on the types of S02 reduction strategies likely to be employed 
by affected units and the market impacts associated with these strategies. The major types of 
reduction strategies and their likely impacts on costs are discussed below. 

Installing Pollution Control Equipment 

One major strategy for reducing S02 emissions is to install "scrubbers" or pollution control 
equipment. Equipment costs are functions of the type of control technology used as well as the S02 
removal efficient-yr associated with the technology. The installation of pollution control equipment 
results in higher capital and operating costs. The use of the equipment also increases fuel costs: the 
operation of scrubbers, for example, results in additional steam and electricity requirements. 

Switching to Lower Sulfur Coals 

Switching to lower sulfur coals reduces S02 emissions. but results in higher costs because 
delivered low sulfur coal prices are typically higher than delivered high sulfur coal prices at most 
power plants. This is particularly true for many plants located in states in the Midwest where high 
sulfur coals are available locally while low sulfur coal supplies must be obtained from outside the 
state. Furthermore, increased demand for low sulfur coals will tend to push up prices for all users 
of low sulfur coal, as coal that is more expensive to mine is brought into the market to meet the 
demand. On the other hand, falling demand for high sulfur coals will tend to push high sulfur coal 
prices down as production is concentrated in low-cost mines. Thus, while power plants using large 
amounts of lower sulfur coals face increases in their fuel costs, many power plants that plan to use 
higher sulfur coals (because they are using or planning to use scrubbers to reduce emissions from 
these coals) will probably experience a reduction in their fuel costs. 
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ahle energy ~nd the energy generation attrihutable to renewahk 
energy input::i7 

• Calculations of the number uf tons uf em1ss1ons avoided (and 
allowances sought) by implementing rnnserva.tion measures ur using 
renewable energy: and 

• Demonstration of qualification to receive allowances for emissions 
avoided. (The requirements to qualify to receive emissions are listed 
ahove.) 

As applications are received by EPA. they will be registered chronologically hy daily postmark. 
Within >O Jays of receipt. each application will he reviewed to determine whdher it meets all the 
necessary criteria to receive allowances from the Conservation and Renewable Energy Reserve. 
Ctilities with qualifying applications will he allocated allowances until the Reserve is depleted. 

If a sufficient number of allowances remain in the Reserve. each utility with a qualifying 
application will he allocated the number of allowances for which it applied. In the event that the 
number of allowances remaining is less than the amount for which the next qualifying applicant has 
applied. the applicant will receive the number of allowances remaining in the Reserve. In the event 
that the Reserve becomes over-subscribed by more than one applicant on a single day. the allowances 
remaining in the Reserve will be distributed on a pro rata basis to the applicants. 

4.6.2 Assumptions 

Estimates of the labor burden and costs associated with obtaining and distrihuting allowances 
from the Conservation and Renewable Energy Reserve are based on the assumptions below. 

Panicipation 

Predicting the number of utilities that will apply for allowances from the Reserve is difficult. 
According to a research project sponsored by the Electric Power Research Institute. about 40 percent 
of all_ electric utilities are expected to implement energy conservation programs before the year 
2000.:i8 Based on this expectation. as many as 145 electric utilities could file applications for 
allowances from the Reserve each year.59 The actual number of utilities that apply for allowances. 
however. could vary significantly depending on the marginal value of Reserve allowances to utilities 
relative to the application costs to receive allowances. Because of the uncertainty regarding the 
number of utilities that will apply for allowances. cost estimates are presented in ranges. For this 
analysis. it is assumed that 40 to 125 applications will he submitted per year and that, on average. only 
one application for allowances will be submitted by any one utility in a particular year.60 

"'' 

C :opies of certified plant operation records showing enerh'Y generation. plant size. and hours of operation during 1hc 
applicahle calendar year are required to verify plant opcratton usmg renewable energy. 

Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) CU-6953. Impact of Demand-Side Management on Future Customer 
Electncitv Demand: An Update. September. 1990. 

ICF estimate which assumes that one applicatton would be submllted per utility for each year allowances from the 
Reserve are requested. 

EPA estimate. 
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Timing of Costs 

This analysis covers the period from January I. 1992. through December 31. 20 I 0: the last 
date on which allowances from the Reserve may be available is January 2. 2010 (determined hy 
statute). Because allowances ""ill he <m:ankd retrnspcct_ively for enerhry· _saved hy 4ualified 
rnnscrvation measures or generated by yualificd renewable energy after January I. 1992 (and helore 
01.:'.cl:'.mher 31. 2000). the earliest date on which applications for allowances will he accepted ;s January 
l. 1993. This analysis_ assumes- that rnsts to applicants and EPA associated with uhtaining and 
distributing allowances will be incurred at the end cf the year. beginning in 1993. 

The time period over which costs \viii he incurred depends not only on the number of 
applications for allowances that arc completed and submitted. but also on the number of allowances 
reyuested per application (which is nearly impossible to predict) or projections of when the Reserve 
will he depleted. Based on estimates of the overall annual demand-side affect of conservation on 
future electricity demand from 1990 through 2010 provided in the EPRI report.61 the Cnnservation 
and Renewable Energy Reserve will he depleted hy the end of the year 2.000. if not sooner.h2 

Therefore. this analysis assumes that at the high estimate of 125 applications per year. the Reserve 
will be depleted in eight years with each utility on average applying for 300 allowances. At the low 
estimate of 40 applications per year. assuming the average number of allowances for which each 
utility will apply is the same as under the high estimate (i.e .. about 300). allowances from the Reserve 
will he available through the last day of the program on January 2. 2010. 

-1.6.3 Costs Associated with Program Administration 

Exhibit 4-20 depicts the annual burden and costs to EPA associated with distributing 
allowances from the Conservation and Renewable Energy Reserve. Tasks that will be performed by 
EPA related to the distribution of allowances from the Reserve include the following: ( l) register 
applications and review applications for completeness: (2) perform substantive reviews of applications 
tn determine whether all necessary criteria to receive allowances are met: and (3) transfer allowances 
from the Reserve or notify applicants of their failure to qualify for allowances from the Reserve. 
EPA estimates that registering applications and reviewing applications for completeness will require 
about 0.5 hour per application, performing substantive reviews of applications will take 2 hours per 
application. and transferring allowances from the Reserve or notifying applicants will take 0.5 hours 
per application. Assuming it will take EPA about 3 hours to process each application and transfer 
allowances (or notify applicants), the total administrative burden to EPA associated with distributing 
allowances from the Reserve will range between 2.160 hours over 18 years and 3.000 hours over eight 
years for processing 40 and 125 applications per year. respectively. At a cost of $34 per hour. the 
total cost to EPA will range between $73.440 and $102.000. At a discount rate of three percent.63 

the present value of these costs will be about $54.000 and $87,000 for processing 40 and 125 
applications per year. respectively. 

o\ See fomnote 65. 

!CF estimate. 

EPA assumption. Costs are discounted back to the beginning of 1992. 
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EXHIBIT -'-20 
Annual Administrative Burden and Costs to EPA 

For Conservation and Renewable Energy Allowancesa 

Tasks Burden Cost Per .+o Applications t 25 Applications 
Hours Applica- Per Yearc Per Year'J 

I. Register application and 
review application for 
completeness 

2. Perform suhsrantive 
review of application 

3. Transfer allowances from 
the Reserve or notify 
applicams 

TOTAL: 

Per 
Apptica-

tion 

0.5 

2 

0.5 

tionh 

St7 

68 

17 

Sl02 

Total Total Total 
Burden Coste: Burden 
(Hours) (Hours) 

20 S680 62.5 

80 2.720 250 

20 680 62.5 

120 S4.080 375 

1\ssum..:s tht: earliest date on which applicauons will ht: submitted is January I. I 'J'J:l. 
Hast:d on an av..:rage rate of S.+7 p..:r hour. 
A-;sumes applicauons will he submiued and processed for 18 years without depleting 
the Reserve. 
Assumes applications will be submitted and processed for 8 years. depleting the 
Reserve in the year 2000. 
1990 dollars. 

-'.6.4 Costs Associated with Program Participation 

Total 
co~t<.: 

S2.125 

X.500 

2.125 

Si2.750 

Exhibit 4-21 depicts the annual participant burden and costs associated with obtaining 
allowances from the Conservation and Renewable Energy Reserve. Each utility applying for 
allowances from the Reserve will be required to perform the following tasks: (I) designate energy 
conservation measures implemented and renewable energy sources used to avoid emissions: (2) verify 
installation of energy conservation measures and plant operation using renewable energy and resulting 
benefits; (3) calculate the tons of emissions avoided; and (4) demonstrate qualification to receive 
allowances for emissions avoided. Because most states collect information on these activities from 
utilities already. the primary burden to utilities will be that associated with assembling and submitting 
to EPA the application to receive allowances from the Reserve. Assuming it will take each utility 
on average about 80 hours to assemble and submit an application to receive allowances from the 
Reserve to EPA.64 the total burden to respondents will range between 57.600 hours over 18 years 
and 80,000 hours over eight years for assembling and submitting 40 and 125 applications per year. 
respectively. The total cost to utilities applying for allowances from the Conservation and Renewable 
Energy Reserve will range between $1.717.200 and $2.385.000. At a discount rate of three percent. 
the present value of these costs will be about $1.274.000 and $2.032,000 for assembling and submitting 
40 and 125 applications per year. respectively. 

EPA estimate. 
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Tasks 

EXHIBIT 4-21 
Annual Administrative Burden and Costs to Participants 

for Conservation and Renewable Energy Allowances" 

Burden 
Hours 

Per i 
Applica- \ 

tion 

Cost Per 
Applica

tionb 

.io Applications 
Per Yearc 

Total Total 
Burden Cost.: 
(Hours) 

125 Applications 
Per YearJ 

Total Tutal Co-.1.: 
Burden 
(Hours) 

ii i Assemble and submit an 

'' application to receive allmv
;I ances from the Reserve 

! 

Managerial 
Technical 
Secretarial 

15 
25 
-lO 

794 ()()() 

911 1.000 
680 1,600 

531.760 1,875 599.250 
36,4.iO .\125 113.875 
27.200 5.000 X5.000 

'1 TOTAL: 80 52,385 3,200 $95,400 10.UOU S2Y8,125 

Assumes the earliest date on which applications will be submitted 1s January l. 1993. 
Based on total hourly compensation of $52.96 for managerial staff: 536.43 for technical staff. and S 17.00 
for secretarial staff. These figures were derived by updating the rates developed for the Comprehensive 
Assessment Information Rule (CAIR) to June 1991 using the Employment Cost Index (the initial CAIR 
rates are from a May 28. 1987 memorandum from Jeff Carnes of Centaur Associates to Bnan Muehlmg 
of EPA). 
Assumes applications will be submnted and processed for 18 years without depleting 
the Reserve. 
Assumes applications will be submitted and processed for 8 years. depleting the 
Reserve in the year 2000. 
1991 dollars. 

4. 7 SUMMARY OF COSTS 

In general, the statute without allowance trading imposes substantial costs for S02 reductions. 
hut relatively minor implementation costs. The allowance trading made possible by the implementa
tion regulations reduces substantially the cost of S02 reductions. The implementation regulations 
themselves, however. will result in some costs which will offset the savings from trading. Estimates 
of these regulatory costs are summarized first. to allow a clearer comparison of the costs of the 
implementation regulations to the costs of the statute and the savings from trading. 

Exhibit 4-22 summarizes the costs presented in sections 4.2 through 4.5 of this chapter. As 
the table illustrates, the majority of the costs consists of costs associated with allowance transaction 
and CEMS. The costs of the auction. direct sale, IPP written guarantee, permit. and energy 
conservation and renewable energy programs constitute a small fraction of the total costs. 

Exhibit 4-23 places the implementation costs presented above into context by comparing them 
to the total costs of the statute and the savings provided by allowance trading. 
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EXHIBIT 4-22 
COSTS OF IMPLEMENTATION REGUL.\TIONS 

(Millions of 1990 dollars )a 

Allowance Transactions and 
Tracking 

Auctions. Sales. am.I IPP 
Written Guarantees 

CE'vtsh 

Permits 

Conservation and Renew
ahle Energy 

Total Costs 

Low Scenario 

$204 

7 

2.395 

68 

$2.670 

High Scrnario 

$406 

~ 
I 

2.395 

68 

2 

$2.878 

These arc present value costs. discounted to 1992 at 3 percent per year: capital rnsts 
annualized at 7 percent per year. 
Assumes Option 5 costs. 

EXHIBIT 4-23 
INCREMENTAL COSTS AND COST SAVINGS 

(Billions of 1990 dollars)a 

; 

Costs of Absent Reg- Costs of Regulatory 
ulation Case (incre-

mental to pre-statute)b I 
Case (incremental to 

pre-statute )b 

Cost Savings of 
Regulatory Case 

I (incremental to 
absent regulation)h 

II S02 Reductions $19.1 to $30.9 $9.5 to $17.1 $9.6 to $13.8 
.. 
jl Implementation c 

ii Total 

$2.5 $2.7 to $2.9 -$0.2 to -$0.4 

I $21.6 to $33.4 I $12.2 to $20.0 I $9.4 to $13.4 

These are present value costs, discounted to 1992 at 3 percent per year: capital costs are 
annualized at 7 percent per year. 
Ranges cover EPA Low Scenario and High Scenario. 

! 
' 

I 

I 

Includes transacuons costs: costs of aucuons. direct sales. and IPP written guarantees: <:EMS 
costs: and permit costs. 

The center column of Exhibit 4-23 shows the total costs of the statute and the regulations to 
he hetween $12.2 and $20.0 billion. depending on the scenario assumed. Of this total. about $3 
hillion are costs incurred because of the regulations. Costs in the absence of regulations. by contrast. 
would be between $21.6 and $33.4 billion u'.1der the low and high scenarios. respecti ;ely. The 
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difference in costs between the regulatory and ahsent regulations cases. S9.4 to S 13...l hi Ilion. 
represents the cost savings for S02 reductions made possible hy the regulations. 

The last column of the exhihit shows in ddail the incremental savings provided hv the 
regulations. The allowance trading regulations allow the regulated communit-y to save a total uf 
hetween S9.6 and $13.8 hillion in achieving the S02 emissions reductions mandated in the statute. 
These cost savings are offset to a small extent. hetween $0.2 and $0.4 hillion. hy the costs of 
implementation (net of the $2.5 billion cost of CEMS required by the statute itsclt). The net savings 
provided by the allowance trading regulations still total $9.4 billion in the low scenario. and S 13...l 
hillion in the high scenario. 
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CHAPTER 5 
IMPACTS OF COST CllA:"IGES 

This chapter assesses the effects of the costs and cost savings presented in Chapter -+ from 
!uur different perspectives. The first section or the chapter evaluates the impacts of the costs and 
cost savings attributahle to the Acid Rain Program on the regulated community as a whole. The 
second section examines regional differences in costs and savings. The third section provides a 
4ualitativc overview of the "secondary" impacts of the Acid Rain Program--that is. the dft.:cts on 
entities outside the regulated community. The final section examines the differential effects of the 
program on smaller entities. 

5.1 Impacts on the Regulated Community 

This section evaluates the costs identified in Chapter 4 in terms of their impacts on entities 
in the regulated community. The impact measures considered in the section include effects on costs. 
rates. sales. and net incomes. 

5.1.l Impacts on Regulated Utilities 

The annual Acid Rain Program costs of hetween $1.0 and $5. l billion and the cost savings 
of $0.4 to $2.8 billion. while large in absolute terms. are relatively small compared to the roughly $200 
hi Ilion annual costs of generating electricity. 1 As shown in Exhibit 5-1, the average costs (on a 
"kvelized" basis) of generating electricity rise 0.5 to 0.7 ~ercent under the absent regulations case for 
1995 under the high and low scenarios. respectively. 2 - Average cost impacts for 2000. 2005. and 
2010 are greater as a consequence of Phase II. but still less than two percent of total costs. As with 
any average, these average cost estimates take into account utilities with more significant cost impacts 
(e.K .. as high as ten percent or more in a few cases) along with many others that are largely 
unaffected or experience cost reductions under the absent regulations case. The highest cost impacts 
are likely to be among utilities with fairly small high sulfur coal-fired plants~ these cases are discussed 
in section 5.4 of this chapter. 

The regulations provide cost reductions of less than a third of one percent of total generation 
costs in Phase I and generally less than one percent in Phase II. as shown in Exhibit 5-1. Savings of 
this magnitude amount to between one-fourth and two-thirds of the costs in the absent regulations 
case. depending on the year and the scenario. 

See Exhibit 4-2 of Chapter 4. 

In addition to cost changes related directly to emissions reductions, costs to utilities include transactions costs (under 
the regulatory case); costs of CEMS; costs of permits: and the costs of participation m aucuons. direct sales, and 
!PP guarantees. These costs are insignificant compared to the cost impacts of SO~ reducuons (i.e .. much less than 
one tenth of one percent of electncny generation costs). 

Lcvelized cost impacts for a given year ret1ect changes m fut!! and operating costs plus changes in capital costs that 
have been spread out over the life of the purchased capital equipment. Actual capital expenditures will be higher 
m the early years (and lower m later years) than suggested by the levehzmg procedure. 
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The impacts of these cost changes on the financial health (in terms of net income) ot the 
utilities is likely to be very small. A~ discussed in Chapter 2. utility rates are tightly regulated. Cost 
increases. so long as they are the result of prudent decisions. are generally passed through to 
ekctricity consumers as price increases. The utilities· margins are thereby insulated to a large uegree 
from both cost increases and decreases. 

1995 

EXHIRIT 5-l 
AVERA<;E NATIONWIDE PERCENTAGE CHANGE IN ELECTRICITY COSTS 

(percent) 

I 

COSTS OF ABSENT 
REGULATIONS CASE 

(incremental to pre
statute case) 

Low 
Scenario 

() 5 

High 
Scenario 

07 I 

' I 

COSTS OF 
REGULATORY CASE 

(incremental to pre
statute case) 

Low 
Scenario 

--~ 

High 
Scenario 

04 ! 

COST SAVINGS OF 
REGCLATORY 

CASE 
(incremental to absent 

regulations case) 

Low High 
Scenario Scenario 

() 2 .. 1 I 

I 

I 
i 2000 1.3 1.9 I 0.5 0.8 0.8 I. I I 

I I 
i I 

2005 I 1.4 1.7 1.0 1.2 0.4 0.5 
I 

' :i 
2010 : 0.9 1.5 I 0.4 1.1 0.5 0.4 

11 

In addition. because utilities are structured as regulated monopolies (as discussed in Chapter 
2). they arc generally protected from losing customers to competitors with lower rates. Whik 
customers may reduce their total consumption of electricity in response to price increases (and. 
conversely, may increase consumption as prices fall), they tend to be relatively insensitive to price 
changes.~ Consumers' responses to price increases or decreases in the range of one-half to one 
percent may be considered insignificant by the utilities experiencing these responses. 

Cost changes cannot always be passed through entirely, however, because Public Utility 
Commissions may disallow portions of the costs if it is determined that they were not prudently 
incurred. The regulations will reduce the utilities' exposure to potential financial difficulties by 
minimizing the increase in their costs. Further, the regulations will tend to reduce impacts on utilities 
that arise from lags in the rate-setting process. Because cost increases are not always quickly 
translateci into price increases. they can sometimes hurt profitability. By reducing cost impacts. the 
regulations can minimize the effects of the lags in the rate-setting process. 

Some smaller utilities faced with the need to make capital investments in order to comply with 
the Acid Rain Program's requirements may have difficulty arranging financing for the investments. 
Capital costs are typically recovered through rate increases over the life of the purchased equipment. 

The ohservation that most customers are insensitive to changes in electricity rates may be changing. given the 
increasing deregulation of the industry in the new power generauon markets, where there is someumes cnns1<krahle 
compeution from industrial cogeneration, self-generation. and independent power producers. 
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However. the capital costs associated with S0 2 controls are relatively small compared to the total 
capital spending and cash flow in the utility sector. capital-related problems are likely to be relatively 
unrnmmon. To the extent that there are problems with capital availability. however. the l1exihility 
afforded by the regulations should make a positive contribution. By purchasing allowances rather 
than emissions control equipment. a utility can avoid or dday a large investment. 

5. l.2 Impacts on Independent Power Producers 

The impacts of the statute and the regulations on IPPs arc very difficult tu predict in a 
LJUantitative manner. A~ discussed in Chapter 3. the statute makes no provision for any emissions by 
IPPs or other new units (except for units brought on line by the end of 1995). Rather than make 
the unrealistic assumption that new ( post-1995) plants would be held to zero emissions in the ahsence 
nl implementation regulations. EPA assumed for the purposes of the absent regulations case that 
IPPs \vould ~e allowed to enter the industry. but would be held to a strict emissions limit. Because 
the estimates of the cost changes for IPPs would be very sensitive to the specific emissiuns limit 
assumed in the absent regulations case (e.g .. if the emissions limit for IPPs were set equal to the 
existing new source performance standard. the statute would appear to have no impact on IPPs at 
all), EPA has not attempted to analyze IPP costs and savings quantitatively. 

Qualitatively. the absent regulations case appears to create serious uncertainties for IPPs and 
in the extreme could mean the elimination of all new fossil fuel fired IPPs. The regulatory case. on 
the other hand. offers IPPs the opportunity to enter the industry through the purchase of allowances. 
In addition. the IPP guarantee program (as well as the auctions and direct sales programs) are likely 
to rt:duc~ the costs and impacts of the Acid Rain Program still further. 

5~2 Distribution of Impacts by Region 

The impacts discussed in the previous section are nationwide averages, and do not represent 
the impacts faced by utilities in any one state or region. Given the significant differences in fuel 
mixes across regions and the differential effects of S02 controls on power plants using different fuds. 
regional impacts can be expected to vary widely. 

Regional differences in impacts, measured in terms of percentage changes in the cost of 
electricity generation, are shown in Exhibits 5-2a and 5-2b. Exhibit 5-2a shows cost increases by 
census region under the absent regulations case in the low and high scenarios (as described in 
Chapter 3). (The areas covered by the ten census regions are shown in Exhibit 5-3.) Costs for each 
of the four years analyzed in the RIA are presented in separate columns. Exhibit 5-2b presents the 
cost savings provided by the implementation regulations. 

Under the hig!l scenario, changes in costs in 1995 range from 0.0 percent in the Pacific region 
up to 1.5 percent in the East North Central. In general. this reflects the location of Phase I-affected 
power plants: there are no affected unit-; in the Pacific region. for example. and proportionately the 
most affected capacity in the East North Central region. Cost savings in 1995 are as low as a 
negative 0.4 percent in the Upper South Atlantic region -- in other words, costs are temporarily 
higher with the implementation regulations in that region and at that time as a result of capital 
investments made during Phase I under the regulations -- these investments pay off in later years. 
resulting in net savings to the region. Savings in 1995 range as high as 1.3 percent in the West South 
Central. 
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Percentage impacts also vary widely within each region from one point in time tu the next. 
generally reflecting the increasing reductions requirements between Phase I and Phase IL In the 
West \:nrth Central region. for instance. under the high scenario. costs rise from 0.9 percent in 1995 
to ~- i percent in 2000 hefore declining sl1mewhat. In general. the regional cost and rnst savings 
mirror the pattern of national costs over time discussed ab~1ve. In Phase I· ( 1995). the regional 
percentage increase in custs in the absent regulations case and the cost savings in the regulatory case 
are the lowt.:st. retlecting the relatively moderate level of emissions reductions required in I 995. In 
Phasl:'. II ( 2000 - .20 IO), the cost impacts and cost savings are generally higher. reflecting the mun: 
significant emissions reduction re4uirements in the later years. 

An important underlying pattern in these results appears if the variations over time are 
removed by averaging the percentage changes in costs over the entire forecast period ( 1995 - 20 IO). 
Exhibit 5-4 shows the approximate percentage cost changes over the period 1995 through 20 I 0 undl:'.r 
the absent regulations and regulatory cases for the high scenario. The census regions are listed in 
order of cost impacts. from lowest to highest. In general. the regions with the highest cost impacts 
are those with the most affected coal capacity and greatest required SO., reductions. While the 
savings provided by the implementation regulations do not follow exactly the same pattern. the four 
regions with the lowest costs do appear to have lower savings. Similarly. the four regions \vith the 
hight.:st cost impacts under the absent regulations case all have relatively large savings under the 
regulatory case. 

Exhibit 5-5 shows that the group of regions with the highest costs under the absent 
regulations case form a relatively cohesive geographic unit. The map also shows that the four high 
cost regions (the West North Central. East North Central. East South Central. and Upper South 
Atlantic--heavily shaded) are clustered around the upper Midwest. The four regions with low costs 
and generally lower savings under the regulatory case (the Pacific. Middle Atlantic. Lower South 
Atlantic. and New England regions--lightly shaded) are found in the periphery. Two regions with 
moderately high costs and high savings (the Mountain and West South Central regions) lie hetween 
the periphery and the center. 

The high cost area of Exhibit 5-5 corresponds roughly to the region of greatest dependence 
on medium-to-high sulfur coal for electricity generation. In addition. these regions are generally 
required by the statute to achieve the greatest degrees of S02 reductions in absolute and percentage 
terms. It is not surprising that the rigid S02 limits of the absent regulations case would impose the 
greatest costs on this midwestern region. In addition, the greater flexibility allowed under the 
regulations (including both emissions trading and banking of extra technology allowances) can be 
expected to allow significant savings to this same group. 

Trading programs can generate considerable profits for affected units or sources whose 
emissions are already low (in some cases below their allowance allocations). because of their ability 
to generate and sell allowances iu the high cost area of Exhibit 5-5. 
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EXHIBIT 5-la 
PERCENTAGE Cll.\l\GE IN ELECTRICITY COSTS 

FOR ABSENT REGULATIONS CASE INCREMENTAL TO PRE-STATliTE CASE 

1995 

• Low'l 
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\11DDLE ~ 0.3 
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I 

: ATLANTIC i 
i 
I 
' EAST NORTH l.2 
,
1 CENTRAL 
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' CENTRAL 
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I 0.8 
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11 TOT AL U.S.' I 0.5 

Low refers Low Scenario. 
High refers to High Scenario. 
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Total U.S. is an average across regions, weighted hy electricity consumption. 
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EXHIBIT 5-2b 

PERCENTAGE COST SA\tlNGS OF REGL'LATORY CASE 
INCREME:\'.TAL TO ABSENT REGL'LATIONS CASE 

1995 

Lowa 

NEW ENGLAl\J'D 0.2 

MIDDLE ; 
0.0 

ATLANTIC 

! -0.3 UPPER SOUTH 
A Tl,;\,l\/TIC 

LOWER SOUTH 0.3 
:! ATLANTIC 

ii EAST NORTH I 0.2 
CENTRAL 

I 

!I EAST SOUTH 0.6 
1 CENTRAL 

WEST NORTH 0.7 
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I 

I -0.1 WEST SOUTH 
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Low refers Low Scenario. 
High refers to High Scenario. 
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(percent) 
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Ll1w" Highh I 'l 'Low' Highb 
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I 
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I 
I 
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0.6 0.5 0.4 0.2 

I 
! 

I. I 1.9 
I 

0.6 0.5 

i 
I l.5 1.5 I 0.7 0.7 
I 

I. I l.l 0.9 0.8 

0.5 I.I 0.5 1.1 

1.2 1.0 I 1.4 1.5 
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Total U.S. 1s an average across regions, weighted by electricity consumption. 
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EXHIBIT 5-3 
U.S. CENSUS REGIONS 
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EXHIBIT 5--4 
Costs of Absent Regulations and Savings with Regulations from 1995 through 20 l 0 as a 

Percentage of' Generation Costs" 
<percent) 

REG IO Nb COSTS SAVINGS 

- i PACIFIC 0.2 0.2 

\:EW ENGLAND 0.5 0.2 

LOW COST. LOWER SOUTH 
LOW SAVINGS ATLA\ITIC 

0.9 0.3 

MIDDLE 
I. I 0.3 

ATLANTIC 

MOCNTAIN u 0.8 
MODERATE COST, 
HIGH SAVINGS WEST SOUTH 

1.5 I. I 
CE\TTRAL 

EAST SOUTH 
2.0 0.7 

CENTRAL 

; WEST NORTH 
2.1 0.8 

HIGH COST, CENTRAL 
HIGH SAVINGS 

EAST NORTH 
CENTRAL 

2.3 0.7 

UPPER SOlJTH 
2.4 0.5 

ATLANTIC 

Costs and savings were estimated by averaging estimates from 1995, 2000. 2005, and 2010 for the high scenario. 
Regions listed in order of lowest costs to highest costs. 

5.3 Secondary Effects 

Title IV's direct effects reach only the nation's electric utilities and IPPs. As discussed in 
section 5.1. however, the utilities are not likely to absorb much of the impacts of the Acid Rain 
Program. Instead, the impacts are likely to be passed on to other sectors of the economy: electricity 
consumers, the coal industry. railroads and other transportation providers. oil and ~as producers, and 
emissions control manufacturers. 

Although the other sectors have not been analyzed in detail in this analysis, EPA. has 
attempted to identify the sectors that will experience the most significant secondary impacts, and 
made qualitative assessments of the nature and direction of the effects. 

5.3.l Impacts on Electricity Users 

As discussed, the costs of emissions reductions are likely to be passed on through increases 
m electricity rates. The increased costs will have very' small impacts on the typical consumer: 
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electricity is a minor part of household budgets. and the changes in electricity bills will be small even 
in percentage terms. Consumption will drop marginally as prices rise. as consumers respond to arnid 
some uf the increased costs. Reducing electricity usage. though. will impuse real costs un cunsumers. 
;is they spend more to purchase energy-efficient appliances. and make other electricity-saving choices. 
These effects. as well. will be relatively small for the typical t!nergy user. 

The increased electricity rates attributable to acid rain compliance could have more significant 
impacts on those industries that are unusually large consumers of electricity. particularly to the extent 
that these consumers are served hy utilities that are significantly affected. Some examples ur large 
industrial sources that rely heavily on electricity include steel and aluminum producers. Substantial 
increases in the cost of electricity for these producers would probably lead to significant increases in 
the price of their final products. and a loss of market share and domestic employment. As a v•orst 
case. electricity costs constitute roughly 25 percent of the costs of the primary aluminum industry. the 
nation's most electricity-intensive industry. Even if this industry buys all of its electricity from a 
heavily-affected utility (e.g .. one with rate impacts of 10 to 15 percent). its total cost of producing 
aluminum would rise by only 25 percent of 10 to 15 percent. or two to four percent in all. For most 
industries. the cost impact will be much smaller. 

The cost savings provided by allowance trading will tend to mitigate whatever negative effects 
nn industrial competitiveness and employment occur in the absent regulations case. 

5.3.2 Coal Industry Impacts 

Neither the absent regulations case nor the regulatory case is likely to result in a significant 
change in total consumption of coal (measured in Btu) for electricity generation. Considerable 
changes in the type of coal consumed may take place. as consumption shifts from high to low sulfur 
coals. This shift may result in increased coal production in low sulfur coal regions (i.e .. Central and 
Southern Appalachia and the West) and a decrease in coal production in high sulfur regions (i.e .. 
'.\orthern Appalachia and the Midwest). Producers of low sulfur coal will benefit from both increased 
sales volumes and increased prices; high sulfur coal producers, on the other hand. will experience de
creased sales and prices. 

Gnder the absent regulations case. shifts from high to low sulfur coals would be mitigated by 
retrofit scrubbing. Many utilities will need to install scrubbers because switching to low sulfur coal 
would not lower their emissions enough to meet their individual emissions targets. Once they have 
installed scrubbers, these sources are likely to continue to burn high sulfur coal because of its lower 
cost and because scrubbers remove enough S02 to meet emissions targets. Because the implementa
tion regulations allow many utilities to avoid scrubbing if they switch to low sulfur coal. coal produc
tion losses in high sulfur regions are likely to be higher in the regulatory case than in the absent 
regulatio'1s case in 2005 and 2010. 

The net effect of acid rain compliance on total U.S. coal mining employment is not expected 
to he dramatic because total U.S. coal production is not expected to decrease significantly. The 
regional effect on coal mining employment, however. is expected to be quite significant. Large coal 
mining employment losses are expected in Northern Appalachia and the Midwest. Corresponding 
employment gains are expected in Central and Southern Appalachia and the West. These 
employment gains are expected to be somewhat smaller than the losses in high sulfur regions because 
output per worker is higher in the low sulfur regions (especially the West). This implies that the net 
change in coal mining employment attributable to the Acid Rain Program is likely to be negative. 
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EXHIBIT 5-5 
REGIONAL IMPACTS 
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Regional shifts in coal mining employment would also be mitigated by retrofit scrubbing. A-; 
a result. employment losses in high sulfur regions are likely to be somewhat less in the absLnt 
n:gulations case ( ir. which there is more retrofit scrubbing) than in the regulatory case in 2005 and 
20111. 

5.3.3 Transportation Impacts 

Changes in regional coal· production caused hy the Acid Rain Program will affect the railroad 
industry as well as the coal industry. The total volume of rail shipments uf coal (measured in ton
miks) is expected to increase under the ahsent regulations case. This is because many easkrn power 
plants currently rely largdy on coal from mines in their own region. As these pnwer plants switch 
to lower sulfur coals. from Central and Southern Appalachia and the West. coal must he hauled 
greater distances. Railroads heavily involved in the high sulfur transportation market \viii experience 
decreased s~ipment demands. while railroads positioned to haul low sulfur coals will experience 
increased shipment demands. 

Increased retrofit scrubbing will mitigate some of the increase in ton-miles hauled because 
scrubbed sources will continue to rely on less expensive regional coals. As a result. ton-mile increases 
are expected to be smaller in the absent regulation case than in the regulatory case in 2005 and 20 I 0. 

Barge transportation. like rail transportation. is expected to increase as a result of the Acid 
Rain Program. For example. there will be increased shipments of western coal moved by barge on 
the Great Lakes to Michigan. Wisconsin. Illinois. and Indiana. Truck transportation of coal. on the 
other hand. is expected to decline. This is because truck transportation is generally only economical 
for short hauls (i.e .. to power plants that rely on local high sulfur coals). Therefore. as more power 
plants switch to low sulfur coals they will rely more heavily on rail and barge transportation. 

5..3.4 Impacts on Oil and Gas Use 

Some utilities that are currently burning oil are expected to switch to gas in ordt.!r to reduce 
SO,., emissions (the SO,., emission rate of natural gas is virtually zero). Manv of these sourct:s are 

- w -

currently "oil/gas fungible" (i.e., are able to switch quickly and easily between oil and gas) and have 
access to gas pipelines. Others (e.g .. some sources in New England. New York and Flnrida) have 
limited pipeline access or face regional pipeline capacity limitations in the near term and would thus 
incur additional costs to switch from residual oil to natural gas. As a result. gas producers are likely 
to experience increased demand (and may receive higher prices) at the expense of oil producers. 

After 2000 under the high scenario. gas utilization is expected to be somewhat higher in the 
regulatory case than in the absent regulations case because oil/gas steam sources in some regions may 
find it profitable to over-control (i.e., reduce emissions below target levels) and sell or use the 
resulting allowances elsewhere. 

5.3.5 Impacts on Manufacturers of Emissions Control Equipment 

The Acid Rain Program will lead to increased retrofit scrubbing at coal-fired power plants. 
The increase in retrofit scrubbing will, in turn. lead to increased revenues for scrubber manufacturers. 
as well as increased revenues for lime/limestone producers (lime/limestone are common catalytic 
reagents used in wet scrubbing systems). This could also lead to increased employment in the air 
pollution equipment industry. 
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A<; mentioned earlier. more retrofit scrubbing is expected in the absent regulations case than 
in the regulatory case. This is because many sources cannot easily switch to low sulfur coais hecause 
(I) they are not easily accessible by rail. (2) they ,ire "minemouth" plants (i.e .. located very near a rnai 
mine and receiving their coal hy truck t~r cnnvey~rl or ( -,) they have hoiier designs that an.: not 
cl1mpatible with eastern low sulfur coals.:' 

5.4 lmpacts on Small Entities 

This section provides an assessment of the differential effects of the regulations lln small 
entities. The first subsection presents a description of the federal requirements for a small entity 
analysis. The next subsection provides a definition of a small entity for the purposes of this report 
and a characterization of the population of small entities. The third subsection presents estimates 
l1f the costs and savings under the absent regulations case and the regulatory case for six model 
utilities that. taken together. represent the most important characteristics of the small utility 
population. The fourth subsection discusses the potential differences between the impacts on small 
utilities that are owned by municipalities and other small utilities. Finally. the fifth subsection 
summarizes the conclusions of the small entity analysis. 

5.4.1 Requirements for a Small Entity Analysis 

Under the Regulatory Flexibility Act (RFA), EPA is required to analyze the impacts of 
proposed regulations to determine whether they will cause a significant impact on a substantial 
number of small entities.'' Because the Rf A does not provide concrete definitions of "small entity." 
"significant impact." or "substantial number." EPA has established guidelines setting the stamlards to 
be used in evaluating impacts on small businesses.7 The guidelines specify that size definitions set 
by the U.S. Small Business Administration (SBA) should be used as the initial determination of a 
"small entity," but that EPA can use an alternative definition if it better captures the point at which 
entities are adversely affected simply because of their size. The guidelines further specity that a 
"substantial number" can be either a large fraction of the affected population of small entities or a 
large number of small entities. Finally, the guidelines set four criteria for determining whether 
impacts will be significant: 

• Annual compliance costs increase total cost of production for small businesses by 
more than 5 percent: 

• Compliance costs as a percentage of sales for small businesses are at least ten percent 
higher than compliance costs as a percentage of sales for large businesses: 

• Capital costs of compliance represent a significant portion of capital available to small 
businesses; or 

For example. wet bottom and cyclone boilers require low ash fusion temperature coals and there are few low sulfur 
coals with these characteristics in the East. 

5 USC60l. 

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Memorandum to Assistant Administrators, "Compliance with the Regulatory 
fleXlbility Act." EPA Office of Policy, Planning and Evaluation. 1984 (no date). 
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• The requirements of the regulations are likely to result in closures of small husinesses. 

The net effect of the regulations will he to reduce the cost of meeting the ohjectivcs of CAA. 
and small entities arc likely to he the primary hendiciaries of the costs reduction. Hm..-ever. an 
assessment of the impact of compliance with the implementation regulations compared to compliance 
with the statute hv itsdf is included. 

5.~.2 Definition of Small Entity 

For purposes of this analysis. EPA has adopted the SBA definition that a "small" electric 
power utility is one that generates a total of less than 4 hillion kilowatt-hours per year.'" ~ot all 
small utilities are affected hy the acid rain title of CAA. Utilities will he unaffected if (I) all of their 
units are exempt (e.g .. units using non-fossil sources or existing simple gas turbines). or (2) they fall 
helow statutory minimums for electric generating capacity (existing units smaller than 25 :VtW). 

After excluding utilities exempt from the provisions of CAA. EPA has determined that ahout 
105 of the 2-t.I Phase II affected utilities (about 44 percent) are small.9 

IO Collectively. affected 
small utilities accounted for about 5 percent of total 1988 electricity generation by affected utilities 
(i.e .. ahout 119 billion kilowatt-hours of electric power generation during 1988). 

Characteristics of Small Utilities 

Small utilities differ from large utilities in several important respects: (I) ownership: (2) 
generation mix; and (3) cost of achieving emissions reductions. Exhibit 5-6 shows the ownership 
patterns of all Phase II affected utilities. disaggregated by size. As shown in the exhibit. it is more 
common for small utilities to be operated by municipal governments than is the case for larger 
utilities: 60 percent ( 63 out of 105) of the small utilities whose generation is shown in Exhibit 5-6 are 
run hy municipal governments, while the comparable figure for large utilities is only four percent (5 
nut of 132). Municipal governments operating their own small utilities are likely to administer small 
cities as well; thus. an analysis that examines the effects of the acid rain regulations on small utilities 
also serves as an examination of the effects on small affected municipalities. 11 

This section treats utilities as the unit of analysis. rather than individual power plants or 
individual generating units within power plants. The reason for concentrating on utilities _is that they 
are separate financial entities, while power plants and generating units are owned (generally) by 
utilities. As a practical matter, smaller utilities tend to have only one power plant. and the analysis 
assumes that all units owned by a given utility will be affected by the regulations. To some extent. 

!U 

II 

13 CFR 121. 

In makmg this determination, EPA counted all individual operating companies that operate at least one affected 
unit. Because some of the operating companies are owned by one or more large utilities, the actual number of 
affected utilities and affected small utilities will both be smaller. Four affected utilities could not be characterized 
Iiecause their generation rates are unknown. 

:-.lone of the Phase I affected utilities are considered small. 

The assumption that small municipal utilities serve small mLJnicipalities is hased on the fact that more than 60 
percent (38 out of 63) of small municipal utilities are in cities wnh populations of less than 50.000. Countv and Citv 
Data Book. U.S. Bureau of the Census. 19K8. 
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this assumption could overstate the impact of the program. since utilities with some unaffected 
generating units will face proportionately smaller changes in their costs. 

EXHIBIT 5-6 
0\\/NERSHIP CHARACTERISTICS OF AFFECTED PHASE II OPERATING CTILITIES. 

'.\1ore 
Ownership than 20 

Investor 35 

Co-op 0 

Municipal 

Federal 2 

Total 38 

BY SIZE CATEGORY 
{number of utilities) 

l 9X8 Generation 
(billion kilowatt-hours per year) 

Large Utilities Small U tilitiesa 

Less 
10 to 20 4 to 10 l to 4 0.5 to I than 0.5 

29 41 19 5 

2 12 9 2 

3 15 2 46 
.., 

3 2 2 _1 

35 59 45 6 54 

Totalh 

130 

26 

68 

13 

237 

Small utilities are defined hy the Small Business Administration as utilities generating less than .+ hillion kwh,yr. 
Total does not include two investor-owned, one co-op, and one municipal utility for which generation rates are 
unknown. 

Source: National Allowance Data Base Version 1.0 and !CF Analysis of the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990. 

Exhibit 5-7 shows the types of fossil fuels used by utilities with different generation rates. As 
seen in the exhibit, smaller utilities are more likely to depend exclusively on either oil/gas or coal. 
rather than a combination of oil/gas and coal at different units. In addition, very small utilities are 
more dependent on oil and gas as opposed to coal. 

A preliminary review of publicly available data and information on unit characteristics suggests 
that, all other things being equal, emissions from smaller power plants tend to be relatively costly to 
control. In other words, it is generally more expensive per kilowatt-hour (kwh) of electricity 
generated for a small plant to reach a given emissions target than for a large plant to reach the same 
target. This is believed to be true for several reasons. First, relative to larger units, smaller units 
typica!ly require more fuel (measured in Btu) per kwh produced. Consequently, their costs of 
switching to higher priced, lower sulfur fuels will generally be higher per kwh produced than for 
larger units. even if they are able to switch to a lower sulfur fuel without any other cost. Second. 
smaller units are at a relative disadvantage if capital improvements are needed in order to allow the 
use of lower sulfur fuels. Smaller units cannot achieve the same "economies of scale" as larger units 
and thus incur higher capital costs per unit kwh. Also. because smaller units tend to be older than 
larger units. their shorter remaining useful lifetime over which to depreciate capital costs contributes 
to a higher cost per kwh produced. Third. designing equipment for smaller units that is comparable 
to equipment used at larger units is frequently more difficult, because smaller units generally have 
less space available for adding equipment. 
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EXHIBIT 5-7 

·FUEL USE CHARACTERISTICS BY tJTILITY SIZE 
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5.-U Estimation ot' Impacts ot' Statute and Implementation Regulations 

This sectilin preseilts analyses of how the total costs of the statute and the implementation 
rL:g.uiations vary with utility sizes. t'ud types. and ownership types. The cmts due to the dfects under 
the ahsent regulations case are mm pared to the effects under the regulatory ca.se. Cm ts under the 
ahsent regulations case include the costs of SO, emissions reductions and the installatinn of hasic 
CEMS. Estimated costs under the regulatory case include S02 emissions control costs as reduced 
hv emissions trading and banking. plus the cosLs of transactions. additional CEMS monitoring 
requin:ments (including data reporting). and permits. Results are based on the high scenario in the 
year 2000. which is believed to provide a reasonable hasis for evaluating maximum potential impacts 
of the regulations lm small entities. 

In examining effects on small entities. EPA constructed six model small utilities of varying fuel 
type and size to represent most of the small utility population. It was important to include model 
utilities using different fuel types because the cost of controlling 502 emissions for coal plants is 
different from the cost for oil or gas plants. and different allowance allocations arc made depending 
on fuel type. There were also two factors considered in choosing model utilities of varying sizes. 
First. relatively smaller utilities would tend to experience greater impacts if they were subject to the 
same statutory provisions as relatively larger utilities. Second. it was necessary to include utilities of 
all sizes because the statute contains provisions which grant additional allowances to a subgroup of 
small utilities--those with high emissions rates. no power plants larger than 75 MW. and total fossil 
steam generating capacity below 250 MW. It was necessary to differentiate among utilities that were 
affected by these provisions and those that were not. 12 

To allow for the effects of utility size. EPA developed two sizes of model plants by first 
dividing the universe of small entities into four size groups: each group contains one-fourth of the 
affected small entities. EPA identified characteristics of the plants at the points dividing the size 
groups (i.e .. the utilities that were greater in size than 25. 50 and 75 percent of all small utilities. 
termed the lower quartile. median, and upper quartiles respectively). EPA then developed model 
plants that corresponded to the plants at the lower quartile and median points. EPA determined that 
utilities at the median were generally on the borderline of meeting the statutory requirements that 
provide additional allowances. Consequently. utilities at the median are about the smallest that are 
subject to the same level of stringency as large plants and are. therefore. likely to im:ur the largest 
impacts. Utilities at the lower quartile will be typical of the smaller utilities potentially eligible for 
additional allowances. The smallest existing units covered by the regulations arc 25 MW. but new 
units less than 25 MW are also covered under some options. Under Option 5. units less than 25 MW 
will not be required to have CEMS and permits. Impacts on those units less than 25 MW are 
considered briefly in an attachment to this document. 

To allow for differences across fuel types. two of the model utilities burn coal: two burn oil: 
and two burn natural gas. The two coal-fired utilities are relatively "dirty." with pre-statute emissions 
rates of S02 of about 5 lbs/mmBtu. The two oil-fired utilities have emissions rates of S02 of about 
1.5 lbsimrnBtu. whereas the two gas-fired utilities have virtually no SO,, emissions. The larger coal
fired utility has total (year 2000) generation of about 2.1 bkwh/yr (billion kwhs per year). which is 
about half SBA's current definition of a small utility and about 5 times as great as the median of all 

More detail on these provisions. and on the number of utilities affected by them. is provided in Appendix 5. 
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small utilities in 1988. L1 The larger gas-fired utility has a total generation rate of ahout 1.3 hkwh.:yr. 
The larger oil-fired utility has a total generation rate of about 0.5 bkwh/yr. Each of the three smallest 
model utilities have generation rates of ahout 0. ! hbvh;yr. In the case of the larger ;.iii and coal 
utilities. their tntal capacity exct.:eds 2.50 MW. Hc:"nce. thev must dfectivdy reduce their l.'.missiuns 
t• 1 1 . .2 lhs;mmBtu based on their f-iasdine fud consumptior.. The larger nil ~ind Cl1al utilities art.: worst. 
case examples because all of their units are assumed to he affected. and have to reduce emissions 
si.l!nifo.:antly at high unit costs. In contrast. the smaller coal and oil utilities have total capacity less 
than 250 :\1W and hence receive allowances equal to their current emissions levels (that is. their 
hasdine times their current emissions rate) and are not forecast to experience anv utilization 
incrL:ases in the future. Accordingly. they do not need to reduce their emissions. 

Another important regulatory distinction relates to gas units of differing utilization pattt.:rns. 
A" discussed in Chapter 4. gas and oil units used ten percent of the time or less (that is. "peaking" 
units) are permitted to use monitoring methods other than CEMS that will cut monitoring costs 
substantially. The model utilities assumed for this analysis concentrated on non-peaking units. since 
they are hoth more common and more likely to incur significant costs. In reviewing the results. 
however. it should be kept in mind that impacts for some small oil- and gas-fired units will be 
substantially lower than those presented here. 

Results of Model Utility Cost Impact Analysis 

Exhibit 5-8 shows the cost of the regulations in millions of dollars per year. Cost categories 
examined include the costs of S02 reductions: transactions costs associated with buying and selling 
allowances: costs of CEMS: and permit-related costs. Costs for the auctions. sales, IPP guarantees. 
and conservation and renewables are not included, as these are voluntary programs with minimal costs 
to participants. 

Costs of SO,, reductions are the incremental costs of acid rain controls, relative to the pre
statute case, under the absent regulations and regulatory cases. Costs for the model utilities were 
estimated using the results of the CEUM l4 and additional calculations to adapt the model's results 
to the model utilities that were constructed. The assumed responses of the utilities under the absent 
regulations case and the regulatory case are shown in Exhibit 5-9. Allowance trading and banking 
lead to cost savings (or no change) relative to the absent regulations case for each model utility: for 
the small oil utility and the two gas utilities. the allowance trading and banking system leads to net 
savings relative to the pre-statute case. 

EPA has not made precise estimates of the costs of allowance transactions to individual small 
utilities. Instead, impacts have been estimated on the basis of relative values of transactions costs and 
volumes and the cost savings from trading and banking. A small utility's transaction costs per 
allowance traded are assumed to be four times higher than the industry average. 15 Transaction 

Cieneration rates are not strictly comparable, however. because the generation rate in 2000 incorporates estimates 
of uuhty growth. 

ICFs Coat and Electric Utilities Model (CEUM) is a detailed linear programming, engineering-economic model that 
contains a coal supply segment. a transportation segment, an electric utility demand sector. transm1ss1on. and non
uuhty ener),'Y demand segments and is linked with databases and other supporting models. This model 1s the 
primary analytic tool used by ICF in analyses for EPA. other federal agencies. and private companies for proposed 
acid ram policy initiatives and bills. 

See Appendix .. A. 
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rnsts for the industry as a whole are assumed to he three percent of the savings realized through 
allowance trading. 16 If the per-unit transaction costs for small entities are four times as great as 
fm the industry as a whole. then transactions costs equal twelve percent (that is. four times three 
percent) of the savings from trading and hanking. The costs shown in Exhibit 5-X rL'llect a twelve 
percent transactions cost. (This is likely to he an overcstimat~ for the largest Sf!lall utilities. as their 
allowance transactions may he about as large as the average industry-wide transaction. If su. their 
transactiuns cost might he no higher than the industry average.) The auctions. direct sales. and IPP 
\\Titt...:n guarantee prng~am should help kec..:p transactions down for small entitic..:s. as thc..:y arc..: expected 
tl 1 aid in the devdopment of a well-functioning market. 

EXHIBIT 5-8 
ESTl~'L\TED COST OF THE ACID RAIN PROGRAM TO '.\:IODEL SMALL l'TILITIES 
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The absent regulations case assumes costs for purchasing CEMS but no costs for data 
reporting. The cost of CEMS in the regulatory case assumes a variant Option 5. which is the 

Exhibit ~-22 shows the high estimate of transactions costs tq he 5400 million. while Exhibit 4-23 shows the high 
estimate of savings from trading to he S 13.8 billion. The trnnsact1ons costs as a percentage of savings, then. arc 
i.:qual to S0.4 hillion;S 13.8 billion or about three percent. 
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proposed option. 17 It includes annual costs of $1.800 per source (based on Exhibit .+-1 () on page .+-
24) for d::ita reporting in Phase II. Costs of permits are based on the total annualized Phase II costs 
to participants ( $2.646.000) divided by the total number of sources ( 827) that are required to uhtain 
permits (see Exhibit 4-19 on page 4-.-,7). 

EXHIBIT 5-9 
ASSVMED RESPONSES OF \'IODEL t:TILITIES 

Regulatory Case 

Switches to low-sulfur coal and 
buys allowances 

(No response) 

Buvs allowances 

! Sells allowances 

May sell a few allowances 

May sell a few allowances 

Source: !CF analysis of cost-effective responses. 

The three smallest model utilities are worse off under the regulatory case than under the 
absent-regulations case. The increase in costs is moderately small (less than $60.000 per year) and 
is due largely to the additional CEMS requirements. 

Exhibit 5-10 shows the results in mills (tenths of a cent) per kwh for small utilities compared 
to the industry as a whole. Although reliable electricity generation costs for the model utilities in the 
pre-statute case were not available. the results can be compared to the average price of electricity 
of roughly 60 mills/kwh. 18 For four model facilities (the two gas-fired facilities and the smaller co~l 
and oil facilities) cost increases under the absent-regulations case are less than l mill/kwh. which is 
comparable to the overall cost to all utilities. This increase represents about one percent of the 
average price of electricity. and should cause minimal impacts. The difference in costs for these four 
facilities under the regulatory case are minimal as well. 

For the larger coal and oil-fired model utilities. though. impacts in the absent regulations case 
are serious -- 5 to 11 mills/kwh. which is about ten to twenty percent of the approximately 60 
mills/kwh value of the electricity generated. These utilities are helped significantly more by the 
implementation regulations than the industry average. After transactions costs. the trading provisions 
reduce the costs of 502 reductions to the larger model coal-fired utility by about 6.8 mills/kwh. The 

\~ 

The regulatory case does not fully retlect CEMS cost savings now incorporated into Option 5. and overstates c 'EMS 
costs by about 10 percent for gas-fired units and 25 percent for oil-fired units. The owrall thrust of tht: results are 
not affected by these differences in cost estimates. 

Edison Electric Institute Statistical Yearbook. 
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uverail savings of the regulatory case is roughly 60 percent or the costs under the ahsent regulations 
case. For the larger oil-fired utility. the net cost savings of the trading provisions is ahout 1.2 
mi!Lkwh: overall. the regulatory case is 25 percent less costly than the ahscnt rq!ulatinns case. 

EXHIBIT 5-10 
!~CREASE I'.\ ELECTRICrtY <~E'.\ERATION COSTS TO \IOl>EL S\IALL LTILITlES 
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National aggregate ts csttmated by dividing total cost l1y total gcneratton. 
Source: I<T analysts. 
:\11 unns arc assumed to have capacity factors greater than ten percent. 

Even after the reductions in cost provided by the implementation regulations the impact on 
small coal- and oil-fired utilities is still significant. The regulatory cost to the larger coal-fired model 
utility of 4.5 mills/kwh represents more than seven percent of the 60 mills/kwh value of the electricity 
produced. whereas the regulatory cost to the larger oil-fired model utility of 3.9 mills/kwh represents 
less than 7 percent of the value of the electricity produced. About 36. or one-third of the !05 
affected small utilities, could face impacts of up to this magnitude. although as noted the larger coal 
and oil model utilities represent wnrst case examples. The other two-thirds have regulatory impacts 
that are comparable to or less than the impacts on all utilities as a group. EPA believes that hy 
implementing the trading provisions. it has provided all relief available under the statute to help the 
most affected small utilities. Costs of the CEMS and permit provisions represent a minor part nf the 
overall cost to these utilities. 
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5.-&...& Impacts on Small Municipal Utilities 

Exhibit 5-(, showed the strong association hetwcen small utilities and municipal ownc.:rship: 
almost all municipal utilities (6:; uf 08) are small. and a majority of small utilities (6.1 of 105) arc 
municipal. Because of the large number of municipally-owned small utilitie:'>. it is important Lo 
~unsiJcr whether the impacts of the Acid Rain Program will differ according to the mvnership of thc 
utilities. 

The impacts of the Acid Rain Program could potentially differ between municipally-llwned 
;ind invesLor-uwned utilities for tw\l reasons: if the same cost changes could have different impacts 
depending on the Linancial structure of the owners: or if the mix of sizes and types of pllwer plants 
owned hy municipalities is different than the mix owned by investors. 

Of these two potential reasons for differing effects on municipally-owned utilities. EPA has 
rnnsidered only the second in detail. EPA has no reason to expect that the Acid Rain Program will 
affect power plant costs differently solely on the financial structure of the owner. The fact that 
municipally-owned utilities rely more heavily on borrowed capital (as opposed to equity capital) than 
Jo investor-owned utilities is not seen as likely to change the impacts of cost differences: if anything. 
the use of tax-exempt municipal bonds as a financing mechanism may provide municipally-owned 
utilities with a minor cost advantage. Combined with the lack of a profit incentive for municipally 
owned utilities. the net cost under the regulatory case to the consumer may well he smaller for 
municipally-owned utilities as compared to investor-owned utilities. 

Because the size and fuel type of a utility has a significant impact on the costs of compliance. 
however. it is important to consider the mix of power plants owned by municipal utilities compared 
to investor-owned utilities and co-operatives. Exhibit 5-11 shows a breakdown of small affected 
utilities by capacity and fuel type for federally owned. investor-owned. municipally owned. and co
operative-owned utilities. Capacities are divided into those above and those below 250 MW. because 
those: below 250 MW with substantial emissions are more likely to be eligible to receive additional 
allowances. l 'J Fuel types are divided into coal. oil. and gas. 

The power plants most affected under the absent-regulations case are likely to be those at 
utilities with capacities above 250 MW that burn coal or oil. As seen in the exhibit. a relatively small 
fraction of municipally-owned utilities (9 of 63. or 14 percent) fall into these categories. By contrast. 
most small investor-owned utilities ( 16 of 25. or 64 percent) fall into the categories likely to be most 
affected. Co-operatives are similar to investor-owned utilities in that a large fraction (8 of 12. or 67 
percent) burn coal and have capacities greater than 250 MW. Thus. relatively few municipal utilities 
are likely to be seriously affected in the absent-regulations case. or to gain significantly under the 
regulatory case.20 

As seen in Appendix 5A. about 58 of the 66 utilities wnh less chan 250 MW of fossil steam generaung capac11y are 
granted additional allowances, 17 because chey meet scacucory cnteria of having an em1ss1ons race of more than 1.2 
lbimmBtu and no individual unit greater than 75 MW capacny, and .+ 1 because they have an emissions rate l.:ss than 
1.2 lb;mmBtu. 

Impacts on municipal utilities wnh new small generating units. given the exception for certain new units under 25 
MW. <.ire discussed separately m a bnef attachment co this document. 
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EXHIBIT 5-11 
FlJEL LSED AT SMALL L'TILITIES BY TYPE OF OW~ERSHIP 
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Source: ICF analysis. 

5A.5 Conclusions Regarding Small Entities 

In conclusion. virtually all of the impacts on small businesses are caused by statutory 
provisions of CAA. Although EPA is considering regulations that are intended to mitigate some of 
the burden on small businesses (see the brief attachment to this document), the statutory provisions 
n.:strict the amount of relief that can be given. EPA·s regulatory flexibility analysis is summarized in 
the following observations. 

• The implementation regulations are likely to result in substantial 
reductions in the costs imposed by the statute on small entities. As 
a percentage of the costs under the absent regulations case, the 
savings provided by the regulations may be similar to the savings for 
larger utilities. Absolute savings measured in mills per kwh. on the 
other hand. will typically be greater for those small utilities that face 
significant costs than for larger utilities. 

• Among small entities. most of the savings provided by the regulations 
will be concentrated among those utilities experiencing the largest cost 
increases under the absent re6ulations c:;ise: relatively larger small 
utilities burning coal and. to a lesser degree. oil. 
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• The auctions. direct sales. and IPP written guarantee programs are 
likely to have net positive impacts on small entities. 

• The proposed CEMS regulations (Option 5) will impose dispropor
tionate costs on small entities because th~y require the same 04uip
ment at all facilities rcgardiess of size. The proposed regulations. 
however. \vould allow the use of monitoring ml'.thods othl'.r than 
CEMS .for gas-fired units. This will mitigate the disproportionate 
impacts to some degrcl'.. hecause small utility plants are more likely to 
hum gas. Further mitigation of impacts for new small units is 
discussed in a brief attachment to this document. 

• Permit regulations will impose greater costs per kwh on the smallest 
oil and coal utilitil'.s than on other utilities. The permit costs arc 
mandated hy the statute. and are thus not imposed hy EPA. 

• A relatively small percentage of affected municipally-owned utilities 
-- no more than 14 percent -- will face significant cost increases as a 
result of the Acid Rain Program. 
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CHAPTER 6 
BENEFITS OF S02 REDUCTIONS 

This chapter describes the benefits that are expected to result from the SO., reductions that 
would result under the acid rain program. Where possible. the beneficial effects hav~ hecn expressed 
4uantitatively: however. none of the effects have been expressed in terms of dollar values. 

Th..: five sections of this chapter discuss five areas in which acid rain is known m suspected 
to cause damage: Acid levels in surface water: visibility: human health: forests: and materials. Each 
section also discusses the extent to which the l 0 million ton per year reduction in S02 emissions 
mandated hy Title IV may be able to reduce these damages. 

6.1 Acidification of Surface Water 

A principal effect of acid rain (or more accurately. acidic deposition. which includes acid rain. 
snow. and fog. as well as gases and particulates) is increased acidity of lakes and streams. 

Based on measurements taken under the National Surface Water Survey. it is estimated that 
four percent of the lakes in the United States larger than 10 acres and eight percent of streams are 
currently acidic. 1 These percentages represent hundreds of lakes and thousands of miles of streams. 
Acidic lakes and streams are even more prevalent in Canada than in the United States. The 
Canadian government reports that more than 14.000 lakes in Southeastern Canada are acidic due to 
acid deposition.2 In addition, there are many more surface water bodies which become temporarily 
acidic at times of high acidic deposition capacity to neutralize acid, threatening biological life such 
as fish. Including these bodies triples the number of lakes and streams seriously affected by 
acidification. 

SO,, emissions have been identified as a principal cause of acid rain. which is estimated to be 
responsible-for three-fourths of lake acidification and half of stream acidification.3 Thus. significant 
reductions in S02 emissions can be expected to reduce the problem of surface water acidification. 
For example. analyses of the Adirondack region. which is particularly affected by acid deposition. 
showed that a 50 percent reduction in sulfate (a transformation product of S02) deposition would 
reduce the number of acidic lakes from the current level of 14 percent to 3 percent over a period 
of years in that area.-+ Other areas that would benefit from reduced S02 emissions include lakes and 
streams in New England. the Mid-A~lantic Highlands and Coastal Plain. the upper Midwest. the 
Southeastern Highlands. and Aorida.:i 

National Acid Precipitation Assessment Program (NAP AP). Integrated Assessment External Review Draft. 
August 1990. 

"U.S. - Canada Air Quality Agreement Progress Report", March. 1992. 

See footnote l. 

See footnote I. 

NAPAP Integrated Assessment, 1990. 
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Most acidified surface waters are unable to support fish or plant life. While there arc species 
(yellow perch. for example) that are resistant to acid and can live in some acidic waters. sensitive 
species such as brook trnut have heen wiped out in many areas. The degradation of these hahitats 
has many harmful effects. in reduced value to sport fishers as well as in the more intangible area of 
reduced hiodiversity and the valu!..! our socieLy attaches to ensuring that the nat.ural environment can 
support wildlife. Acid sensitive species occur in all major groups of a4uatic organisms including algai.:. 
zooplankton. invertebrates. fish and amphibians. Thus. by reducing S02 emissions. the Acid Rain 
Program is predicted to_ provide the benefits. such as a rich and diverse population of aquatic specii.:s. 
associated with restored capacity of surface water to support life hy reducing acidic deposition and 
thereby reducing surface water acidification. The further and future acidification of surfac..: wati.:rs. 
both due tl) chronic and episodic acidification. will also be substantially reduced in many ari.:as hy 
significant reductions in acid deposition. 

6.2 Reductions in Visibility 

Another important impact of S02 em1ss1ons is reduced visibility. Visibility degradation 
manifests itself as haze. which is particularly common in the eastern part of the United States. The 
link between increased levels of sulfate in the air and visibility reduction is firmly established in the 
scientific literature. and increased sulfate levels have. in turn. been found to be directly related to SO., 
emissions. Sulfates account for more than half of the visibility problem in the East and about a 
fourth of the problem in the West.6 

Because a large part of the visibility degradation is caused by S02 em1ss1ons. reduced 
emissions translate almost immediately into improved visibility. The ten million ton reduction in SO., 
emissions mandated by Title IV is projected to increase visibility by about 30 percent in the eastern 
part of the United States. 7 

The increased visibility that would be provided by the S02 reductions in the acid rain program 
create two major types of benefits: increased safety and improved aesthetics. Increased safety may 
he manifested in terms of reduced accident rates for aircraft and motor vehicles. Improved aesthetics. 
particularly in national parks and other scenic vistas. are highly valued by the public. Improved 
visibility will affect national parks including the Great Smokey and Shenandoah Mountains in the 
east. Visitors to the parks and wilderness areas will benefit from improved visual range and increased 
ability to see form. texture and color in a view. 

6.3 Effects on Human Health 

S02 emissions, and especially air concentrations of acid sulfate aerosols, have been implicated 
by a growing body of evidence from epidemiological studies and laboratory studies of humans a11d 
animals as responsible for a variety of human health effects. Some studies directly relate acid aerosols 
to breathing problems in asthmatics, children, and other sensitive subpopulations. Acute exposures 
may result in wheezing, coughing and shortness of breath. Other studies implicate the effect of 
long-term exposure to acid aerosols on the development of chronic lung disease. Sulfate 
concentrations have been shown by one study to be associated with an increase in hospital admissions 

Sc::e footnote l. 

See footnote I. 
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for respiratory ailments. and several researchers have suggested that sulfates are responsible for an 
excess in mortality.K 

A numher of inherent uncertainties exist in some of the analyses concerning the effects of 
SO:! on human health. especially with regard LO the association between sulfates.-and excess mortality. 
Consequently. definitive statements concerning the amounts an-d types of health effects caused by SO., 
are limited. Nevertheless. the consistent findings across several studies and indications of ongoing 
health studies support the bdief that a reduction in SO., will result in a significant - and. for somi..: 
health effects. immcdia-te - reduction in adverse human health effects. 

6A Effects on Forests 

Acid deposition appears to he a major contributor to damage to high elevation spruce tret.:s 
that populate the Appalachian Mountains and other mountain ranges in the eastern part of the 
United States. This damage is manifested by a loss of foliage. which can lead to a reduction in tree 
populations in high elevation areas and. in turn. an increase in erosion and other adverse effects. 

Acid deposition also is a concern for forest soils. As acidic compounds moves through the 
soil. they can strip away vital plant nutrients and thus pose a threat to future forest productivity. 
Furthermore. as the acidity of the soils increases and the capacity of the soil to ahsorh acidic 
deposition decreases. acidic water begins to pass through to surface waters, thus increasing the 
adverse effects to aquatic organisms (discussed in Section 6.1) and to an entire watershed area. 

A reduction of S02 emissions is expected to not only result in an elimination of damage to 
foliage and soil, but to allow for the recovery of previously damaged tree populations. Constant or 
increased emissions. on the other hand, are expected to result in increased foliage damage and an 
increase in soil acidity. 

6.5 Damage to Materials 

Through the use of controlled experiments that imitate current conditions, acidic deposition 
has heen shown to corrode certain commercially important coatings, such as paint, and a variety of 
structural materials, such as those used in items ranging from statues to buildings.9 Many public 
monuments and other cultural objects are constructed of some of the most susceptible of these 
materials. Furthermore, the areas in the U.S. having the largest number of cultural materials coincide 
with the regions of highest acidic depostion. These cultural resources include historic buildings. 
monuments, statues and gravemarkers. Recent data also indicate that acid deposition may damage 
automobile paint often resulting in car owners or dealerships repainting the damaged surfaces. 
Secondary benefits (e.g., reduced soiling) will accrue through reduction in particulate matter (PM). 
which will occur when S02 emissions are reduced. A reduction in S02 emissions would also likely 
extend the life (including functionality and appearance) of many of these materials and structures. 
resulting in economic benefits associated with reduced damage and need for extensive maintenance 
or repair. 

See footnote 1. 

See footnote I. 
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APPENDIX 3B 
EPA Pollution Control 

Cost Assumptions 



Scrubber Costs 

Scrubber cost assumptions for the RIA analysis were the same as those used in EPA 1989-90 
acid rain analyses. includJng the Administration bill analysis in 1989U and the previously cited Senate 
and House bill analyses.='. The scrubber cost assumpuons were based on EPRI/Stearns-Rogers cost 
assumptions as interpreted by RCG1Hagler, Bailly, Inc. (Several key assumptions were made: ( l) 
a contingency factor of 15 percent was used, (2) one spare module was assumed. and (3) scrubbers 
were assumed to be designed with I1Q reheat in contrast to assumptions in the 1987 EPA Base Case.) 
The cost assumpuons for a new powerplant meeting NSPS-Da requirements resulting from this 
assessment are presented in Table Ill-B-1. 

The net effect of these assessments was that wet scrubbing was assumed to be employed at 
all unplanned new powcrplants. because wet scrubbing cost estimates were lower than drv scrubbinl? 
costs estimates. · -

For the House and Senate bill analyses and this RIA analysis, three further sets of scrubber 
costs assumpuons were used: 

• 

• 

Retrofits. Retrofit scrubber costs assumed that 90 percent S02 
removal (using wet scrubber technology) would be .the most cost
effcctive scrubbing option. These cost assumptions for a •base• 
generic installation were developed using the same methodology and 
sources as described above. and are presented in Table m-B-2. In 
addition, !11 retrofit scrubber installations were then applied •retrofit 
factors• to reflect the relative ease or difficulty of installing scrubbers 
at various existing sites. These cost add-ons range from 10 to 100 
percent of the "base• scrubber capital cost, and from 7.5 to 75 
percent of the "base• fixed O&M cosL 

95 Percent Remoyal at New Planq. Under Title IV, most sources 
built after enactment must obtain emission allowances from •affect
ed• sources in Phase IL Over time, the marginal cost of obtaining 
allowances far new plants would increase very significantly, to the 
point where increased 502 removal from new sources (beyond New 
Source Performance Standards, subpan Da requirements) would be 
economic and desirable. For this analysis. new coal plants were given 
the option to install scrubben to achieve 9S percent S02 removal in 
the tradinl c:ua and were required to acbieYe 9S percent 502 
removal in the no-trading cases. To achieve 9S percent S02 removal. 
it wu conservatively assumed (after discussion with archiu:ctural/ 
engineering firm&} that current. conventional NSPS-Da wet scrubbing 
alone would be insufficient, and that adipic acid injection or a 
modified/refined scrubbing system would be required. To account for 
these added costs. capital costs were increued by $30/kw and variable 
O&M costs by 0.2 mill/kwb over 90 percent wet scrubber removal cost 
levels for a very high sulfur coal. or total levelized costs of about 0. 7 • 

l/ See Economic Analysis of Tuk V (Acid &in Provisions) of tM Administration's Proposed 
Cl~an Air Act Amel'llimmu (H.R.3030/S.1490), September 1989. 

Op cit p. 3-2. 



0.8 mills/kwh. (For a low sulfur coal. the costs were assumed to be 
about 0.4 rnills/kwh.) These estimates arc likely to be conservative. 
and compare to industry total cost estimates of about 0.3-0.5 mills/kwh 
for incorporating an adipic acid system into conventional scrubbing 
designs. These resulting costs arc presc~tcd in Table III="J?-3. 



EXHIBIT JB·l 
Wet Scrubber Costs For New Utility Powerplants I 

Meeting NSPS Subpart Da Regulath>ns 
I 

I Sulfur Lem i I 

Very I ! Low f f HIP ! ; Very I 

\ 
Law '. Med.Jam \ Mecli•• Med.Jam Hip ; Low I 

I Higb I I I 

Capital Costs 
I I 

I 

1~.00 110.00 110.00 124.00 133.00 I 145.00 ! 154.00 (early '86 S/kw) : 
! ' 

Fixed O&M Costs 
I I 

I 

4.92 4.98 5.00 S.4S 5.74 6.11 ' 6.39 I 
(early '86 S/kw·yr) ' i 

I 

Variable O&M 
I l 
I ., 

Costs (early '86 0.25 0.32 0.46 0.69 0.92 1.36 
I 

1.80 I I millslkwb) 

Energy Penalty 2.SO 2.50 2.SO 2..50 2.SO 2.50 I 2.50 (%) 

Capacity Penalty 2.10 2.10 2.10 2.10 2.10 2.10 2.10 (%) 

Reliability Penalty 2.70 2.70 2.70 2.70 2.70 2.70 I . 210 I (%) 
i 

Annual Emission 
J Rate 0.22 0.29 0.48 0.48 0.48 0.60 0.80 

(lbs. S02'tnJDBtu) 

I 
I 

u...so~..am S..,_Lwel 
:1 

Very Low Sulfur Lesa than 0.80 
Low Sulfur o-.i.<8 
low·Medium Sulfur 1.09-1.66 
Medium Sulfur 1.67-2.50 I 

High-Medium Sulfur 2..51·3.33 
Hip Sulfur 3.54-5.00 
Very Hilb Sulfur More than 5.00 

I 

! 
I 

! 

NOTE: EPA estimates except for reliability penalty, which is b..ed on earlier EPRI estimates. i 
More recent scrubber availability data sugests that these reliability estimates may be ! 

. conservatively high. 
! 



EXHIBIT 3B·2 
"Base" Wet Scrubber Costs For Retrofit Installations• 

; Capital Costs 
l (early '86 S/kw) 

I 
Fixed O&M Costs 

I (early '86 S/kw-yr) 

Variable O&M 
Costs (early '86 

' mills/kwh) 

Energy Penalty 
(%) 

Capacity Penalty 
(%) 

Reliability Penalty 
(%) 

Annual Emission 
Rate 
(lbs. SOimmBtu) 

Sa161r~ 

Very Low Sulfur 
Low Sulfur 
Low-Medium Sulfur 
Medium Sulfur 
High-Medium Sulfur 
High Sulfur 
Very High Sulfur 

Very 
Low 

1 2500 • I 
11900 

I 

5.46 5.48 

0.26 0.34 

2..50 2.50 

2.10 2.10 

2.70 2.70 

0.<8 0.11 

U...SO?"..atw 

Leu than OS> 
O.SO.l.<8 
1.09-1.66 
1.67-2..50 
251-3.33 
3.54-S.OO 

More than S.00 

Sulfur Le¥el 

! Law ! Medtam I Hi&)a f 
f Medium I 1 Mediam I 

J 128 ()() I 133 ()() I 138 ()() I . 
I I 

I 

S.56 S.82 I 5.88 

I 

0.49 I 0.71 0.93 

2.50 2.50 2.50 

2.10 2.10 2.10 

270 2.70 2.70 

0.17 0.25 0.33 

i 
: Very 

Hip . High 

148 00 . 156 00 ' 

6.18 6.46 

i 
I 

1.37 I 

I 
1.81 

2..50 I 2.50 

2.10 I 2.10 

2.70 2.70 

0.50 0.67 

• Does aQt include -retrofit factors- (cost add-om to retlect relati\<e ease or difficulty 
of installin1 scrubbers at existing sites). 

i 
' I 

I 
l 
I 
I 

i 

! 

\ 

; 

: 

: 
I 
I 
I 

I 
; 
i 

' 
i 
I 

i 

: 

' ! 
I 

I 

I 

NOTE: EPA estimates except for reliability pen&lty, which is based on earlier EPRI estimates. I 
More recent scrubber availability data sugescs that these reliability estimates may be I 

I 

conservatively high. I 
i 



EXHIBIT 38-3 
Wet Scrubber Costs For New Utility Pow~rplants 
Achieving 95 Percent Removal with Adipic Acid 

1

t-! ----r--"-'"'.'"-----,.s_ulfi_u_r_Level~~--,....----.----·1 
I
I ~~ , _ j U. ! M ~ HIP ua... I Very I 
~ wvw ., Medium 1. i edlam I Mecli.. ·~ , HIP 

Capital Costs 
(early '86 S/kw) 

• 
139.00 14200 148.00 i 158.00 164.00 

I 

178.00 \ 187.00 
I 

Faed O&M Costs 5 38 5 48 5.56 5 72 S 90 
(early '86 S/kw·yr) · · · . 6.18 6.47 : 
1~~--__;-+-----+------i----~-----+-----+----~-----1 

Variable O&M I 
Costs (early '86 
millslkwh) 

Energy Penalty 
(%) 

Capacity Penalty 
(%) 

Reliability Penalty 
(%) 

Annual Emission 
Rate 
(lbs. SOimmBtu) 

0.29 0.38 0..54 

2.50 

2.10 210 2.10 

2.70 2.70 2.70 

0.04 o.os 0.<8 

0.79 1.04 1..54 204 ; 

2.50 
i 

2.SO ; 

2.10 2.10 2.10 2.10 I 

2.70 2.70 2.70 2.70 ; 

0.13 0.17 0.2.S 0.33 

' 
I 
' i 

Very I.ow Sulfur 
Low Sulfur 
Low·Medium Sulfur 
Medium Sulfur 
High-Medium Sulfur 
Hip Sulfur 

Laa than o.m 
0.80-1.<8 
1.09-1.66 
1.67-2.j() 
2..51·3.33 
3.54-S.OO 

; 

Very High Sulfur More than S.00 

.. 

' 

I 

I 
I 

I 
i 

NOTE: EPA estimates except for reliability penalty, which is based on earlier EPRI estimates. 
More recent scrubber availability data sugests that tbac reliability estimates may be ' 
conscrvati\'ely high. 



Repoweriq 

The amount of repowering in the future, with or without acid rain legislation. is verv 
uncertain. Accordingly, EPA assumed for tbe 1989 Base Case analysis that utilities would undertalc~ 
a small to significant amount of repowering at certain existing coal-fired-units. Repowering (using 
a "generic clean coal• technology) was assumed at EPA's direction to have much greater market 
penetration in the Low Base Case than in the High Base Case. Repowering candidates were assumed 
to include only those unscrubbcd SIP coal units greater than 75 megawatts and less than 400 
megawatts, since current evidence suggests that repowering technologies may be uneconomic or 
technically infeasible at very small or very large units. Units were assumed to become part of the 
candidate pool upon reaching 35 years of age beginning in 2000 (with only units built before 1950 
assumed to be too old to repower). 

In the Low Base Case, it was assumed a total of one third of all such candidates would 
repower by 2010 with lower percentages (five percent by 2000 and 20 percent by 2005) assumed in 
earlier years. Io the High Base Case, much lower market penetration was assumed with onlv 10 
percent of candidate uniu repowering by 2010 (five percent by 200S and no repowering in 2oo0). 

Under this RIA analysis of Title IV. as well as earlier Senate and House bill analyses. no 
additional repowering was assumed to result under the Hi1h Cases, but about 6 gigawatts of 
repowcring candidates assumed to repower between 200S-2010 in the Low Base Case were assumed 
to repower earlier in 2004 under the low Cases in order to take advantage of the proposals' 
repowering incentives. 

In the assumed tint year of repowering in both the High and Low Cases, units between 75 
and 150 Mw and built before 1960 were generally selected for repowering. In later years. units up 
to 400 Mw and those built in the late 1960s and early 1970s were assumed to be selected for 
repowering. Smaller units were assumed to be selected tint because utilities would wish to develop 
their design and construction expertise in simpler, leu expensive settinp. Older units were selected 
first because they are generally smaller and because many utilities would tend to repower units as they 
reached the end of their useful lives (assuming no major refurbishment). Repowercd units were 
selected regionally so as to roughly reflect the proponional distnbution of available candidate 
capacity. Future utility resional capacity requirements were taken into account in selecting the 
repowered units. Capacity was only selected to the extent new capacity was needed in the region to 
meet reserve margin requiremencs. 

The capacity of repowered units under the cases analyzed is presented in Table IIl-B-4. ~ote 
that capacity affected by tbac repowering assumptions are in addition to those_ units which have 
already repowered (e.a-, TVA's Shawnee 10. NSP's Black Dos 4, MDU's Heskett 2. Colorado-Ute's 
Nucla 4) or have firm plans to repower (AEP's Tidd and Spom projeca, SPS's Nichols 3). Together. 
these units total rouahlY 1 ppwan of capacity. in contrast to about 38 gigawatts of repowered 
capacity that results by 2010 &om the repowering assumptions of the Low ease.U . 

The cost and performance characteristics of future repowering candidates is also very 
uncertain. The ·assumed cost and performance characteristics of the repowering technology are 
discussed below, and are generally representative of a fluidil.ed bed combustion (FBC) technology. 

'JI In addition. other projects.(using other emissions control technologies which do not increase 
capacity) that were approwd for funding in ooe·s Oean Coal Technology development 
program (through Round II) were also included in this Base Case analysis. 



• Capacity at those units that were selected for repowering was assumed 
to increase by 50 percent upon repowering. DOE assumes that 
atmospheric FBC ( AFBC) repowering would lead to a 15 percent 
increase in capacity. pressurized FBC (PFBC) repowering would lead 
to a 30-50 percent capacity increase. and integrated gasifier combined 
cycle (IGCC) repowering would lead io a 150 percent increase in 
capacicy.:L The 50 percent capacity increase assumption was thus 
c~osen as a reasonable average capacity gain for repowering projects 
to reflect a "representative• repowering technology, weighted heavily 
towards FBC technology for a typical installation (given the current 
relatively advanced state of FBC development, demonstration, and 
economic refinement). This 50 percent average capacity gain 
assumption is in agreement with EPRI's current assumptions. 

• A beat rate of 9500 Btu/kwh was assumed for all rcpowering projects. 
This is in rough accord with EPRI TAG estimates for the candidate 
repowering technolo~es (9000 Btu/kwb for PFBC and IGCC, 10000 
BtUlltwb for AFBC).~ 

• Capjtal COSts (for units assumed to repower earlier under the Senate 
and House Low cases) were assumed to equal $794/kw (in 1988 S). 
This assumption is in approximate accord with previous preliminary 
ICF analyses, which indicated that the economics of rcpowering with 
PFBC versus building new coal capacity under the earlier Adminis
tration proposal would break even at roughly S800/1r:w (in 1988 S). 

• O&M cost estimates for the generic repowering projectS were also 
derived using EPRI TAG information (see PFBC combined cycles). 
Assuming tbe use of a four percent sulfur bituminous coal. fixed 
O&M costs were assumed to be $38.60/kw-yr, while variable O&M 
costs were assumed to equai 5.S mills/kwb (costs in early 1986 S). 

• A minimum capacity (tumdown) of SO percent was assumed for 
repowered units also in line with EPRI's assessment of PFBC 
technoloa. 

• Additionally, it wu further assumed that repowering would not affect 
a unit's mil•hility (forced and scheduled outage races were assumed 
act to improve). 

• f'.mNions rates were assumed to meet current NSPS requirements for 
S02 and TSP. N01 rates from repowered projects were assumed to 
equal 0.3 lbs. N01 per million Btu. 

'!! .Amaica'.r Ckan Coal Commimtenz. U.S. Department of Energy. Office of Fossil Energy. 
February 1987. 

'Ji TAG - Technical A.ucs.snwnt Guide. Volume I: Elccrricily Supply - 1986. Electric Power 
Research Institute (EPRI p. 4463-SR), December 1986. 



EXHIBIT 38-4 ; 

Repowered Coal Capacity• I 

(gigawatts) 
' 
i I f ' 

I 
(..,.. Cases I 

I 
I 

' Hip Cues 
Base Bue UH' I 

Replatory i 

! 

2000 0 4 4 

200S 6 20 29 

2010 10 38 38 

• Includes SO percent increase in capacity due to repowering. 
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APPENDIX 4A 
!CF'S COAL A .. ~D ELECTRIC UTILmES MODEL (CEUM) 

The complexity of the coal and electric utility industries in the United States poses difficult 
challenges for strategic planners. market analysts. and policymakers. Numerous uncertainties 
regarding changing economic trends and future government policies increase the difficulties of 
forecasting future market conditions. Because of interactions between these two closely-coupled 
industries, attempts to analyze either one in isolation are necessarily incomplete. Yet the complex 
characteristics of these industries often strain the limits of traditional analytic methods. 

Both the coal and electric utility industries face rapidly changing markets. Recent years have 
brought about dramatic changes in the growth of electricity demand, price of alternative fuels. cost 
of nuclear plant construction, and much more. Market conditions have swung broadly from 
undercapacity to overcapacity. The markets continue in a state of transition, and the importance of 
understanding the timing and magnitude of such changes is greaL 

Further, both industries are heavily influenced by a wide-range of government policies and 
regulations. Government regulation affects nearly every aspect of each of these industries including 
environmental protection, miner health and safety, transportation, taxation, price regulation, and 
ratcmaking. The implications of possible policy changes arc substantial and government and industry 
planners place great value on understanding these effects. 

To address the full range of these considerations, ICF Incorporated has developed a system 
of models and databases for analyzing the coal and electric utility industries in an integrated manner. 
At the core of this system of models and data bases is ICFs Coal and Electric Utilities Model 
(CEUM). The CEUM system is a set of interrelated models, data bases, and report writers which 
beyond CEUM consists of mine costing models, numerous data bases including the Coal and Utility 
Information System (CUIS), coal reserve data, coal transportation networks, and much more. 

The CEUM system of models is the product of over ten years of research, development, and 
intensive analysis of the coal and electric utility markets. The "roots• of the system go back to the 
early and mid-1970& when, for the Federal Energy Administration, ICF pioneered the development 
of coal supply concepts and models to link the coal and electric utility markets. Over several years 
and hundreds of analyses for scores of clients, these models and data bases have grown and evolved 
to meet the ever-changing needs of the marketplace. 

Over the last several years, these models have been used individually or in tandem for EPA 
for a wide variety of analytical fronts. The most common purpose bas been the analysis of the 
impacts of alternative environmental regulations on utility emiuion. costs, fuel consumption, coal 
production and compliance choices as well as the effects of alternative existing and new control 
technologies on these measures. 
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CEUM SYSTEM OVERVIEW 

ICFs CEUM system is composed of a number of interrelated models and data bases. The 
components of the system are structured to operate in either a stand-alone environment or as part 
of a broader analytic system. 

Components of the CEUM System 

The centerpiece of the CEUM system of models is ICFs Coal and Electric Utilities Model 
(CEUM). CEUM, perhaps the best-known component of this system, serves as the integrating tool 
which links together all the other models and data bases. The CEUM forecasts key attributes of both 
the coal and electric utility industries. For the coal industry, forecasts are made of coal consumption 
by type of user, production by region and method of mining, mine-mouth prices by type of coal. 
transportation patterns, and delivered prices. For the electric utility industry, forecasts can be made 
of generation, capacity expansion, capacity utilization, fuel use, generation costs, capital investment 
requirements, air emissions and solid wastes. For other coal consuming sectors, forecasts are made 
of coal consumption, sourcing, quality, and price. 

As the integrating component of this modelling system, CEUM is closely linked with the other 
models and data bases that form the complete CEUM modeling system. Frequently, many of these 
models are run jointly with CEUM either as a pre-processor or as a post-processor. Alternatively. 
many of these models and data bases can be used in a stand-alone environment to address specific 
analytic problems. These other components include the following: 

• The Coal and Utillty Information System (CUIS) is a powerful data 
base management system containing detailed information on every 
electric generation unit, both present and planned. The CUIS 
develops the electric utility data inputs of CEUM, and can also be 
used independently as a market analysis tool. Moreover, this system 
is used in disaggregating the forecasts from CEUM to develop 
estimates of individual utility, powerplant, and generating unit impacts. 

• Tbe Reserve Allocation aDd Coal Mine CostiDa Models estimate 
costs. productivity, and minimum selling prices for different types of 
mines in different supply regions. Together with data bases on coal 
reserves and coal mining capacity, these models develop the coal 
supply functions used in CEUM. As stand-alone models, they can be 
used to analy7.c the effects of alternative mining plans and financial 
conditions, and can be used in evaluating the relative profitability of 
different mining operations. 

• Numerous other models aDd data bases serve within the CEUM 
system primarily as front-end processon to CEUM or the other 
models described above. Although typically not used in a stand-alone 
mode, these other models and data bases represent imponant and 
powerful components of the entire system, and include the following: 

coal mining capacity data base. 
coal reserves data base. 
coal transportation networks. 



electricity demand forecasting model. 
load curve forecasting model. 
coal contract data base. 
industrial boiler model. 
process heat model. 
coking coal demand model. 
world coal model. 

System Capabilities 

Collectively. the models and data bases comprising the CEUM system provide the analyst with 
a set of tools which can be used to analyze or address a number of different economic. policy or other 
questions regarding the fuel and electric utility industries. 

These capabilities are best illustrated by identifying some of the analyses which have been 
performed with these models: 

• Air Emissions. How will growth in coal consumption affect future air 
emissions? What are the environmental effects of powerplant life 
extension? What are the costs and coal market impacts of Title IV of 
the Oean Air Amendments? How would changes in emissions 
standards for new industrial boilers affect the use of coal versus 
alternative fuels? How will EPA's "Tall Stack:• regulations affect 
utility costs, emissions, and fuel use? 

• Power Generation TechnoloaJes. What is the market outlook. for 
different technologies for power generation and pollution control? 
How would acid rain mitigation program affect the attractiveness of 
dry scrubbing or LIMB technologies'? What are the prospects for 
combined cycle units vis-a-vis conventional coal-tired technology? 

• Inter· Regional Transmission Potential. Where do current opportuni
ties exist for increased interregional transmission of electricity between 
regions? What are the avoided costs of providing power from one 
region and displacing power generation in another. What are the 
impacts of electricity imports from Canada? 

• Rep»ul Coal Development. Where and to what extent will coal 
production continue to grow? What are the impacts on coal produc
tion and mining employment associated with sulfur dioxide control 
progrm:ns? How might changes in Federal coal leasing policies or 
state severance taxes affect the demand for western coal? 

• Coal Prices. How and when will coal prices change as the markets 
move from an overcapacity situation to a balanced market? How will 
this vary with different economic outlooks and/or policy changes? Can 
changes in mining technologies and labor productivity offset the cost 
impacts of resource depletion? How ~ll changes in coal prices affect 
coal reserve values? 
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• Coal Transportation. How will growing demand for coal change 
transportation patterns? What are the impacts of the Staggers· Rail 
Act and resulting ICC regulations on regional coal production 
patterns? How might individual railroads far~ under alternative acid 
rain mitigation strategies? How would a network of coal slurry 
pipeline affect revenues and regional coal production? 

• Fuel Price and Availability. What are the impacts of changing oil and 
gas prices on the coal markets? How will electricity rates change as 
overcapacity in the coal markets is worked off? What are the 
financial and economic impacts of converting powerplants from oil and 
gas to coal? 

• Tax Policy. How would changes in the percentage depletion 
allowance affect regional and national coal production? How would 
changes in investment tax credits affect electricity rates? How would 
limits on state severance taxes affect coal production patterns in 
western states? 

System Attributes 

The CEUM system of models and data bases has been developed with the objective of 
helping government policy-makers and private sector decision-makers solve real-world problems. 
Each component of the system was designed from its inception to incorporate and display the level 
of detail necessary to address problems in a realistic manner. 

The models incorporate a very high degree of resolution. This resolution is important in 
accurately assessing complex questions. Experience has shown that smaller and simpler models, while 
providing computational speed and programming efficiency, often are not capable of addressing 
complex questions at a level of detail meaningful to analysts. For example, in assessing the costs and 
economics of emission reduction compliance strategies for individual powerplants, it is important to 
have the resolution and flexibility to assess the impact of plant specific retrofit scrubbing costs. fuel 
switching constraints and changes in utilization in meeting overall state or plant specific reduction 
targets. 

As a result of these types of issues and questions the models of the CEUM system have been 
structured to provide a very fine level of detail. For example, CEUM has forty different coal supply 
regions each with up to fifty types of coal, and fifty demand regions each with six consuming sectors. 
In each demand region, there are over thirty different types or categories of powerplants which can 
be mode1ied in the electric utility sector. Over twenty of these are coal, wit most coal powerplants 
categorized individually. The coal transportation network used in CEUM has over two thousand 
routes connecting the various types of movements from coal supply origin to final consumer end-use 
destination. The coal mine costing models reflect over one hundred different mining configurations, 
each which can be adapted to reflect different state taxation policies, union affiliation, and other 
variables. 

A high degree of resolution provided by these models has value only if it can be understood 
and reviewed. To this end, the CEUM system has been developed as a system of "structural" 
models incorporating well-known engineering and financial relationships. Unlike econometric 
approaches, the CEUM models are not based upon abstract concepts and statistical fits, but instead 
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express the engineering (technical and economic) relationships of the overall coal and electrn: uulitv 
markets important to the investment and operating decisions within each market. L·sing thes~ 
relationships. the CEt:M system of models attempt to replicate the normatiYe decisions mad; ~ithin 
the coal and electric utility industries. The structural approach of the modeis allow the reasonable
ness and impact of each data input and assumption to be evaluated directly. The analyst is nm forced 
to rely solely upon ~ series of indirect statistical measures. 

The models "solve• using criteria which replicate real-world decision making. Each of the 
CEUM models follow decision rules consistent with rational decision-making. Generally. this implies 
a cost minimization model in which each decision maker (e.g .• electric utility) is trying to minimize 
their own costs while competing in the market place with others who are trying to do likewise. 
Constraints can be placed upon this cost minimization framework to reflect the realities at hand. 
planned capacity underway, environmental regulations, technological limitations. long-term 
contracting, regulatory practices, and many other factors which decision-makers must consider. 

Because the models have such a high degree of resolution, the data inputs required are often 
quite large. ICF has developed an extensive set of data bases linked closely with every aspect of the 
coal and electric utility market. In a number of instances, these data bases were developed using 
publicly available data as the original source with extensive updating and refinements of this 
information over time. However, often it has necessitated the development of original data collection 
and management efforts, where public data was either absent or unreliable. For example. in ICFs 
Coal and Utility Information System (CUIS) certain powerplant characteristics (e.g., capacities. plant 
types) were based on DOE-EIA's Inventory of Powerplants1 and Generating Unit Reference File 
(GURF). However, virtually all other data elements or revisions to the DOE data over time reflect 
numerous surveys of the industry in order to collect and maintain detailed statistics on every 
powerplant unit in the nation. The coal reserve data base goes well beyond government published 
statistics, and incorporates hundreds of documents which are missing or incompletely used in 
published compilations. Prior to 1980, coal reserve characterizations were based mostly on the 
Demonstrated Reserve Base (DRB).2 However, since that time, reserve characterizations and data 
have been largely based on detailed analyses of region and state specific reserved conducted by ICF 
as well as other information obtained from states and coal companies. 

Despite these data collection efforts and maximum use of publicly available sources. gaps 
remain in the available data. Out of n~ity, all models must forecast with imperfect information. 
The structural approach employed by the CEUM system of models require that gaps in knowledge 
be acknowledged explicitly since each data element or economic relationship also must be specified 
explicitly. It forces the analyst to evaluate key issues and permits an understanding of the relative 
imponance of incomplete information. Over time, as more precise information becomes known, it 
can be readily incorporated into the models. 

The CEUM system provides a great deal of flexibility in the types of issues that can be 
analyzed and the relevant timeframcs over which they can be addressed. The structure and content 
of all of the models and databases have evolved substantially since their initial conception, reflecting 
improvements in analytic approaches and adaptations to changing market conditions. As future 
markets and analytic needs change. the CEUM system will similarly change. The models also have 
capabilities of addressing a wide range of forecast periods. Near-term analyses (e.g., 1987) are 

See DOE/EIA-0095 (81) Inyentory of Powemlants in the United States, 1981 Mnuai Sepcember, 1982. 

See Bureau of Mines Demonstrated Reserve Base 1975. 



characterized by substantial constraints on capacity additions. fuel supply. and fuel contracts. Ov~r 
time (e.g .. 1990 to 2000). the constraints on capital stock and other factors become less binding. 
thereby increasing the options available to decision makers. In the very long-term (e.g .. :o 10 and 
beyond). new technologies can be postulated and evaluated. The models iri the CEt.:M system ha\'e 
been used to address issues spanning all of these timeframes. 
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EXHIBIT 4A·l 
MAP OF COAL SUPPLY REGIONS 
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UW\, Centrll (UC) 
UW\. South (US) 
N9w Mexico, Rlllon (NA) 

SOUltWNlll 
N9w Medco, San Juan (NS) 
Mzona(AZ) 

Notthw .. 
WMNnglon (WA) 

Alak.I 
~(Al'Q 
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APPENDIX 2A 
BACKGROUND ON OTHER l~DVSTRIES AFFECTED BY THE ACID RAIN TITLE 

COAL INDUSTRY 

The U.S. coal industry is closely linked to the U.S. electric power industry; over 78 percent of total 
coal production in 1989 (766 out of 981 million tons) was supplied to electric powerplants. Over the 
last three decades coal production has increased about 125 percent in response to powerplant 
demand. Continued growth in coal production is expected over the next few years as existing coal
fired utility plants are more highly utilized. After 2000, the potential for growth will be determined 
primarily by the ·amount of new coal-fired generating capacity. 

U.S. coal production is also consumed by ( 1) non-electric industrial boilers and process plants (77 
million tons in 1989); (2) the U.S. steel industry for the production of coke, a feedstock to 
steelmaking (40 million tons); and (3) net exports to foreign powerplants and steelmakers (98 million 
tons). 

Coal is a very heterogenous material composed of the fossilized remains of plants and animals and 
other minerals. The two most important differences between coals are: 

• Coal Rank/Energy Content 1 - Coal falls into one of four categories established by 
the geochemical community: 

( 1) high energy content bituminous, 2 accounting for over two-thirds of the 
coal mined in the U.S. in 1989; 

(2) medium to low energy sub-bituminous, accounting for about 24 percent 
of 1989 production; 

(3) low energy lignite, accounting for about nine percent of production; and 

( 4) very high energy anthracite, accounting for less than one percent of 
production. 

• Sulfur Content - Coal sulfur content varies considerably. The U.S. 
resetvCS of bituminous coal include both low- and high-sulfur coals. 
Reserves of sub-bituminous coals are mostly low .. sulfur coals, and 
lignite coals are mostly medium-sulfur coal 

U.S. coal production primarily occurs in several regions with significant differences in coal 
quality between the various regions (listed below). Thus, regulations favoring one type of coal (e.g., 
low-sulfur coal) can shift the regional distribution of coal output: 

2 

While coal rant correlates with energy content, the clas&ificatioo by rank rc6ects other geochemical facton as well. 

Energy content i,, measured in BTIJ per ton; in 1989 the average heat cootent of all coal mined in the U.S. was 
21.8 million 8111 per too. 
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Geo~aphic Area Sulfur Content Tons (1989) 

Northern Appalachia medium to high 164 million 

Central and Southern Appalachia low to medium - 296 million 

Midwest mostly high 134 million 

Lignite Regions of Texas 83 million 
and the Dakotas 

Powder River Basin low 188 million 

Other West low 116 million 

There are a large number of coal-mining companies, including some very large multi-regional 
companies, such as Peabody Coal. and a large number of small companies, especially in Appalachia. 
The top 15 producers accounted for more than 45 percent of the coal produced in 1989. The top 
five producers, their production, and market share are shown below: 

Producer Production (mmtons) Market Share 

Peabody Holding Group 
Consolidation Coal Company 
AMAX Coal Industries Inc. 
ARCO Coal Company 
Texas Utilities Mining Company 

86.7 
53.5 
38.4 
31.1 
29.9 

8.9% 
5.5 
3.9 
3.2 
3.1 

Midwest/N atL 
Appalachia 
PRB/Natl. 
PRB 
Texas 

The number of active coal mines in the U.S. producing at least 10,000 tons annually fell in 
1989 to 2.821 mines from a 1988 level of 2,915. About 51 percent of these mines are underground 
mines and the rest are surface mines. Some differences between surface and underground mines 
include: 

• Locatlo• - Most of the underground production is located in the East, 
while surface mines tend to predominate in the Western region; 

• Productivity - Surface mines have higher productivity than under
ground mines, due to the fact that surface mining enjoys greater 
economics of scale, thus, requires fewer workers. Also advancements 
in mining technology, such as the longwall mining system, have further 
increased productivity for surface mines; and 

• Size - Surface mines are generally larger and higher producing than 
underground mines. Several surface mines produced more than 10 
million tons per year. The average surface mine produced 419 
thousand tons in 1989, compared with an average of 275 thousand 
tons for underground mines. 
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The F.O.B. mine price of coal varies hy region. type of mining, and quality. On average. 
Western coal is cheaper than Appalachian or Interior coal because it is more efficiently mined and 
has a lower heat content. 

OTIIER FOSSIL FUEL PRODUCERS 

Crude oil and natural gas are also important fueis for the electric utility industry, but much 
less important than coal; in 1989, oil-powered plants accounted for only 6 percent of total electric 
generation, and natural gas-powered plants, only 9 percent. In recent years, the share of oil and gas 
generation capacity has decreased, while coal and nuclear capacity has increased, in response to the 
rising oil and gas prices of the 1970s. Most recently, lower oil and gas prices and a reluctance to 
build capital-intensive coal and nuclear plants have caused many to expect a resurgence in utility oil 
and gas usage. 

Oil and gas usage by utilities is a very small share of total U.S. usage of these fuels. In 1989, 
the total U.S. natural gas consumption was about 19 trillion cubic feet; utilities accounted for only 
about 15 percent of natural gas consumption. Oil consumption was 17 million barrels per day, 
accounting for 42 percent of total U.S. energy consumption, but utilities usage of oil by electric 
utilities accounted for only about 4 percent of total oil consumption. 

U.S. crude oil production was 7.63 million barrels per day in 1989 (produced by 603,000 oil 
wells), and crude oil imports were 5.81 million barrels per day. The U.S. and non-U.S. oil markets 
are highly integrated due to relatively low transportation costs, and many of the nation's largest oil 
companies are involved in production. Also, many other small companies are involved. Oil moves 
from the producing well to the refinery where it is refined into various petroleum products, which 
are then shipped to the end-user markets. The U.S. oil market can be characteriz.ed as highly 
competitive. 

The U.S. is a leading producer and consumer of natural gas; however, the U.S. natural gas 
industry is much less integrated with the rest of the world than the oil industry because of the far 
greater transportation costs for natural gas. In 1989, 261,000 producing gas wells produced 17 trillion 
cubic feet of natural gas in the U.S. Natural gas is produced at the wellhead, gathered and processed, 
and then transmitted to distnbution companies, who supply it to the end-use customer. The gas 
market consists of many localized markets. Pipelines provide an efficient meam to transport the gas 
to the markets. The pipelines deliver the gas to Local Distnbution Companies (LDCs ), who receive 
the gas at "citygatcs" and distnbute it to the consumers. Generally, LDCs are granted franchise rights 
by the state authorities to serve specific communities, and are subject to rate regulation by these 
authorities. End-use consists primarily of gas consumption equipment such as a furnace, a home 
stove or water beater, an industrial boiler or oven, or an electric utility turbine. 

POLLunON CONTROL EQUIPMENT/SCRUBBERS 

The provisions of the 1990 Qean Air Act Acid Rain Amendments create new potential 
markets for pollution control equipment such as "scrubbers" (devices installed at powerplants to 
remove sulfur dioxide from powerplant flue gases) and equipment controlling the formation of 
nitrogen oxides. There are several types of scrubber technologies: 
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• Wet Scrubbers - Utilities generally use limestone or lime slurries to 
wash the flue gas and produce a wet waste product. There are about 
60 million kilowatts of scrubbed coal-fired capacity in the U.S. out of 
about 300 million kilowatts total. 

• Dry Scrubbers - To a much lesser extent, .utilities use dry serubbers 
which use lime, sodium. or other powders to wash the flue gas and 
prod~ce dry waste products. This technology is generally used only 
for low-sulfur coal applications. 

• Reusable Product Scrubbers - These systems create sulfur and sulfuric 
acid waste streams. Only a very few of these systems exist in the U.S. 

Since scrubbers were first installed at utility full-scale operations in the early 1970s. five firms 
have accounted for a vast majority of utility scrubber sales: 

(1) Asea/Brown-Boveri (Combustion Engineering) - 29 percent; 
(2) GE Environmental Services - 22 percent; 
(3) Babcock and Wilcox - 15 percent; 
( 4) Research Cottrell - 15 percent; and 
(5) Joy - 9 percent. 

Ten other firms have accounted for about 10 percent of utility sales. 

The DOE aean Coal Program is a $5 billion joint effort of the federal government and 
private sector to encourage the rapid development of new technologies for sulfur dioxide and 
particulate matter emissions control and the repowering of powerplants. The program structure 
includes five solicitations or "rounds" for projects; Round mis currently underway, and solicitations 
have been requested for Round IV. This program involves many companies, some experienced in 
the scrubber industry and some newcomers, and a vast range of new technologies, such as sorbent 
injection, coal gasification, nitrogen oxide controls, and fluidized bed combustion. 
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ELECTRIC UTILITY ENERGY DEMAND 
o Elet:1rid1y Growth Ra1e 

(%Per Year) 

o Total U.S. Nuclear Capacily (gw) 

o Nuclear Capat:ity Factors (%) 

n U1ili1y Capital Costs 
(Early-1986 S/Kw) 

o Generation O&M 
(Early-1986 S/kw-year) 

o Power Plant Lifetime (Years) 

Ul~TAll.lm DASI~ l:ASI<: ASSUMPTIONS 

1989 EPA Base: 
llich Case 

1990 = 2.8 
1995 = 2.8 
2000 = 2.8 
2005 = 2.3 
2010 = 2.3 

1988-2000 = 2.8 
2001-20l0 = 2.3 

1995 = UM 
2000 = llM 
2005 = l02 
20l0 = 77 

1995 = 70 
2fl)() = 71 

2005 = 66 
20IO = 67 

C.Oal = 900-IOIO 
Turbine = 275-315 
C.Omb. Cycle =- 510-590 
Scrubbers, Wei • 108-IS4 

C.Oal = 12-20 - 19.SO 
Combined Cyde = 9.70 - I LIO 
Turbine = J.70 - 4.30 

Cual/Oil/Gas Steam 65 yrs. 
45 years ir < 50 Mw 

Nudc;11 15 years 
Turhinc 20 years 

1989 EPA Dase: 
Low Case 

1990 = 2.4 
1995 = 2.1 
2000 = 1.7 
2005 s: 1.4 
2010 = 1.4 

1988-2CXJO = 2.0 
2lXXl-20lO = 1.4 

1995 = HM 
20l)() = llM 
2005 = llM 
2010 = I02 

1995 = 70 
2000 = 71 
2fXJ5 = 66 
20IO = 68 

C.oal = ~)-W HJ 
Turbine = 275-315 
C.Omb. Cycle = 5 I0-59Cl 
Scrubbers, Wet = I08- 154 

Coal = 12.20 - 19.50 
Combined Cycle = 9.70 . 11.10 
Turbine = J.70 - 4.30 

Coal/Oil/Gas Steam 55 yrs. 
45 years if < 50 Mw 

Nudcar _411 years 
Turhinc 211 yt·;us 



UKl'AIUm HASE CASE ASSUMPTIONS 

1989 EPA Base: 
High Otse 

ELECTRIC UTILITY ENERGY DEMAND (rnn1inued) 

o Repowcriug/Rdurbishmcnl 
Assumptions 

> Coal Puwcrpla111 Heal Ralcs 

Minimum Turndown Rates 

Canadian Powe1 lmpons 
(billions or kwhrs) 

Cogcncralion 
(billions of kwhrs) 

Rcpowcrcd Capacity (includes 50% 
increase rrom rcpowering) 
2000: 0 
2005: 6 gw 
20IO: 10 gw 

All other coal 
capacity refurbishes 
II JO years o( age. 

0.25% per year increase 
over curren1 levels. 
.Ar1er refurbishmenl heal 
rates are improved 
(decreased) by five per
cent rrom previous rorc
cas1 levels. 

C.oal 35% 
Oil/Oas Steam 20% 

1995 = 64 
2000 = 76 
2005 = 15 
20JO = 75 

1995 = 175 
20()() = 208 
2005 = 255 
21JIO ;: JI] 

1989 EPA Base: 
Low Case 

Rcpowercd C--apaci1y (indudes 50% 
increase from repowcring) 
2000: 4 gw 
2005: 20 gw 
201U: 38 gw 

AU olher coal 
capaci1y rdurbishcs 
a1 JO years or age. 

0.25% per year increase 
over current levels . 
Arter refurbishmcnl heal 
rares arc Improved 
(decreased) by five per
cen1 horn previous fore
cast levels. 

C.Oal 35% 
Oil/Gas Steam 20% 

1995 = 64 
2(0) = 76 
2005 = 15 
20IO = 15 

1995 = 195 
2000 = 291 
2005 = 182 
20IO = 474 



FINANCIAL PARAMETERS 

o Tax Dcprecia1ion Ure (years) 
Re1rori1 Polhllion C.on1rol 
Olhers 

o Real Discounl Ra1es 
(%Per Year) 

o Real C<tpital Charge Ra1es 
C.oal/Nuclcar/Combincd C'ycle 
New Scrubbers/Pariiculate Equip 
C.ombuslion Turbines 
Rcuoril Scrubbers 

o Book Life (yca1s) 
Coal/Nuclear/Combined C'ycle 
Combus1ion Turbine 
Pollution Conuol-Retrofil 
Pollu1iun Conuol-N"-w 

o Input Year Dollars 

o Ou1pu1 Year Dollars 

o Esc.:alation lnpu1 10 Ou1pu1 
Dollars 

o lndus1r1al/Rc1ail Coal Use 
(millions of Inns) 

U~TAll.ED HASI~ CASE ASSUMl"TIONS 

1989 EPA Dase: 
High C.ase 

15 
IS 

C.oal Mine = 6.00% 
Utility D S.38% 

9.4% 
9.4% 
11.5% 
9.4% 

JO 
20 
30 
30 

Early 1986 

Mid 1988 

1.073 

19'J5 = 90 
20llO = 95 
2005 = 97 
20IO = 100 

1989 EPA Base: 
Low C.ase 

15 
15 

Coal Mine = 6.00% 
Utilily = 5.38% 

9.4% 
9.4% 
11.5% 
9.4% 

30 
20 
30 
30 

Early 1986 

Mid 1988 

1.073 

1995 = 90 
2000 = 95 
2005 = 97 
201() = lllO 



NON-UTILITY COAL DEMANP 
o Coal Expor1s (millions of Ions) 

·· S1eam Coal 

·. Melallurgi<:al Coal Exports 

o Domestic Meiallurgical Coal Use 
(millions of Ions) 

o Syn1hc1ics 
(Coal lnpu1 in millions of tons) 

COAL SUPPLY 

o C.oal Transporialion R11es 

··Rail 

·· T1Ulk; B;ugc 

Dl<:'l'All,ED DASI·: t:ASE ASSUMl"nONS 

1989 EPA Base: 
Ui&h OtSC 

199.S = JO 
2000 = 36. 

200.S = JS 
2010 = 37 

1995 = 4.S 
2CO) = JS 
200S - 30 
2010 = 31 

1995 = 32 
20l'kl ::: 30 
2005 = 29 
2010 = 27 

199S = 6 
2000 = 6 
200.S ""' 6 
2010 = 6 

Long-run marginal cosls 
based on engineering 
analysis. 

Ba:sed on rull \:OSIS. 

1989 EPA Dase: 
Low C..ise 

1995 = 30 
2000 = 36 
2005 = 35 
2010 = 37 

1995 = 45 
2tn) = 35 
2005 = 30 
20l0 = 31 

1995 = 32 
2000 = 30 
2005 = 29 
20IO = 27 

199.S = 6 
2lU) = 6 
200S = 6 
20IO = 6 

l..ong-run marginal cosls 
based on engineering 
analysis. 

Ua:icd on full WSIS. 



COAL SUPPLY (wntinued) 

o Mining Costs 
( % Annual Real Escalation) 

OntER GOVERNMENTAL REGULATIONS 

o Federal Leasing Polky 

o Air Pollution Regulations 

UKl'All.lm DASI~ CASE ASSUMPTIONS 

1989 EPA Dase: 
High Case 

Capital = 0.0% 
Labor = 2.0% 
Materials = 0.0% 
Gross Labor Productivily: 

Deep 1988 = 7.0% 
1989 = 5.0% 
1990 = 4.0% 
1991-on = 3.K 

Surrace = 2.0% 
Capital Produc1ivi1y 

Deep = 0.0% 
Surrace = I .S% 

Enough 

Up-to-dale reassessment 
or rederal and s1a1e 
rules, including pro
posed changes in SIPs,· 
state acid rain pro
grams and proposed 
[ederal tall Slacks 
regulations. Large 
industrial boilers 
must scrub by 1995. 

1989 EPA Dase: 
Low Case 

Capital = 0.0% 
Labor = 2.0% 
Materials = 0.0'~ 
Gross Labor Productivity: 

Deep 1988 = 7.11% 
1989 = 5.0% 
1990 = 4.0% 
1991-on = 3.0% 

Surrace = 2.0% 
Capital Productivily 

Deep = 0.0% 
Surrace = 1.5% 

Enough 

Up-to-dale reassessment 
or federal and Slate 
rules, including pro
posed changes in SIPs, 
slate acid rain pro
grams and proposed 
federal tall stacks 
regulations. Large 
Industrial boilers 
must scrub by 1995. 



OELJvER.ED OIL PROOt'CT PR1CEs and DELIVERED GAS PRICES 

1995 2000 2005 :010 Hiih Low Hi1h Low lliih ~ 1iWl ~ - -
World Oil Price 18.00 2.5.00 22.00 29.00 25.00 31.50 29.50 34.00 ( l 988Sibbl) 

Ceosus Re£ioniProducr 
( l 988S/mmbcu) 

New England 
Gas 3.SS 3.85 4.10 4.40 4.4S 4.75 4.95 "'1.:; .... ~-Oi.stillate 4.19 5.45 4.91 6.17 .S.45 6.62 6.26 -; .07 1.0% Residual 3.11 4.29 3.77 4.94 4.24 5.32 4.99 5."."~ 2.8% ResiduaJ 2.62 3.74 3.26 4.39 3.72 4.76 4.44 5.16 

Middle Atlantic 
Gu 3.SS 3.85 4.10 4.40 4.45 4.15 4.9S 5.15 Distillate 4.17 5.42 4.88 6.14 5.42 6.59 6.23 7.04 1.0% ResiduaJ 3.09 4.27 3.75 4.92 4.22 S.30 4.97 5.i2 2.8% Residual 2.60 3.73 3.24 4.37 3.70 4.74 4.42 5.15 

South Atlantic 
Gas 3..5.5 3.85 4.10 4.40 4.4.5 4.7.5 4.95 5.15 Distillate 4.1.S S.40 4.86 6.12 S.40 6.57 6.21 '7.02 1.0% Residual 3.02 4.19 3.68 4.SS 4.1.5 S.23 4.89 5.64 2.8% ResiduaJ 2.52 3.6.S 3.16 4.29 3.63 4.67 4.35 5.0-:' 

East Nonh Central 
Gas 3 . .50 3.80 4.05 4.35 4.40 4.70 4.90 S.10 Distillate 4.0.5 S.29 4.76 6.00 S.29 6.4.5 6.09 6.89 1.0% Residual 3.18 4.36 3.84 5.01 4.31 S.39 S.06 5.81 2.8% Residual 2.69 3.82 3.33 4.46 3.79 4.84 4.51 5.24 

East South Central 
Gu 3.5.S 3.8.5 4.10 4.40 4.4.5 4.1S I 4.9S 5.15 Distillate 4.13 S.38 4.85 6.10 S.38 6.55 I 6.t9 6.99 1.09'0 Residual 3.24 4.53 3.96 S.25 4.48 S.61 I s.30 6.13 2.8% Residual 2.15 3.99 3.45 4.69 3.96 s.11 r 4.76 5.55 

West North Central 
Gas 3.15 4.0S 4.30 4.60 4.65 4.95 S.15 5.35 Distillate 3.96 S.20 4.67 S.91 S.20 6.3S 6.00 6.BO 1.0% Residual 3.12 4.29 3.78 4.95 4.2S S.33 5.00 5.75 2.8% Residual 2.62 3.7S 3.27 4.39 3.73 4.77 4.45 5.17 

NOTE:(l} Gas prices are on an average annual interruptible basis. Gu prices shown herein do nru 
include any forecasted price increases due to inc:rementaJ utility gas demands in the 
Adminisiration cases. 

(2) ResiduaJ produce prices shown for 1.0% and 2.8% Resid. Actual sulfur leveJ of residual 
oil used in specific states and modelled in the bMe ca.~ V9riH 



1995 ;ooo ;oos ~O!O 

lli.ih Low Hi2h Low JiWl Low Hiih lo...., 

West South Ccntrai 
Gas 2.85 3.45 3.50 - ~.00 3.95 4.3.5 ..t.55 4."'."5 

Distillate 3.94 5.18 4.65 5.89 5.18 6 . .33 5.98 6.i8 
l.0% Residual 2.87 4.03 3.52 4.68 3.99 5.06 4.73 5A7 
:.8% Residual 2.37 3.49 3.01 4.13 3.47 4.50 4.18 ..i.90 

\.fountain 
Gas 3.35 3.65 3.90 4.20 4.25 4.55 I 4_75 ~.95 

Distillate 3.88 5.12 4.S9 5.83 5.12 6.27 5.92 6.1 i 
1.0% Residual 3.09 4.27 3.75 4.92 4.22 5.30 4.9i s. ".":? 
2.8% Residual 2.60 3.73 3.24 4.37 3.70 4.74 4.42 5.15 

Pacific 
Gas 3.75 4.05 4.30 4.60 4.65 4.9S 5.15 5.35 
Distillate 3.94 S.18 4.6S 5.89 5.18 6.33 5.98 6.i8 
1.0% Residual 2.97 4.13 3.62 4.78 4.08 .5.16 4.83 5.57 
2.8% Residual 2.47 3 . .59 3.11 4.22 3.57 4.60 4.28 4.99 
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EXHllIT A· 1 

SULFU• DIOXIDE FOltECASTS 
AISEllT UGUL..U ICM UO lt!GUl.A TOU 

lflGH CASES 
Clll lllL~IOltS OF-TOltS) 

CHANGE 

~""' l:lltE·STATUTE 

AbS9"C p,. .. 

CHAllGI 

~""' Pit!· STA TIJTE 

Atis9"C 
scacut• •etulac;on 1t-.,,tacory scatute •etulatton 1t...,l1tol'Y 
Caa• Ca1e c .. e c... ca.. C.ae 
1995 1995 1995 2000 2000 zooo 

13.93 ·3.l! ·3.'5 14.67 ·8.96 ·7.30 
2. 16 .07 ·°' 2.30 ·.15 .oo 

.07 .00 .00 .15 •• 04 ·.OS 

16.11 ·a1 .DJ 1r.T2 .r.g ·r.11 
, .l! .04 .OJ , .5Z •• ID ·.19 

1r.!T ·T.lr ·r.57 1r.D .f:B ·1':1i 

.44 .00 .oo ,44 •• 10 ·.04 

.20 .00 .00 .20 ·.OJ .oo 

.01 .00 .00 .14 ·.QI ·.OS 

~ -:m -:m JI ~ ~ 
.OJ .00 .00 .OJ •• OJ ·.OJ ,. -:m -:-ml ~ '!'73 ~ 

14.31 ·1.36 ·1.'5 15. 10 -a.96 ·7.35 
2.36 .07 .04 z.so •• 11 .oo 

.QI .oo .00 .29 •.1J -.10 

tr.If ·T.21 ·T.11 1r.w ·r.3 .r,n 
, .31 .04 .as 1.51 -.a ·.2Z 

1r.w ·T.'X ·T.!7 tf: ·1r.11 -r.u 



EXMlllT A· 1 

SUlFU• DIOXIDE FOltEC.lSTS 
48SENT ltEGUUTIOll AllO REGUUTOIT 

14lGM CASES 
CIN MIL~IOllS OF TONS) 

CHANGE CllANGI 
~•a. ~"°' P•l·STATUT! PR!·STATUTE 

··················· ············· 

p,. •• AbHnt p,. •• . ...,, 
StltUtl Refl,ll1tian Re91o1l1tory St1tut1 •1t1o1l1tion •e9'ollltOry 
Cue C11e ca.. CH• c... c ... 

Utility S0Z t.t11ion1 2005 2005 2005 2010 2010 2010 

<•1ll1ona of tons> 
l7·1 .. cern Stec .. 

COlll 
II' 14.6' ·9.QI ·S.91 14.42 ·9.41 ·9. 11 
llPI 2.lZ .. 19 .. 09 2. 16 •• 16 ·.1J 
M.s .93 ·.53 •. 54 2.44 • 1 .55 ·1.51 

TOTAL ca.&. 1r.lr -r.m ·r.il' 1r.m -1rn • 1G':"'1! 
OIL/GM 1.17 ·.51 ·.72 .84 ·.!7 ·.11 

TOTAL J7•IAITllll STATll 1r.tT ·11f':D -1~ 1r.ll ·1T:'W ·1T:17 

11·Weetern stat .. 
Coel 
II' .41 ·.09 •• 04 ·'° ·.09 •• OS ... .21 ·.03 .oo • 11 ·.06 .oo 
MPS .24 .• 16 ·.10 .JJ ·.ZJ •• 14 

TOTAL caAL ., ~ :-:it ~ ':-:l! ~ 
OIL/GM .QJ -.01 .oo .00 .GI .GI 

TOTAL 1H1UTDll ITATll -:.. ~ :-:it ~ ~ ~ 

united I tat• 
Coel 

Sl' 15.10 ·9. 11 ·9.0Z 14.12 ·9.50 ·9.16 ... 2.53 ·.ZJ ·.09 Z.3S •• 19 ·.1J ... 1.17 ·.69 •• 64 2.17 -1.11 ·1.65 

TOTAL caAL 11:'9 -1n -~ 1~ ·1r.t7 ·1G':. 
OIL/GM 1.19 ·.52 •• 72 .as ·.!7 ·.12 

TOTAL llllTID ITATll 1r.w ·18:11' ·1a:rl zr.11 ·11':'S ·11':71 

llOTI: Toal• .., not -.. .. to Ir .,, ••c ,.....1,,.. 



37 ltate,,, Stet .. 

~ 
LOW SLUUI 
t.CW•MD rt• Slll.Nt 
lff U·MID lllt SUl '1.a 

"'"' U.l'UI 
TOTA&, 

11 lilfttern Stat:• 

caA&. 
1.awun. 
LCW•lllDJ\lt U.l'UI 
NIGH•MDU• U.Aa 
"'ci" U..AJI 
TOTA&, 

Total u.s. 

~ 
I.CW UNI 
1.<lW•MIDl\lt SU&.Aa 
NIGtMB UM M.Nt 
ltlGH IUl.M 

TOTM. 

Pr .. 

EXHlllT A·2 

~U(t. CONSl.W'!Olf JOlfCASTS 
AISENT •EGU&.AT IQlf AlllQ ~ECiJl.A TO.\' 

HIGH ~srs 

CHUGI 
'ltClt 

P•f·STATUTE 

WI QUADS ) 

······•·····•·····• 

Absent 

:1m1ai 
'lfClt 

P•E·STATIJTI 
············· 

'r•• Absent 
St•tut• •ewul"t°" •9'Ulecory Statute •etwtltiCll'I •ttut•t~ry c... ca.. Cue eau c... c ... 1995 1995 1995 2000 2000 2000 - - -
l.a .21 .30 l.93 4.06 Z.31 Z.67 ·"' .40 3.21' •• 19 .6' '·" .19 .os 4.19 ., .. ·.91 3 •• • , .47 ·.1'5 4.1S ·2. 12 ·2.04 

1r.ll!' ~ ~ 16.TJ . :o:'TJ ~ 

1. ,, ·°' .oo Z.J1 ·.Q •• Z6 ·" ·.OS •. oz .76 ,JO .21 .2' -.Ot .az .30 .as .oo .oo .oo .oo .oo .oo .oo 
T.11 -:"!Ir -:?JD OJ ~ -:te 

s.oo .D .Jt 6.30 l.63 l.05 l.R .u .37 '·°' .12 .9S 4 • ., .1' .07 5.09 ·l.8' •• 91 3 •• ·1.47 •• 1'5 •.ts ·z. tz ·Z.06 
1T.'1T -:n ':'7n tr.11 ~ -:-a 



17 1 .. tem Stet" 

caAL 
1.Cll tULM 
LCll•llUll.M U.M 
MIGll·•n• MNI 
NIGi UM 

TOfAI. 

11 W.Ctem Stet• 

=- LCll Q.f\11 
LCll•MIDU• U.Nt 
MtGIM81\ll MM 
KlGll U.NI 

TOTAi. 

Tot•l u.1. 

CQAL 
I.ell ...... 
1.Cll•MDl'-1' tULM 
HfGll·•I .. MIU 
MIGll MNI 

TOTAL 

Pre• 

EXMlllT A·2 

HllL COllSlW'TlOM '0Ht.\STS 
AHEllT l(GUl.ATiOI AND UGIJL.ATOIT 

141GM CASH 
(Ill QUAOSl 

·······-··········· 

AtlaeM ,.,. .. 

CHA•GI 
Flt(Jf 

Plf•STAT\JTI! 

QIMnt 
Stature •..,taclon .. ,ulato"Y Starute letutarf an •-.utaro,.y 
c... ea.. ea.. c... c... ea.. 
ZQOS ZQQ5 2005 Z010 2010 Z010 - -
4.&J Z.76 l.J2 5.lt 2.ZJ l.'6 
4.17 .QJ .15 4.61 .41 .5' 
5.9S ., .16 ·1.Z7 7.Q6 ·.47 ·.74 
4 •• ·1.71 ·2.20 7.16 ·2.51 ·J.21 

tf:'lt ~ ~ 2Dr ~ ~ 

3.30 •.36 ·.JZ J.IS ·.JO ·.5S 
.12 .51 .so .a ... .n 
.43 •.20 • • 11 ... •.4J ·.16 .oo :oo .oo .oo .oo .00 

4.11 :-:w -:w r.!T '::rt -:m 

1.1s 2.39 3.00 9.66 1.95 J.,, 

'"·" .54 .65 S.44 1.14 1.ll 
6.J7 ·1.36 ·1.44 1.1/f •.90 •• 91 

••• .,.11 ·1.ZO 7.16 ·1.5\ ·1.21 

26.'11 =':21 -:'W Jr.B :":Jr -:1? 



COAL PlCDUCTtOM 

iidifAiii llJJlLACMIA 
CIMTIAL ~ALACMIA 
SQUTlllll ~ALACMIA 
•INST 
~ST 

TOTAL CQAL llGIClll 

COAL TIAll9CllTATICll 

li:ifid aw: to OIT 

p,. •• 

EXIUllT A•3 

::AL PitCIDUCT l Oli AllD SN l "'!llT FallCASTS 
AISENT ~!GUUT!Oli .&llO llEGULATalT 

~IGH CASES 
(Ill MlLLIOliS 0' TOliS) 

:HANCE 
FltOM 

PllE·STATUTE 

Abslrlt p,. •• 

CMAllGI 
FltOM 

PltE ·SU. TIJT£ 

Ament 
Statute llegul1tlon •evul1tory Statute lletul1tion lletul1tory 
CHe CHI Cue c ... c ... cue 
1995 1995 1995 2000 2000 zooo 

186. o. ·4. 197. ·~!. ·31. 
261. Z9. 21. 280. 61. 59. 
23. 1. 1 • 22. J. 3. 

13t. ·38. ·20. 149. ·67. ·64. 
420. 4. o. 491. 11. 30. 

1m:' ~ ~ 1Tr. ~ -:r. 

51. • 1 • o. 53. 26. 1i. 



COllL PIODUCTICll 

Ndifk(li lPJllACMIA 
C!ITltAL -"'A~MIA 
SCllTNUI -"'AUalA 
ICIOWllT 
._IT 

TOTAL COM. llllalll 

COAL TIMl'CllTATrall 

ilisfid Ctat fb DIT 

Pl"e• 

EXHIBIT A·3 

COAL P~(J)UCT!ON ANO SHIPMENT 'Ol!CASTS 
ABSENT ~EGUL..lf !ON AND ll!iiUt..HCU 

MIGH CASIS 
C!N NILLl.JMS O~ TONS) 

CHANGE 
'!ICM 

P~E·STAT'JTE 

Al:IHtlt Pl"e• 

CHAlllGI 

'•CM P•E·STAT\JTE 

•menc 
Statute R91Ulltion RefUlltOl"'f St1tut• •etUL•tf on RetUlltOry 
Cl.. C11e C11e c... c... C11e 
2005 2005 zoos 2010 2010 2010 

239. ·51. ·52. 290. •45. ·41. 
317. 19. 96. 124. 10I. 140. 
29. ·3. ·2. 35. ·6 • ·5. 

111. ·61. • 76. 306. ·101. • 129. 
512. 26 • 30. 67'. u. 11. 

1!Q:° ~ -:r. ,gr. '=11:' ""T.' 

SS. 15. 12. S1. 1Z. 11. 



EXHlllT A•4 

CMAlllGI IN Allll.IALIZID llET 
UTILITT COSTS IT RIGIOll 1/ 

(MILLlOllS OP 1990 OC..~S) 

CHAWGI CHAllGI CMAllGI CHAllGI CIWIGI CKAllGI ClllllGE CHANGE 
FRCll FRCll F•Cll ,~ FRCll FIQM FllQ!e FA(Je 

AISlltT PU· AISlllT Pltl• AISEllT Pltf· US!NT ""!· RE GIA.A TI Oii STATUTE REGUlATlOll STATUTE ltECIJ~TIOll STATUTE •ECIJU TI Oii STlT\JTE 

HIGH HICiM MIGll HIGll HIGll H ICill 14lliM 14ICH 
REG. ltlG. ltlG. HI. ltEG. UG. REG. ltEG. 
CASI CASI CAii CAtl CASI CASI CASI CASE 
1995 1995 2000 2000 zoos 2005 2010 2010 

lllV lllGLMID ·20 . ,, ·49 62 ·15 114 • 18 73 
MIDOl.I AT\.MTlC ·4 94 ·326 m ·111 416 ·90 '-06 
UP'ltt S. ATllJITlC 47 141 ·361 251 ·IS 411 ·32 349 
L~I S. ATllJITlC ·19 23 ·210 141 ·IZ 402 ·127 361 
EAST It. ClllTML • 11JZ 461 .. ,, 2ID ·242 955 ·474 1161 
WT I. ClllTML ·19 19 ·M 141 ·145 374 ·104 395 
~IT I. CllTUL -a 5' ·18' 344 ·142 30I ·164 396 
~IT I. ClllTML ·'SJ7 J ·347 40 ·400 27'5 • 17' 306 
IQ.WTAll 0 20 ·161 91 ·• 102 ·186 191 

'""'c 0 0 ·71 ·ZS ·107 0 ·76 41 

TOTAL U.S. <6'1> 174 <Z,122> Z,OM (1 ,610) 3,426 (1,4.W) J,678 

1/ tnchms ... prtce inc,..... <• .. ~ trc,....>, M ._ not trclude co.ta of hft!Mtr ... pricn for 
ott\et' sectors. 



!XMCllT ,,., 

PIRCl•T CMA»GI !~ ELICTl!CtfY ~TIS IASID Oii 
A•ll&JALIZ!D COSTS <I.I., l!~LlZID IAllt) Tl 

<PElallf) 

CIWl41 CKMGI CIWIGI CMMGI CMAIGI 

'"°' ~•Cle 
,. fl'CIC FU. 

AISHT 
~·· 

Ala MT ,... AIUlf 
•!GUUTIOI STATVTI lfQJUTlCll STATUTI ltCIA.ATIQI 

MIGi NIGll lllGll If 1111 lllGll 
Ill. ltlG. HG. .... . ... 
CASI CASI CAii CAii CAii 
199S 199'5 2000 2000 ZOCl5 - -

..... lllGUllD ·0.2 ·0.1 ·0.4 0.6 ·0.' 
•HOOi.i ATUITIC ·0.0 0.1 ·0.9 0.9 ·0.2 
~I I. ATUITIC 0.4 t. 1 ·Z.4 t.• ·0.S 
LCIWll S. AfUlftC ·O.J o., ·O.S 0.1 ·0.1 
UST I. CllfTIAL ·0.2 t.1 ., .. 0.6 ·0.5 
UST S. CllTUL ·0.4 0.4 ·1.J 1.5 ·O.S 
.alt 1. CllTUL ·O.S o.J ·1.Q 1.1 ·0.6 
.alt s. CUTIA&. ·1.5 o.o •1.1 0.1 ·0.6 
IG.WTAll o.o o., ·0 •• o.J ·O.I 
llAClftC o.o o.o ., .4 ·0.5 ·O. 1 

TOTAL U.I. ·0.l 0.4 ·1.t o.a ·0.4 

- -

CIWGI 
'ICM 
Pit• 

STATVTI 

Mt Ga . ... 
CAii 
20G9 

o.s 
1.0 
2.s 
0.6 
1.9 
, .4 
1.4 
0.1 
O.l o.o 
0.9 

-

CMA•<i( :llAlllGE 
Flt(Jl J•oit 

llSEU :iu. 
•tlllU flQll SUT\JTI 

)IJGI PllGK 
lttD. «EG. 
CASI CASI 
2010 ZO!O 

·O.O ~.2 
·0.l o.a 
·0.2 T.4 
·0.2 0.4 
·O.t 2. I 
·0.J 1.2 
·0.7 1.6 
·0.2 0.4 
·Q.4 O.lo Q., o.o 
·0.l 0.9 

1916 AWf' ... 
llectrtcicv •ai .. 



EXMillT 4·6 ,, 
~IGM CASI i995 
llEQJLATOIY CASI llELATIVI TO •AISlllT HUATIQll• CASE 

TOTAL AFFECTED 
ALLUILI ALLOWAILE SClJlCE CASI CASI CASI ELECTRICITY 

502 IAllCID S02 S02 lllT TIAOlllG CC-llAllCI TOTAL UTE 
EMISSIOllt ALL~S EMISSlOllS Elill SSl OllS ruon COSTS COSTS COSTS lllCUASES 

STATE/ll!GIOll (llTOQ) OITOlll) CllTOlll) (llTOllS) (llTOllS> (911) (-) (-) ('.l) 

••••••••••••••• .......... .......... . ......... aa•••..... • ........ ......... .......... ......... . .......... 
llEW ENGL.ANO 32 0 32 Z6 (6) (1) <20> <20> 
"'IDOLl ATLAtlTIC 7Q6 ( 10I) 591 6&J 86 I 1 (15) (4) 
UPP!R S. ATLANTIC 637 (151) 416 50& 22 3 44 47 
l~· S. ATLAllTIC 715 (6) 109 447 (261) C35) (55) (99) 
EAST II. CIMTIAL Z,257 (6QO) , ,651 , ,601 (57) en (95) ( 102) 
EAST S. CIMTIAL 950 cm 574 829 (44) (6) en> ( 7'9) 
-.sT It. ClllTIAL 402 0 402 663 261 34 ,,,,, C&l> 
~ST S. ClllTIM. 0 0 0 0 0 0 <ll1l (337) 
llCUITAll 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
P•CIFIC 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

TOTAL U.S. 5,699 <942> 4,7'7 4,7'1 0 0 <661> C661) 

llOTI: Tot•l• -.y not "*'ca. to Ii ta ••c l'aftdl"I• 

11 .,.,.. All-.:.• reflect en-ton •ll..nc• .,.. .._...,. ..tuton ..-.Ctt- ..,...etei "' "'-e 1 
teclinOLOIY In 1999 • 

• 

·0.2 
·0.0 
0.4 

·0.3 
·0.2 
·O.i. 
·0.5 
. , .5 
0.0 
Elll 

·0.3 



EXMlllT A·7 
14 l Gii C.SI 2000 1 I 
•f CIJL.Hl:IR'f c:ASI HLA TI VI TO •AISfMT •!GLJLATICll• CASE 

TOTAi. AFFECTED 
li.l.~LI EMISSIOllS A1.1.0WAILE saJICI CASE CASI CASE E1.ecnrc: •y 

soz CIEOITS & SC2 SC2 NIT TUOllfG ca9\.l.UCI TOTAL UTE 
i!MISSIClll IAMICllfG EMI SSICllS Ellll SSICllS TUDH COSTS COSTS COSTS :NCROSES 

STUE/HGIOll (MTOllS) (MTCllS) (MTCllS> ClllTCllll (lllTOllS) (-) (-) (S*) cu 
··-··--··-· .......... .......... . ......... ·-·-- ·--- ......... .......... . ........ ••••••••••• 
11£W £1CGYJD 294 0 294 429 135 51 (107) (49) ·C.-. 
•UOOI.! ATl.MTIC 916 194 1'130 , ,556 426 111 (507) <326> .. :; . ; 
~I S. ATL.AMTIC 741 334 1,082 , , 130 41 20 <312> C361) ·Z .:. 
La..I S. ATLAITlC , ,417 11 1 ,4ZI 1,677 249 106 <316) <210) ·J.5 
WT I. ClllTIAL 2,324 1 ,344 3.661 2,m <1,DIS> (461) <351> (519) .•. 3 
WT S. ClllTIAL 1 ,096 160 1 ,256 1 ,421 171 13 <366> cm> • , . 3 
..-sT M. CllTIAL 924 0 924 1'141 ZZ4 " <27'9> <'84> .•. J 
..-sT S. ClllTIAL 1,033 0 1 ,033 "° <14> <36> <312) <347> .1., 
IGlfl'lll 624 0 624 51'5 (49) <21> (141) (161) • : . !) 

PAC1'1C 140 0 140 104 <16> (15) <56> (11) ... 
TOTAL U.S. 9,536 2,042 11,511 11,511 0 0 <2,IZZ> <2,IZZ> .1. 1 

llOTI: Tot.la ..,, rmi llill '*" to ti 11r 1 1111Mt rlM'dl,.. 

ti •AllOlllllDte taZ 19tMtGN• fncludl atl'I '*'9tr-ferr1Dle •tt--=- fOfl' 1.1\tte ,.,.......,. bot zoos. 
AllO, "lat•f- Ct"lldfU I a.Ntnr Nflect Ut_f_, •ll~, .... 

"'**_.•fut .. ,...U:tf- ~in 2000. · 



EXMlllT A·S 
H I Gii CJ.Sf 2005 
~Ela.ll.ATOIT CAU R!L.ATIVI TO "USIMT t!~U.T !OM• CASc 

TOTAL A"ECTEO 
ALLCJllAILI scutCI CASI ::.lSI CASI Ei.!tnrcrrT 

SQ2 SC2 ltlT ruo i•Ci C3'111. l Allt! rou.1. UTI 
EMlSSlCMS ElitJSSJOMI ruou COSTS COSTS COST$ !llCIUSH 

HAfE/UCIOM OITOllSJ OCTCllt) <MTOllSJ (tlle) ( ... ) (tlle) Cl) 
••••••••••••••• ····-·-· .......... . ........ ......... .....•.... ......... . .......... 
NEW EllGlAMO - 2!5 14'> cH9> can n 05> ·0.1 
1111001.l ATL.AllTtC 917 881 (29) (18) (91) 011) ·0.2 
UPP!• S. ATLAJITIC 740 99Z 25t 157 <242) (&5) ·0.5 
la.El S. ATLAMTIC , ,410 1,430 19 12 (95) CR> ·0. 1 
EAST N • CUITU&. 2,Z60 2, t11 (144) (90) (152) <242> ·0.S 
EAST S. ClltTU&. 1,on , , 191 125 11 (223) (145) ·0.5 
WHT M. CEMTU&. 913 961 Z9 Tl ( 160) C142) ·0.6 
~ST S. ClllTU&. 1,033 "' (80) C50) ClS1> ((t(IO) ·0.4 
Id.It fl Ill 6ZZ 6l1 6 4 (Z14) cmn ·O.I 
PACJ11C 140 102 ell> <2•> <S3> (107) ·0.1 

TOTAi. U.S. 9,l9J 9,J9S 0 Q (1,610) (1,610) ·0.4 

llOTI: Totals ..,, ,., ldd u to 11 ' ~ ldilnt r~h•· 



EXMlllT A·9 
MIGN CASI 2010 
lttQJUTCJIT CASI llUTIYI TO •QSlllT iEQJL.HtOll• C.lst 

TOTAL AFJECTED 
.AUa.AILI SQJICI CASI CASI Cl$( ELECn!ClTT 

502 S02 lflT TUQ lllCi C~lAllCI TOTAL UTE 
EMISStOllS EMISSIOllS TUCH COSTS COSTS COSTS lllctUSH 

STATE/llGIOll CllTOllS) (lllTCllS) o•TOllS> ( ... , CSlllJll) ,., (l) __ ._,. ....... ·----··· .......... . ........ ......... .......... ......... . .......... 
lff'tl lKUJID 274 229 (45) <23> 5 (11) ·0.0 
141001.f ATWT!C S9l a9t 5 l (9]) (90) ·0.2 
UPHI S. ATWTIC 1'26 S29 103 53 (85) <32>- ·0.2 
La.I• S. ATL.lltTlC 1,32, 1, 106 <215> (111) (16) (127> ·0.2 
WT 1. CllfTIM. z. '" 2,089 C21>' (11) (463) (474) ·0.9 

·WT S. CDTIM. 1,060 1, 185 TZS 6' (161) <104) ·0.3 
WEIT I. ClllTIAI. 852 961 1'5 59 cm> (164) ·0.7 
.. 11 S. CllfTb&. f ,001 911 cat.> (4J) (1321 <17') ·O.Z 
IGllTAlll 589 631 42 u {Z07) (116) ·0.4 
PACJ'EC 1ZJ 99 c23> (12) (64) (76> o., 
TOTAL U.S. a,950 l,91JG CO> <O> (1,"4) (1,446) ·0.l 

llDTl1 Total1 119¥ rw:tC ldd S.. CO i-~g~ _,, ro.nti"I. 



EXNlllT A•10 
ll!GM CASI 19915 

,, 
l!GULATOIY CASE l!L.AT!YI TO Pll·STATIJTE CASI 

TOTAL AFll'ECTED 
ALLCMAil.l Al.1.~ILE SClJIC! CASI CASI CASE E~Ecnrc:~r 

soz IAtucm S02 S02 llET TUOlllG CC.LlAllC! roTAL UTE 
EMISSIOllS ALLOWAllCIS ENISSIOllS ENISSIOllS TUOES COSTS COSTS ct>STS :NCllEASES 

STATE/REGICll ClllTOllSl (MTOllS) CMTOllSJ ClllTOllS) ClllTOllSJ (-) ( ... ) ,_, (\) 

·--······-· .......... .......... . ......... .......... ......... ......... .......... . ........ ••••••••••• 
IC!\I EMGLAMD 32 0 32 26 (6) (1) (10) (,,) " . ·:... 
MIOOLI ATWTIC 706 (1QI) 591 613 86 ,, &3 94 ·J. l 
U"'R S. ATL.AMTIC 637 ( 151> 4a6 50I 22 3 138 ,,, 
1.a..1 S. ATLAlllTIC 715 C6) 709 447 <261) ClS) 51 23 0. '. 
WT •. ClllTIAI. 2,257 (6()0) 1,651 , ,601 (51) C7) ""' lo6a ' . 
WT S. CUTIA&. ~ (71) 874 S29 (44) (6) as 1'9 ~ . 

~.· 
lllST II. CllTIAI. 4a2 0 402 663 261 14 22 56 :u 
lllST S. ClllTU&. 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 3 0.0 
IG.WTAll 0 0 0 0 0 0 20 20 '.l •• 
PACIFIC 0 0 Q 0 0 0 0 0 :J. J 

TOTAL U.S. 5,699 cMZ> 4, 7'7 4,751 0 0 174 174 0.4 

llOTls Tote&• -., not .., «*'9 to 1111;1 ••t '"°'"''"'· 
,, ..... AU~· ... fleet Ut-tart •ll~• lt'ld ..,.,,..,. talufon ,....,,_ ..-rated .,... ,,. ... I 

UCftftD& 01Y In 1995. . 



EXNlll T A· 11 
H I GM c:ASl 2000 !/ 
tlQ.UTal'f CASI HLATIVI TO PU•STATUTI CASI 

ref.Al AH!CT!O 
ALLCWAILI EiC I SS I OMS ALl.~ILE SWICI CASE ·CASI CASt H£CTl!Cl~T 

S.ol CREDITS ' $02 soz lllT TlAOIJtG ctWLl...a TOTAL ure 
£141 SSICllS aAlllClllG ENI SS I OH !.-tSSlCllS TUOH COSTS cgsrs ct1STS :11causu 

STATl/llGtQll ClllTOICS) ClfTOICU ClllTOllS> O•TONS> o•TOICS) ("") , .. ., CS*) (l) ·--····-..... .......... .......... . ......... ........... .......... ......... .......... ......... . ...•...... 
NIW ENGUMD 294 0 Z94 429 l!S 58 4 62 0.6 
NIOOl.E ATWTtC 936 194 1,130 1,556 426 ,., 142 323 0.9 
UPtttl S. AT\.AllTIC 741 334 , ,oaz T, T30 44 20 231 251 •. 6 
Le.al I. AT\.AltTlC 1 ,417 ,, , ,428 1,677 249 106 242 34a o.a 
WT M. CllTIW. 2,324 , ,344 3,661 2,5&S (1,0l5) (4't) 741 280 0.6 
UIT s. ClllTU.. 1,096 160 T,256 1,421 172 71 275 344 1.5 
.. IT I. ClllTIAC. 924 0 924 1, 141 Z24 " 249 344 1 .a 
.. IT s. ClllTU&. 1,m 0 T ,OlJ 950 <M> cl6> 1"5 i.o 0.1 
-..n11 624 Q 624 Sl"5 (49) <Z1> 119 98 O.l 
PACSFIC 140 0 140 '°' (Ji) (15) (10) (~) ·0.5 

TOTAL U.S. 9,536 Z,CM.Z ,, ,571 , , , 571 0 0 Z,061 2,D61 o.a 

lllOfl: Total• _, Ntt .. M to ,, llhP dlhC rO&ftliftl. 

1/ •All-*l• 102 ..... i_• f~lYlllt •era nart•tr-+errlDl• au---=- fOf' i.tttt9 .._.....,,. b'f iOOS. 
AllO, "laf•f- Cl'tdite & .._,,.... l'fflec:t •t-iOft ell~, ... ........ •t••- ~ii- ..... '" 2000. 



EXKISIT l·,2 
11 I Cll C.lSI 20~ 
llEGIJU.TOIY C.-SI l!~?IVI TO Ptt•STAMI CASI 

TOTAL A"!CTfD 
AU.OWdl.I SO.Cl CASE :ASE CAU !LECTUCIT'f 

soi S02 Nl1' TllAC!llG COltllANC! ~OTAL UTI 
EMISSlC*S E"ISSIOlll TUOH COSTS :OSTS COSTS llfCl!.lSH 

STATEtl!GICIM (NTOllS) (NTCl&S> <MTQtS) (l"O (Sllll) (1*) <1) 
:a••············ •2••····- .......... ......... .•....•.. .......... ......... .. ......... 
'4!W ENC\.AMO (15 ,"6 C139> <97> 201 ,,, 0.5 
~1001.E ATLANTIC 917 817 <291 (18) 50. 466 LC 
uPP!R S. ATl.utTtC 140 992 25, T51 ZS4 41' Z.5 
~OWER S. lTl.A#T!C , ,410 , ,430 19 12 390 .r.oz 0.6 
!AST IC. CEMTIM. 2,260 Z, 117 ( ,,.,, (90) , • Glo5 955 1.9 
EAST $. CIMTIAL 1,072 , '191 125 18 296 374 \.4 
WIST It. CUTIAL 913 9'1 29 ,, 290 108 , .4 
14.ST S. Cll&flll. 1,0ll ~ <ID> (50> 323 21'3 0.3 
~TAii 62Z 6l7 6 4 911 102 O.l 
,AClftC: 140 102 Clll CZ4> 24 Q o.o 
TOTAL U.S. 9,39S 9,J9S 0 0 l,426 3,426 O.t 

..CTI: T~tala -.y noi e01:t «*.- to '' I I ... , fOU'tllt I"'• 



EXHTllT l· 13 
MIGM CASI 2010 
RE<aJLATOIT c:.ASI ll!UTlVI TO Plt!·STAME c:.ASE 

TOTAL A"ECTED 
.&Ll.OWAIU ~er ~ASE C.UI c:.ASI ELECTllCtTT 

SC2 S02 lllT !llAOlllG CClePLIANCI TOTAL RAT! 
EMISSIOllS EMISSIOH TU.OU COSTS c:lSTS COSTS !llCllUSIS 

STAT!/UGIClt CMTOllS) CICTCltS) ( ICTONS) (I*) CMO <•> (%) ··-... -·-·· •••••••••• .......... . ........ ···-···· ··-·--· ·--- ·-··--·· 
llEW ENGL.Am - 274 229 (45) <Zl> 96 n 0.2 
!i!IOOLI ATWTlC m 998 5 l 443 406 o.a 
UPPER S. ATWTIC n& 829 103 53 296 349 1.5 
~a..IR S. ATLAllTIC , ,321 1. 106 C215) (111) 472 361 0.4 
EAST M. CHTIAL 2,111 2,089 <21> (11) 1,172 1, 161 2.1 
EAST S. aMTIAL 1 ,060 1, 185 125 6' 331 395 ~ .2 
WIST M. ClllTIAL 852 967 115 59 331 3M 1.6 
WIST S. ClllTIAL 1 ,001 917 (84) (4J) 350 306 0.4 
lllCUITAll 519 631 42 u 169 ,,, 0.4 
P~IFIC 123 99 <Zll <1Z> 53 41 ·O.O 

TOTAL U.I. a,950 1,950 (0) (0) l,671 3,671 0,9 

llOTI: Tot•l• ~not -*' M co fl J4•1d111t r°'.rcUnt. 



-~l~~lons c! Tens) 

37 Eastern States 
Coal 

SI? 
SS?S 
ANS PS 

Total ':cal 
011/Gas 

:otal 37 Eastern Stat•• 

. ' Western StatH 
Co&l 

SIP 
NSPS 
ANS PS 

Total Coal 
Oil/Gas 

:'otal ll Western States 

!Jn1ted Statn 
Coal 

SIP 
NSPS 
ANS PS 

Total Coal 
Oil/Gu 

:'otal United Statu 

EXHIBIT S- l 

s~::~"R ::ox::r F:F.!cAS:s 
AESES: :u:~~~Ar::s A.~J R!~t;I.A::RY 

~OW CASES 
:s ~:~~::ss :r ::ss; 

::!A..~GE :?..A.~GE 
~~ ~~ 

PRE-STATUTE PR!-S!A!~TE 

?:1- .AJ:sen: 
Statu:e Regu:a:::n Regu:a:cry 
:ase :as• :ase 
~995 :~~~ :19~ 

l3 .38 -3 3Z - 35 
2 J9 -c ~3 n 
0 . 06 '" 00 "" 

:5.53 -J JS - 33 
0.46 :.:o -J o~ 

15.99 -3 35 - 3 . 3 3 

0. 44 :o -·~ 00 
0. 20 :o .00 
0. Ol .n 0 .00 

0.65 -·). 00 -0.00 
0.01 0.00 0.00 

0.66 -o.oo -o.oo 

13.82 -3.32 -3.35 
2.29 -o. 03 0.02 
0.07 0. Ol -0.00 

16. 18 -3.35 -3.33 
o.u 0.00 -o.oo 

16.6• -3.35 -:i. 33 

S:.a:.ut.e 
:au 
z:co 

~3 70 
2. .20 
~ 08 

:6 00 
: 40 

:6 40 

0. 43 
0 .20 
0 01 

c 64 
0.03 

0.68 

l4. 14 
2. •2 
0.09 

16.64 
0.43 

17.07 

Absent 
Regu:a::c=-. 

:ase 
2:) ~ '.:' 

- 1 91 
-s t: 

' :1 

-3 Cl 
: "'' 

-8 o: 

-~. lO 
-~ .03 
--~ .co 

-~. 13 
-~.CJ 

-~.16 

-~ .n 
-;, l• 
~ Ol 

-a.ts 
-o.oe 

-6.23 

l\e~u:.a::=v 
:as a 
z::: 

- ~ 2.• 
:3 

-s 2: 
-) :2 

- < 2J 

-). 03 
co 
.n 

-: :3 
: ·-

-·J 03 

- 5 .27 
~ ~3 

0 .00 

-~ 23 
-~.02 

-5 26 



·_·:!l.1ty S02 Emuuons 

:~~:~ens o! Tona) 

} 7 Eastern States 
Cea:. 

s:P 
llSPS 
ANS PS 

Total Coal 
01l1Gas 

::tal 37 Eastern Stat•• 

Western States 
Coal 

S!P 
NSPS 
ANS PS 

Total Coal 
01:/Gas 

".'otal. ll Western States 

·:nited Statu 
Coal 

SIP 
llSPS 
ANS PS 

Total Coal 
Oil/Gu 

'!'otal United Statu 

Pre-

EXRil!I! 3- l 

s·::.:·."R :: ::x:::E :::P.!:.a.s:s 
A.ESE~: E\EJU:..a.r:oN A.~: :U:J~:. ... ::RY 

:.~ CASES 
·:s ~r:.:.:cNs :: :cssJ 

C!'.A.'IGE 
F'R~ 

!'?.E-S:A:·;:::; 

A.Cse:-.t 
Statute Reg~~at•=~ Regulatory 3:at~t• R•!~la:::~ R•g~_a:::v 

:as• :ase Cas• :as• :as• :ase 
2J0~ ~::! Z""< z:~J z::: z::: 

:3 J3 ; 1 :3 l: .95 -7 "' -~ - J 

2 .20 - ' - C2 2. 08 .. --
0 J3 04 c 73 :1 or 

:5.56 - 7 81 
_, 

09 14.66 - ? ~s ·o ! .. 
0.33 -0 :6 -J 03 0 25 -o 06 - 06 

:5.89 - 7. a 1 -7 12 14. 91 -7 ll -6.59 

0. 39 -o ! ·; "J. 04 0.38 -·'.I 08 -~ :z 
0.21 -o ~· -o .Ol 0.20 -0 Qi. -·-
0.13 -~ :3 -J .04 0.18 -'J .03 -s '< 

0.73 -o. 16 -<J 08 0.75 -o. 16 - J ~-0 02 - ·J. 0 l -0.00 0.01 --J cl -0 o~ 

0. 7 5 -'J. 18 .c J9 0. 76 -·J 16 ; ~~ 

13.42 - 7. 7 9 -7.07 12.22 -7 09 -6 52. 
2.41 -o. 14 -0.03 2.28 -0.15 -o o~ 

o. "6 -0.04 -0.08 0.90 0.03 -o Clo 

16. 29 -7 . 9 7 -7.17 15 .4l -7.20 -6.~'l 

0.35 -0.08 -C.03 0.26 -0.07 -0.06 

16. 64 -8.06 -7.20 :.5.67 -7.27 -6.65 



37 e .. tef'ft sta~ .. 

COAL 
I.CW M.Nt 
l.CW•MIDl&ll SULFUR 
NIGIM81Ul SULM 
NIGll M.M 

TOTAi. 

t 1 w.eum St•t• 

COAL. 
LOW SULNt 
LCIW•llllDUM SULM 
lflGll•MIDIUl M.Nt 
NIGM Q.IUI 

TOTAi. 

Totel U.S. 

caa&. 
LCW SULNt 
LOW•MIDl&ll SULNl 
M lGIMB IUl SUUUI 
lflGM IULM 

TOTAL 

Pl'e• 

EXH!llT 1·2 

~UEL CClllSl.l'PT JOll ~OllEC.lSTS 
AISENT UCAJUTJOll AllO RE~UTOU 

~OW CASIS 

CHANGE 
~Itel' 

PltE·STATUTE 

Absent 

r Ill CIUADSl 

p,. .. 

CHAJIGI 
~•Cl' 

PllE·STAMI 

~ 
Statllt• 11...,letion t...,latory Statute RetulatfClft 1...,l1tory 
c ... c ... c ... c ... c... c ... 
1995 1995 1995 2000 2000 2000 

3.74 ·.93 ·.91 l.IS 1.92 ·.JI 
2.52 .oo ·.12 2.1'5 .1J .51 
4.47 .09 •. 61 1..64 ·2.4' ., .20 
3.14 ·1.69 ·.IS 3 •• ·Z.15 ·1.41 

14':l? ·r.!Z' -r.n tr.ft ·r.12 ·t:il 

1.17 1.24 , • 16 1.Z7 , .21. 1.0t 
.64 .36 .44 .57 .47 .51 
.27 .13 .n .25 ... .71 
.oo • 10 .10 .oo .as .10 

r.m r:u r.a r.:w r.11 rn 

4.91 .lO .20 5. 1Z 3.13 .71 
J.16 .36 .32 3.32 .60 1.09 
4.1'5 .a .12 4.90 ·1.76 •.49 
J.7' ., .59 . ·" 3.• ·Z.11 ·1.32 

,r.g :-:11 ~ tr.D ~ ~ 



37 Eeatern Stat .. 

COAL 
LOW SULPUI 
LOW•MIDll" IULPUI 
MI GIMEUl.M SULPUI 
NIGll MPUI 

TOTAL 

11 W.Stem Stat• 

aw. 
LOW 9ULPUI 
LOW•llllDll.M SUUUI 
HI GIMEUl.M SIA.PUI 
MIGll MM 

TOTAL 

Total U.S. 

aw. 
LOW SULPUI 
LOW·MDU• MPUI 
HIGll•..011.M SULPUI 
MIGi SULPUI 

TOTAL 

p,. •• 

EXHlllT 1·2 

cun COMSl.#T!Oll ~OIEC.t.SiS 
AISEllT REGULATION ANO REGlJLATOIY 

LOW CASES 

CHANGE 
FRCM 

PRE•SUTUTE 

lbsef'lt 

(! N QllAOS > 

Pre• 

CHAllGI 
F•CM 

PRE·SUTUTE 

Absent 
Statute Retulation •etUlatory Stat~t• •eeulattan •9".ll•tory 
c... Case Case Caae C111 C... 
2005 2005 2005 2010 2010 2010 

l.IO 1 .61 1.04 3.99 •• .60 
l. 12 •. 11 .01 3.56 •• 10 ·.12 
5. 15 ·2.ZI • , . 77 4.97 • , .70 ·1.ZZ 
4.ZO ·1.16 • 1. 91 4.91 ·Z.01 ·Z. 1t 

10.S ·r.D ·r.D 1r.l2 .r.ft ·a! 

2.14 , .23 1.02 2.74 1.Z7 1.,, 
.11 .60 .74 .79 .91 .9J 
.26 .77 .11 .26 .17 .17 
.oo .ot .13 .oo .10 .12 

r.ll DJ r.B !':" rn r.TT 

5.9' 2.14 2.06 6.73 2. 16 1.79 
l.• .4t .7' 4.34 .11 .11 
5.41 ·1.51 ·.96 5.24 ·.14 ·.D 
4.20 •1.17 ·1.79 4.91 ·1.91 ·2.01 

tr.it ~ -:. zrn ~ ~ 



COAL PK'CUCTICll 

ifdifAiii APiJlLACMIA 
C!llT•A!. -"'ALAOllA 
SQJTNl•ll .-,,ALAOllA 
MIDWST 
.._ST 

TOTA!. COAL ltlGIClll 

COAL TWlllCITA TICll 

UisftH CdlU to DIT 

Pl'e• 

EXHlllT 1·3 

COAL P~l.CTICll AMC SHIPM!MT ~OllECASTS 
AISlllT llEQJU TI Cll AllO llEQJLA TOll'f 

LOW CASES 
(IN MILLIONS O~ TONS) 

CHANGE 
FllQM 

Plll·STATUTI 

Abaent p,. •• 

CHANG( 
FllQM 

Pllf·STATUTE 

Abaent 
sc1cute 1191"L•tion ll-.ul1tory sc1cute 1191"L•tion ll91"L1tory 
c... C1.. Case Case Case ca .. 
1995 1995 1995 2000 2000 2000 

17'9. 2. 1. 191. ·51. ·12. 
ao. 21. 17. 254. 7'. 39. 
23. 1. o. 21. 3. 1. 

129. ·43. ·22. 140. ·64. ·39. 
411. 1. ·3. 424. 31 • 11. 

9'17 ~ -:r. 1m:' -:r. ~ 

41. ·3. ·2. 52. 19. 6. 



COAL PltODUCT IOll 

NCiTN(ill APilALACNIA 
C!MTIAL A,.ALAClllA 
saJTHfltll APPALACHIA 
MIOWfST 
WEST 

TOTAL COAL ltfGIClll 

CQl&. TIAllOCRTATIOll 

11ist11w CdiL to IXsT 

p,. .. 

EXHlllT 1·3 

COAL P•ODUCT l Oii AllO SM I PtlEllT FOltfCASTS 
AISENT •EGULATIOll AllO •EGULATC:.T 

.llil CASES 
(IN MILLIOllS Of TOllS) 

CHANGI 
F~Cle 

PU·STATUTE 

Absent p,. •• 

CHHGI 
FltCll 

PU·STATUTl 

AtlUnC 
Statute ltetUlaticn ltetUlatory Statute ltetUl11:ion ltetUlnorv 
c ... cu. CaH c ... c ... c ... 
2005 2®5 2005 2010 2010 2010 

208. ·49. ·32. 220. ·45. ·32. 
262. 74. 64. 250. 106. 94. 
24. • 1. ·I. 27. •4. ·5. 

155. ·S6. ·51. 119. ·71. • 1'5. 
414. 32. Z6. 522. 21. 20. 

1nr. -r. ~ 1Dr. 0. -r. 

41. 15. a. "'· J. 4. 



eXHlllT 1·4 

:HAllGI !II AllNUALIZ!D NIT 
uT!L!TY COSTS IY •!GIClt 1/ 

<"ILL:OMS OF 1990 ~LAIS> 

CHANG( CHAllGl CMAllGI CHAllGI CllAllGl :HAllGl :HAllGE :HAllCiE 
Flletl Fll(Jt ~•at FltQlt Fl(Jt FllCR =1tet1 '•Ct! ABSENT i:llll!· AISIMT Pitt• AIUllT i:>llE· AISEllT :i11e· 

l!E GUI.AT I OM STATUTE REGUl.ATtGW STATUTE llErAJUT!Clt STATUTE llE GlJl.A TI Oil STATUTE 

LCll LOW LOW LOW LCM r.aw I.CM 1.CIW •Ea. UG. •H. RIG. •rG. lll!G. REG. ll!G. 
CASI CASI CAii CAii CASI c:.&• CASE :ASE 
19" 19" 2000 2nDO 2005 2005 2010 2010 

lllV hG1.W) ·22 2 ·60 ·16 ·61 ·D ·44 ·29 
NIOOLI ATWTlC ·5 96 ·al 110 61 267 44 69 
~ S. AT\.AllTIC 36 136 ·Z26 157 ·54 291 ·25 139 
L~I I. ATLAllTIC ·102 ·• 1 ·205 76 • 130 571 • 186 ·55 
WT II, CUTI.AL ·80 317 ·431 401 ·225 6GJ ·355 S21 
EAST I. CUTIA&. ·91 l6 ·212 200 ·1D 391 ·79 135 
•ST I. COTIAL ·106 15 ·111 152 ·149 m ·209 217 
•ST I. CUTIA&. zo Z3 ·157 9 . ,.,. ·31 ·133 1 
lllUITAll 16 ·21 ·17'9 21 ·225 lGS • 190 2a 
l'ACIPIC: 0 1 ... ·1 -~ ·25 ·100 • 17 

TOTAi. U.S. <335> 624 <2,041) 1, 1t1 (1,156) 2,567 C1,Z7'9> 1,00I 

1/ tncludla ... price il'Cre .... U• ,.. ~ ircr .... >, M daea rwt includl co.ta of llflMr ... pricH tor 
oUter MCtota. 



EXNll!J l·S 

P(ICHT c1wu;1 \If !1.EC'TllCITT UTES USID Oii 
1•-.iALll!n cesrs <!.£., ~EVILil!O IASl1) 1/ 

<PUCU1> 

Cl4o\lfGI CM&a&GI CllAIGI CIWIGI CIWIGI 
,.~ 'lat ''°' 'fOf F.al ..... ~ , ... AISllT P•I· AISlllT 

•tQJLA Tl air STATUTI •fGUU.TI"' STAMI UCIJUTIQW 

I.OW LOW LOW I.OW I.OW 
REG. ll~. •H. •H. . ... 
CAtl CASI c:.t• CA a CAii 

'"' 19M 2QCO 2CCIO zoos - - -
Nl\I lllGLAllD -0.l o.o ·0.I ·O.Z ·O.t 
MlDO\.I ATl.AllltC ·0.0 O.l ·O.I O.l o.z 
~ S. AT\JlllTtC . o.s 1.1 . t.a 1.s ·0.4 
L~I S. ATLAlfTtC ·O.J ·O.t ·0.6 0.2 ·0.4 
WT I. ClllTUL ·O.t o.• . , .o 1.0 ·G.t 
WT S. CllfTU&. ·O.S 0.2 · 1.J 0.9 ·0.6 
.. IT I. ClllTU4 ·o.• o., .,.., 0.1 ·o.a 
.. ITS. CPTUL o.t 0.1 •0,, o.o ·0.6 
IGllTAll o. t ·0.1 ·0.f o., ·O.t 
PAClPtC o.o o.o o.o o.o ·Q.4 

TOTAL u.a. ·O.' o.z ·Q.f o.s ·O.S 

- -

CWIGI 
,lelt 
Ptf• 

SfAMt 

I.CW 
HG. 
CAtl 
ZClG9 

·O.S 
0.1 
2.S 

'·' '-" 1 .I 
1.1 

·O. \ 
0.1 

·O. \ 

t.1 

-

C>WIGI CHAllGl 
,.air f lQlll 

AIUllT :itt· 
ll«IU. Tt (II S'TllUT! 

I.OW ~cw 
UG. •EG. 
CASI CASl 
2010 ZGTO 

·0.6 ·0.4 o., 0.2 
·0.2 , • 1 
·0.5 ·0.1 
·0.1 1.2 
·0.S o.• ·1., 1.' 
·0.1 o.o 
·0.6 0., 
·0.7 ·O. \ 

·0.5 0.4 

,. ,,.,.,. ... 
ll...crictty let .. 



EXMlllT 1·6 
LOW CASI 1995 , I 

ll<JJUTOll CASI llUTlvt TO "A&Sl!IT UGJ\..t.flCIM" CASI 

TOT.\L O'fCT!Z) 
.&LLOWAll.l .&LLG\IAIU saJICI c.t• CASI C.lS! 

SQ2 IAllC!O soz SQ2 lllT T ... OllG a»\.tAaCI TOTAL 
EIUSSIOllS CtlD!TS EMISSI011$ EMI SSIOllS rwn COITS CCSTS CDS TS 

STAT!/llGIOll ( lllTCWS) (llllTOH> CllllTCllS) (!eTOH) (MTOlll) (tlet) ( .. ) ( Silil) ............. _ •••••••••• •••••••••• .......... ········- ····-- ... .._.. ·--- ••••••••• 
liCV OGUMD 32 0 32 26 (6) (1) <22) <22) 
•UDCLI ATl.ulT IC 706 ClOI> 591 634 3? 4 (9) <S> 
UP'fl S. ATl.AllTlC 6.37 ( 15,) lo.a6 514 21 3 3l l6 
LCIWll S. ATl.AllTIC 71~ (6) 709 490 <211) <22) c ar:u ( 102) 
UST M. ClllTUL 2,2'7 <600> , ,651 , ,511 CID> Cl> <72> (80) 
ust·s. C11tTUL 950 (77) 414 161 (1J) (1) <19> (91) 
WIST It. ClltTUL 40l Q 402 65S Z5S 26 ciU> ( 106) 
WIST S. CUTUl. 0 0 0 0 0 0 20 20 
G.WTAll 0 0 0 0 0 0 ,, 16 
lliC1'1C Q 0 0 0 0 0 0 a 

TOTAL U.S. S,699 (942> 4,7'1 4,7'1 0 0 (335) Cl3.5) 

llOTI: TQt•l• _.,not -*' u to ird1i:t idlrlt ,..,..,,... 

1/ ..,.... All~· reflect at-ion all- and .._._. •t•t• ~t- ..,....ated tr, "' ... t 
t9CMOl411Y ht 19". 

H£C~l!C:~T 
RAf! 

tliCIOSES 
cu 

••••••••••• 
-~.3 
. j.:) 

:.3 
. : .J 
. : . ~ 
-~.s 
·0.6 
j. 1 

:.J 

·O. ~ 



EXMlllT 1·1 
L.~ CASI 2000 1/ 
~EIAJLATOIT CASE 111..AT!vt TO ·~Sb~ llQA.A'f!Clt• CASI 

TOTAL AHICT!D 
Al.i.:wAILI E•USSIONI ALl.OilAIU saaa CASI C.AU :.ASE EL!CTR1c:n 

S02 camus • S02 S02 •IT UAO!llG COIPL!AllCI '::JUL -..rr 
e 1141 SS I OltS IAJIClllG EJlllSSICltl !MIUICltl TUDH COSTS :OSTS ::STS :11causu 

SUTE/l!EGIOM (lllTOMI) (ICTQlll) (lilTQlll) (ICTCll1) CMTClll) CS•> (»le) (911) (%) 
•-•••••a•••••• =········· ··-····- ·---- ·-- ..... -.. ......... . ......... ••c•••••• ••••••••••• 
llEW ENGLAND 292 0 m 206 (86) (11) (43) (60) ·J.! 
11'1001.E AT\.AMTtC 1 ,033 155 1,,. , ,317 199 39 CZ92> C253> . J .! 
UPPER S. Aff..Aatf IC 7'91 267 1,059 1,09' 35 ., c2ll> <226) ... a 
LCWll S. ATlAllTIC 1 ,507 9 1 ,516 1 ,6216 110 Z2 c227> C205) . ~. 6 
EAST 11. C!ITUL 2,491 1,07' 3,572 2,667 (906) C1IO) c2'5> (435) .•. J 
EAST S. C:!ITIAI. 1, 121 121 1,249 1,51' 326 65 (347) C2&2) .•. 3 
.-sT II. ClllTIAI. 916 0 m 1,4'6 491 97 <276) ( 17'8) .•. J 
.-sT S. C:!ITUL 1,021 0 1,027 m <56> (11) (146) (157') ·0.5 
llCUITAIM 611 0 611 ,,, (1'9) (16) (164) ( 11'9l ·C.Y 
PACIFIC 139 0 139 106 (]6) (7) <59) (66) . . ..... 
TOTAL U.S. io,OGJ 1,634 11 ,'17 11,616 0 <0> CZ,040> CZ,°'1> ·0.9 

MOTi: Total• my rat ..-. u to Ir rt ; ••t ,. ... ,,... 
1/ •All...-l• tCl2 1111u1-• lnchm acre ,._.,,....fet'1'9t• ell~ fflf' "'tt• ,...rt,.. a.., Z005. 

AlN, ......... Cl"edftl I Int,.- refl•C at-19' ell~, ... 
"br&.r •t .. i- re&ctl- "9ed In 2000. 



EXMlllT l·e 
~~ CASI 2005 
Uri.JlATQIY CASI lllATIVI TO "AISIMT Hri.JLAT!Oll• CASI 

"OTAL A"ICT!D 
.&LLOWAILI sea.Cl C.\SI :0.SI CASI !LICTllCITT 

saz saz llET TUDlllG CO.l.IUCI TOTAL Uri 
EIUSSIOllS !MtSSIOllS ruou C'OITS emu C'OITI lllCILUH 

surEJHGtOll <NiOllSJ <MTOllS) ClllTOllS) , .. , , .. , ,., Cl> 
••••••••••••••• •••••••••• .......... ········· .. -··· ·---- ·- ··-·-
llEW EllGLAlllD Z!l 203 <80> <32> <29> (6') ·0.9 
•IDDLI ATLAITIC - 910 , ·°'] 143 57 , , 61 0.2 
U~I S. ATLAJtTIC 136 56' 129 51 ( '°'> C54). ·0.4 
~OWll S. ATLAJtTIC , ,396 , .251 (131) C55> ( 7'5) <130) ·0.4 
UST II. ClllTIAI. 2,249 2,099 (154) (61) <165) <229> ·0.5 
EAST S. ClllTIAI. , • 064 , ,254 191 76 C2GI) <ID> ·0.6 
111ST II. ClllTUI. 904 955 51 20 C16') ( 14f) ·O.I 
1111T S. ClllTUL , ,027 911 (49) ( 19) <18) <110 ·0.6 
IQllTAJll 611 561 <57> <ZZ> (2QS) <229> ·0.9 
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ATTACHMENT 
Impacts of Regulation 

of New Small Utility Units 
Under the Acid Rain Program 



l. INTRODUCTION 

ICF has conducted a preliminary analysis of the savings to utilities resulting from an 
l'.xception for utility units with a capacity of 25 megawatts (MW) or less. The savings to utilities 
(if an exception for small units are estimated at approximately $2 million in t~. first year. 
Because additional small units would be purchased each year. the annual savings would increase 
hy ahout the same amount each year. 

U ndi;r the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990. utility generating units of 25 MW or less 
capacity arc exempt from all statutory requirements if they were built before November 15. 1990 
(the date of enactment of the statute). The statute does not specify whether new units will be 
exempt. under proposed regulations, a utility operating a new unit of any size would be subject 
to all requirements. including the requirements to (I) install a continuous emission monitoring 
system (CEMS) and (2) hold allowances equal to its SO? emissions. A proposed exception to 
these requirements for units using very-low-sulfur fuel that were used infrequently would reduce 
costs per unit significantly. EPA received numerous comments questioning the need for 
monitoring requirements for small units. Commenters have requested that EPA provide rdief to 
utilities purchasing new small units. 

EPA has decided to grant an exception to the CEMS requirements and associated 
allowance and permit requirements for new units of 25 MW or less capacity that ( l) are fueled 
with very-low-sulfur fuel (i.e .. natural gas or very-low-sulfur diesel fuel) and (2) are used ten 
percent of the time or less. Owners and operators of such units seeking to qualify for the 
exception would be required to certify their use of very-low-sulfur fuel. but would not be required 
to hold allowances for their S02 emissions. 

2. ANAL YflCAL APPROACH 

For this preliminary estimate of the savings to the utility industry from an exception for 
small units. ICF has examined several issues: ( l) the number of new small units that may be 
purchased by utilities each year: (2) the savings per unit of a small unit exception; and (3) 
potential incentives to use two smaller units under 25 MW instead of one larger unit over 25 
MW. The analysis also considered the extent to which the benefits of an exception will accrue to 
municipal utilities and other small utilities. 

3. THE NUMBER OF NEW SMALL UNITS THAT MAY BE PURCHASED BY UTILITIES 
EACH YEAR 

According to utility projections reported to the Energy Information Administration in 
1988, utilities were planning 28 small units for 1989. 1 While the number of planned units for 
later years decreased. with only nine units planned for 1990 and zero to three units planned each 
year thereafter, data for these years are less reliable because utilities do not need to plan far in 
advance in order to install a small unit. Many small units. notably diesel or dual-fuel generators. 
are purchased off-the-shelf rather than constructed on-site. Because utilities may generally 
purchase and install these units and receive permit approval in a short period of time, there is 
often no need for them to plan for a small unit years in advance. This analysis uses the 28 small 

1 Based on Form EIA-860 Annual Electric Generator Report for 1988. 



units planned for 1989 as the estimated number of small units that would he ordered hv utilities 
each vear. 

Of the 28 units planned for 1989. the utilities planning the units expected to burn liquid 
fuels in 18 of the units. natural gas in nine of the units. and coal in one unit. Ot the liyuid
hurning units. 16 were expected to be fueled with number 2 o"il. ( eyuivalent to uiesd fuel). and 
two were expect1..:d to be fueled with number 6 oil. Any of these units could instead burn very
low-sulfur diesel oil. which costs _somewhat more than higher-sulfur oil. The coal unit could not 
hum very-low-sulfur fuCi without a capital investment for conversion: it is assumed in this 
preliminary analysis that such a conversion would not be cconomical. Therefore. it is assumed 
that 27 units per ycar could potentially qualify for a small unit exception. 

-4. THE SA VIN GS TO UTILITIES FROM A SMALL UNIT EXCEPTION 

A small unit exception yields savings to utilities that purchase new small units. because the 
utilities are not required to ( l) install a CEMS on the unit. (2) obtain a permit for the unit. m (J) 
purchase allowances for the unit's SO., emissions. An exception results in additional costs for the 
purchase of very-low-sulfur fuel, except when ( l) the utility would have used natural gas. a 
yualifying fuel. in the absence of an exception. or (2) the utility would have used very-low-sulfur 
diesel fuel in the absence of an exception. because higher sulfur diesel fuel was locally 
unavailable. 

The annualized costs per unit for a CEMS are substantial. EPA has estimated the total 
annual capital and operating costs of a CEMS on a diesel unit at $73.(X)() (in 1990 doll<!~S ). 
Annual costs for a CEMS for a gas turbine have been estimated at $58.000. but in this 
preliminary analysis of the savings for all small units, savings are estimated using the CEMS cost 
for a diesel unit. Annual data reporting costs in Phase II are estimated to be about $1.800 per . ~ 

unit.-

The costs of allowances for a 25 MW unit in the absence of an exception depends on the 
amount of time the units are in use. Utilities use small units to generate peaking power during 
times of peak demand, such as hot summer afternoons when many air conditioners are in use. In 
this analysis it was assumed that a typical small unit is operated 200 hours per year. A new 25 
MW diesel unit operated for 200 hours per year would produce an estimated ten tons of SO.., per 
year.3 The owner or operator of such a unit would need to purchase ten allowances each year. 
Allowance prices are uncertain; in the only publicly reported trades to date, allowance prices have 
been in the $250 to $400 range. Even at a price of $500 each, ten allowances would cost $5.000. 
At a maximum, small utilities could purchase ten allowances each year through the direct sales 
program at a cost of$ 1,500 each for a total of$ 15.000: this may be considered an overestimate of 

2 U.S. EPA Acid Rain Division, Regulatorv Impact Analvsis of the Final Acid Rain Implementa1ion 
Regulations, U.S. EPA Acid Rain Division, October 1992, p. 4-23. 

·' Based on a fuel sulfur content of 0.4 percent by weight, a heat rate of l0,000 Btu/kWh, and an 
emissions factor of 1.7 grams of S02 per kWh. This sulfur content is conservatively high. By Octohcr 
199~. diesel fuel for motor vehicles may contain only 0.05 percent sulfur by weight; petroleum marketers in 
some areas may choose nor to sell higher-sulfur diesel fuel for any purpose after that date. 
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allowance costs per unit. The annualized permitting costs per source in Phase II have been 
estimated at $3.200.-+ 

When small unit exceptions are available. utilities incur extra costs to purchase very-low
sulfur fuel (for those units that would otherwise have used higher-suifur fuel):-_ Tn quality for the 
small unit exception. a small unit must burn fuel with a sulfur content no greater than 0.05 
pounds per million Btu (i.e .. natural gas or very-low-sulfur diesel). The Clean Air Act requires 
that motor vehicle diesel fuel sold after October 1. 1993 may not contain sulfur in excess of 0.05 
percent by weight. A small unit using such very-low-sulfur diesel fuel would qualit~· for the 
exemption. Based on previous studies. EPA estimates that such fuel may cost as much as LWO 

cents per gallon more than conventional diesel fuel. if both grades are available in a geographic 
region. This estimate is believed. however. to represent a maximum value of the differential rnst 
of fuel to utilities. In some less-populated regions. such as the Midwest. the cost of providing 
separate distribution channels for conventional diesel and very-low-sulfur diesel may exceed the 
cost of manufacturing all diesel to meet the 0.05 percent sulfur specification. Because 
conventional. higher sulfur diesel may be unavailable in these regions. utilities would incur no 
incremental costs to use the very-low-sulfur diesel. Based on an incremental cost of 2 cents per 
gallon. the use of very-low-sulfur fuel would increase the annual costs for a utility operating a 25 
MW unit for 200 hours per year by an estimated $9.000. 

This preliminary analysis of the savings from a small unit exception considers only the 
CEMS costs, because ( I) the avoided costs of CEMS far outweigh the avoided costs for 
allowances and permits. and the incremental costs under an exception for very-low-sulfur fuel. and 
(2) the additional costs for very-low-sulfur fuel tend to balance out the avoided costs for 
allowances and permits. 

Assuming that a small unit exception allows utilities to avoid CEMS costs on 27 small 
units in the first year. and that annual CEMS costs are $73,000, the annual savings for utilities for 
units purchased in the first year would be approximately $2.0 million. Each year. assuming that 
utilities continue to purchase 27 new units that qualify for the exception. the annual savings to 
utilities would rise by about the same amount. 

5. POTENTIAL INCENTIVES TO USE lWO SMALL UNITS INSTEAD OF ONE 
LARGER UNIT 

A utility deciding what size generating unit to purchase will encounter decreasing capital 
costs per MW capacity as the size of the generator increases, due to economies of scale. If a 
CEMS is not required for new units of 25 MW or less capacity, however. the cost per MW 
capacity for u!lits of 25 MW will be lower than the cost per MW capacity for units slightly larger 
than 25 MW.,:, 

~ U.S. EPA Acid Rain Division, Regulatorv Impact Analysis of the Final Acid Rain Implementation 
Regulations, U.S. EPA Acid Rain Division, October 1992, p. 4-36. 

5 For generators using diesel oil, this cost savings and the savings in avoided operating costs for 
CEMS will be slightly offset by the higher cost of low-sulfur diesel fuel, as required under the CEMS 
exception. However, because so little fuel is used in a peaking unit, the capital cost savings will dominate 
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The exception for units of 25 MW or less could thus provide an incentive to limit new 
small units to this size. A utility considering installing a single 40 MW unit. for example. might 
have an incentive to install two 20 MW units instead. This decision will turn on whether the 
annual CE\1S. permit. and allowance savings exceed the higher annualized capital costs of 
'\plitting" a larger unit in half (and losing some economies oLscale ). The balai:u:e hetween 
n.:gulatory rnmpliance costs and the economies of scale will depend. in turn. on the magnitude of 
the scale economies in constructing small dectrical generating units. 

To assess the relative importance of regulatory compliance costs for units above 25 '.\1W 
and higher capital costs per kW for smaller units. ICF estimated the costs for gas turbine units 
ranging up to 50 MW (excluding costs of land and buildings) using the following cost equation: 

Cost=$5t.2. 3 * (Size(MW)) o. 7 

The exponent in the equation expresses the degree to which there are economies of scale in 
manufacture of the units. The exponent of 0. 7 indicates minimal scale economies in the 
manufacture of gas turbines: the cost per kW capacity drops approximately three percent as the 
size of the unit increases by ten percent. The exponent value of 0.7 for gas turbines is based on 
previous EPA analyses of gas turbine costs.6 This analysis does not consider relative heat rates. 
fuel costs. and operating costs. Because of the limited annual operating time for small units. such 
costs are likely to be relatively minor relative to the capital costs. 

On the basis of this preliminary analysis, ICF concluded that the only units likely to be 
split in order to take advantage uf the small unit exception would be those just slightly larger than 
25 MW. A utility planning a 26 MW gas turbine. for example, may have an economic incentive to 
instead purchase one 25 MW unit and one one-megawatt unit. Units in a range slightly larger 
than 25 MW would account for a small percentage of all new small generating units. The 
emissions consequences of this small shift in unit sizes would be minimal, given the small size of 
the units affected, their generally low utilization rates, and the fact that they would be required to 
use fuel with an extremely low sulfur content in order to qualify for the exception. 

6. DISTRIBUTION OF SA VIN GS TO SMALL UTILITIES 

Small municipal utilities own a large number of small units.7 This preliminary analysis 
assumes that many of the new small units purchased by utilities would be purchased by municipal 
utilities, to replace small units being retired. Thus, the cost savings from a small unit exception 
are expected to accrue largely to municipal utility companies. 

in the firm's decision. 

0 EPA Office of Air Quality Planning and Standards, "Air Emissions from Municipal Solid Waste 
Landfills -- Background information for Proposed Standards and Emissions Guidelines," EP A-450/3-90-
011 a. May 30, 1991. 

7 !CF analysis of 1988 Energy Information Administration data from Form EIA-860. 
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7. CONCLUSIONS 

From the foregoing analysis. several conclusions follow: 

• The ~avings to utilities of an exception for small units are estimated al 

approximately $2 million in the first year. Because additional small units would he 
purchased each year. the annual savings would increase by about the same amount 
<.:ach year. 

• Relatively few new small units are likely to be purchased each year. 

• Regulations that require full CEMS for new small units would achieve the 
munitoring: of very low amounts of annual emissions. especially where very-lo\\. -
sulfur fuel is used. 

• An exception fnr small units would distort a utility's choice Df unit size tinly in a 
small number of cases. 
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